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1
SCOPE OF THE THESIS

1.1 INTRODUCTION
fu many industrial and scientific disciplines there is a great interest in prediering the outcome of

physical processes by computer simulations. For example, for the design of humers in industrial
and dornestic applications, the influence of variations in the composition of (natura!) gas on the
cambustion process is studied. Subjects such as flame stability and the predierion of the composition of exhaust gases are of main importance. Other examples are in aerospace industry where the
air flow around aeroplanes is studied to predict loads on the structure of a plane, in geophysical
science where one studies the dispersion of pollutants in ground and surface water to predict the
quality of water resources, and in petro-chemical industry where porons media flow simulation
is used to predict the recovery of oil from a well. The basis of the simulations is a mathematical model descrihing the underlying physical process. Many physical processes are described
by models involving partial differential equations inside a domain of definition, completed with
conditions at the boundary of the domain. Such models are called boundary value problems.
Usually the boundary value problems descrihing a physical process are too complex to obtain
an analytica} solution, and they have to be solved numerically. To obtain a numerical solution, the
partial differential equations and the boundary conditions are discretized using a grid consisting
of a finite number of points. The discretization process leads to a system of algebraic equations.
By solving this system one obtains a numerical approximation of the solution of the boundary
value problem on the grid. Clearly the grid size needed for a reasonable representation of (an
approximation of) the salution depends on the variatîons of the solution. The finer the grid is, the
larger the system of algebraic equatîons and the higher the computational costs, i.e. CPU time
and memory requirements, are.
Often the variations of the salution are large only in a part of the domain and small anywhere
else. For such problems a uniform grid over the whole domain contains a large number of redundant grid points. To approximate the solution, a large system of algebraic equations has to be
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Figure 1.1

A uniform fine grid and a troly non-uniform refined grid.

solved and information has to be stored at a large number of grid points. In general the actvantages of using a uniform grid, like simple data structures and the existence of simple, accurate discretization stencils and fast solution techniques for the resulting systems of algebraic equations,
do not counterbalance the disadvantage of having so many redundant grid points, and the use of
a global uniform grid is computationally inefficient. In such a situation adaptive grid methods
proveto be beneficia!, since these methods attempt to adapt locally the grid size to the behaviour
of the solution.
Adaptive grid methods can be divided into two classes: methods using a priori adapted grids
and self-adaptive grid methods. In many numerical simulations requiring local refinement, it is
known in advance where the grid needs to be refined and at what scale. In this case a method using an a priori adapted grid can be applied. With the available information a locally refined grid
is generated. Then, an approximation of the salution is computed on this adapted grid. In many
other cases, however, the knowledge of where to refine bas to be obtained dynamically from features of the emerging solution. In self-adaptive grid methods a posteriori error estimates on a
given grid are used to decide where to adapt this grid. The grid adaptation process is performed
recursively, starting from a coarse basis grid. Clearly, self-adaptive grid methods are more comc
plex than methods using a priori adapted grids. In this thesis we study the solution of boundary
value problems on a priori adapted grids.
In order to construct a grid which is adapted to the local behaviour of the solution, alocal grid
refinement technique is applied. A great variety of local grid refinement techniques exists. The
counterpart of global uniform grid refinement is pointwise grid refinement. The pointwise grid
refinement technique leadstoa truly non-uniform refined grid. In such a grid there is hardly any
structure in the position of the grid points. A grid point may be positioned anywhere inside the
domain and the distance between the grid pointscan be as small or as large as the variations in the
solution require. Such grids are mainly used in finite element computations. In Figure 1.1 both a
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Figure 1.2 Composite grids.

global uniform fine grid and a truly non-uniform grid are shown. Clearly, truly non-uniform grids
can be very well adapted to the variations of the solution in any part of the domain. An important
disadvantage is that such truly non-uniform grids result in rather complex data structures. The
data structure problem is even more pronounced for three space dimensions.

1.2

COMPOSITE GRIDS

Compromising between the extremes of globally uniform grid refinement and pointwise adaptive
grid refinement, each withits obvious advantages and disadvantages, leads to the use of locally
uniform grid refinement techniques. In these techniques a coarse basis grid, covering the whole
domain, is locally uniformly refined in certain parts of the domain. Locally uniform grid re finement techniques result in composite grids with locally refined regions. In Figure 1.2 two composite grids are shown. In Figure 1.2.a the locally refined regions are nested, which is typical for
composite grids resulting from a self-adaptive local unifonn grid refinement technique. The grid
in Figure 1.2.b is a typical example of an a priori adapted composite grid.
Locally uniform grid re finement methods have been proposed in many different varieties. They
are used to solve elliptic partial differential equations in [18] ,[29],[ 48], hyperbolic partial differential equations in [1],[4],[28] and parabolic partial differential equations in [24],[64]. Self-adaptive
locally uniform grid refinement methods resulting in a sequence of locally nested grids are combined with a multigrid solution technique in [7],[9]. In [43],[ 44] a self-adaptive multigrid method
with locally uniform grid refinement for solving the Euler equations is developed. There also the
discretization of steady conservation laws in the neighbourhood of coarse and fine grid interfaces
is studied.
In this thesis we consicter the solution ofboundary value problems on a certain class of a priori
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Figure 1.3 Global coarse grid with a rectangular and an L-shaped region of local refinement.
adapted composite grids. Here we briefly describe typical examples from this class of composite
grids. In these examples we consider the case of two space dimensions and only one region of
local refinement.
The composite grids which we consider result from a uniform basis grid with grid size H covering a domain of definition by uniform refinement in a subregion of the domain, the so-called
region of local refinement. The uniform basis grid is called the global coarse grid. The region
of local refinement is assumed to be the uni on of a set of neighbouring coarse grid cells 1 . It is
assumed that at least one grid point of the global coarse grid lies in the interlor of this region. In
Figure 1.3 two examp1es of local refinement regions satisfying the above assumptions are shown.
The part of the global coarse grid inside the region of local refinement is uniformly refined by a
factor 0' E IN, the so-called refinement factor. The uniform grid with grid size h = H / 0', covering
the region of local refinement, is called the loc al fine grid. The composite grid is composed of the
global coarse grid and the local fine grid. In Figure 1.4 examples of a global coarse grid, alocal
fine grid and a composite grid are shown.
In this thesis we study the solution of boundary value problems on composite grids as described above. lt is assumed that the variations of the solution of the boundary value problem are
relatively large in a small part of the domain, so that a locally strongly refined composite grid (i.e.
0' » 1) is needed for numerically approximating the solution. For discretizing the boundary value
problem,finite difference methods will be used.
The composite grids described above have several attractive properties. Since they are highly
structured, data structures are very simple. The position of all grid points can be determined from
a small number of parameters. So, the composite grids are very manageable in a practical implementation. Insome part ofthe domain the grid can be locally refined to any scale required by the
variations of the solution. So, the solution can be efficiently and accurately approximated on the
composite grid. Since the composite grid is composed of uniform subgrids, discretization of the
boundary value problem is standard in the greater part of the domain. At most grid points accurate, uniform difference stencils can be used. Only at certain grid points on and near the coarse
1

Here a coarse grid cellis a square of size H generaled by four grid points of the global coarse grid.
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Figure 1.4 a) Global coarse grid and local fine grid; refinement factor 4. b) Composite
grid with interface grid points (•) and slave points ( o).

and fine grid interface the discretization process is non-standard and needs special care.
A large part of the computational work for numerically approximating the salution of a boundary value problem consists of solving systems of algebraic equations. In this thesis we study iterative methods which predominantly use the uniform subgrids underlying the composite grid.
In these methods systems of algebraic equations are solved on the uniform subgrids only. Often
systems of algebraic equations resulting from discretization on uniform grids can be solved very
efficiently.
Although in the examples above we consider two-dimensional composite grids composed of
two uniform subgrids, it should be emphasized that the methods and many of the results presented
in this thesis can be generalized to several other situations in a straightforward way. For the main
results we will give comments on possible generalizations. Here we already mention that the assumption of one local fine grid is not restrictive. The methods and analysis in chapters 2-5 can
be easily generalized to composite grids composed of a global coarse grid and a number of local
fine grids, covering disjoint regions of local refinement. An example of such a grid is given in
Figure 1.2.b. We do not consicter composite grids composed of a global coarse grid and a nested
sequence of local grids as in Figure 1.2.a. Instead of gradual refinement by a sequence of nested
uniform subgrids, where the refinement factor for two consecutive grids is only 2, we consicter an
abrupt refinement by only one local fine grid. Finally we mention that the methods in chapters 2
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and 5 and tbe analysis in Chapter 3 eau be easily generalized for tbree space dimensions.

1.3 CONTENTS OF THE THESIS

hl tbe literature ([7],[30],[46]) one eau find tbree basic iterative methods for approximating the
solution of boundary value problems on composite grids. In Chapter 2 these tbree methods are
introduced and compared. We believe that a uniform presentation and analysis of these methods
is a novelty. The metbods are described for a modellinear elliptic boundary value problem aud a
model composite grid. The boundary value problem is discretized using finite difference methods.
hl tbe local defeet correction (LDC) methad tbe boundary value problem is discretized both on the
uniform global coarse grid aud on the uniform local fine grid. The right hand sides of tbe discrete
equations on tbe uniform subgrids are adapted in au iterative process. Each iteration step yields
approximations of tbe solution of tbe boundary value problem on the uniform subgrids. In tbe
LDC metbod no discretization of tbe boundary value problem on the composite grid is needed.
The fast adaptive composite grid (FAC) metbod is of a different nature. This is an iterative metbod
for solving au a priori given discretization of the boundary value problem on the composite grid.
The solution of the composite grid discretization is approximated by solving systems of algebraic
equations on the uniform global coarse grid aud on the uniform local fine grid. The multi-level
adaptive teehnique (MLAT) is a multigrid approach on grids witb local refinements. Like in the
LDC methad the boundary value problem is discretized only on tbe uniform global coarse grid
and on the uniform local fine grid. Por solving the systems of algebraic equations on the local fine
grid, a two-grid metbod is used.
Both for the LDC metbod and for tbe MLAT metbod tbe composite grid discretization, which
is actually solved by the method, is au implicit result of tbe metbod itself. These composite grid
discretizations are the key to an aualysis of tbe LDC metbod aud the MLAT metbod. hl Chapter 3
the composite grid discretization related to the LDC metbod is derived. Also au expres sion for tbe
iteration matrix of tbe LDC metbod is derived. In order to campare the LDC metbod aud tbe FAC
method, the latter is applied to tbe composite grid discretization related to the LDC metbod. It is
shown tbat tben, with a suitable choiee of the initial approximation in the FAC method, tbe LDC
iterates aud the FAC iterates are tbe same. FortheMLAT metbod tbe composite grid discretization
which is actually solved by the methad is derived too. The composite grid discretizations related
to the LDC methad aud tbe MLAT method are compared. It is shown tbat tbe composite grid
discretization related to tbe MLAT methad depends on the restrietion operator used in MLAT for
restricting local fine grid approximations to grid points of the global coarse grid.
In Chapter 4 the composite grid discretizations related to the LDC metbod aud the MLAT
metbod are studied. Oiobal diseretization error estimates are derived forthese two composite grid
discretizations, as well as for a third composite grid discretization, which is characterized by tbe
use of non-uniform finite differenee stencils at the grid points on the coarse aud fine grid interface.
First the composite grid discretizations are compared for tbe one-dimensional Poisson problem. It
is shown tbat already for this simple one-dimensional problem, the composite grid discretization
related to the LDC metbod has important advantages compared to the otber two composite grid
discretizations. It is concluded tbat, from a discretization point of view, in tbe MLAT metbod
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trivial injection should be used for restricting local fine grid approximations to grid points of the
global coarse grid. The favourable properties of the composite grid discretization related to the
LDC methad remain valid for two space dimensions. For the two-dimensional Poisson problem
a sharp global discretization error bound, which is valid without restrictions on the coarse grid
size H, the fine grid size hand the refinement factor a= H / h, is derived. This is a new result for
finite difference discretization error estimation on composite grids in which the two grid sizes H
and h are essentially independent.
In chapters 2-4linear boundary value problems are considered. In Chapter 5 two methods for
solving nonlinear boundary value problems on composite grids are described. The first one, the
nonlinear LDC method, is a combination of an outer local defect correction iteration with inner
Newton iterations for solving systems of nonlinear equations on the uniform subgrids. Sufficient
conditions are given for the nonlinear LDC methad to be well-defined, i.e. for all systems of nonlinear equations in the nonlinear LDC methad to have a locally unique solution. It is shown that
the nonlinear LDC methad is closely related to a composite grid discretization of the boundary
value problem. In the second method, called the Newton-FAC method, this composite grid discretization is solved by an outer Newton iteration and inner FAC iterations for solving Jacobian
systems on the composite grid.
In Chapter 6 the numerical simulation of fiat fiames on composite grids is considered. The
numerical simulation of a cambustion process typically requires the use of locally strongly refined
grids, sirree the chemically active layer, where the variations in the variables are large, is relatively
small compared to the size of the computational domain. The governing equations for reacting
gas flow in general and for burner stabilized fiat fiames in particular are summarized. A onedimensional cambustion model problem is derived and the nonlinear LDC methad from Chapter
5 is applied to this model problem. Properties of the nonlinear LDC methad are illustrated by
numerical results. For example, the errors in the approximations resulting after 0, 1 and 2 local
defect correction steps are considered, as well as the error in the approximation abtairred in the
limit by the nonlinear LDC method.
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2
INTRODUCTION OF ITERATIVE
METHODS ON COMPOSITE
GRIDS

In this chapter we describe three iterative methods for solving boundary value probierus on composite grids: local defect correction (due to Hackbusch [30]), the fast adaptive composite grid method
(due to McCormick [46]) and themulti-level adaptive technique (due toBrandt [7]). A basic feature
of the methods is that the greater part of the workis carried out on uniform subgrids. The methods
are all described for the samemodel setting.
The model boundary value problem and tlle model composite grid are introduced in Section
2. l. The local defect correction method is presented in Section 2.2. First the method is introduced
for the model setting. Then some typical features of the method are illustrated by numerical results
and important generalizations are discussed. In the local defect correction methmt boundary value
probierus are discretized on uniform subgrids only, not on the composite grid. The discrete problem on the composite grid which is actually solved by the method is not a priori given, but it is an
implicit result ofthe iterative process. On the other hand, the fast adaptive composite grid metbod
is an iterative metbod for solving an a priori given discrete problem on a composite grid. The fast
adaptive composite grid method is presented inSection 2.3. The multi-Jevel adaptive technique,
which is presented inSection 2.4, is derived from the multigrid metbod for approximately solving
boundary value problems. As for the local defect correction method, the discrete problem on the
composite grid whichis actually solved by the multi-level adaptive technique is an implicit result of
the iterative process. InSection 2.5 we discuss the similarities and the difft~rences between the three
iterative methods. We use several results from Cllapter 3, in which the three methods are analysed.

2.1

MODEL PROBLEM

In this section we introduce a simple model problem to be used for clarifying the iterative methods
in the sections following. The model problem is suitable for introducing the basic concepts of the
methods without the concern of technical and notational details.
The model boundary value problem is the two-dimensional Poisson problem on the unit square
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with Dirichlet boundary conditions,
-liu

f

U=<p

in Q

(0, 1) x (0, 1),

onoQ.

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

Here f is a given function on Q, <p a given function on the boundary äQ of the domain Q and
ti := ~ +
the Laplace operator. The ciosure of Q is defined by Ö
Q U äQ. We assume
that the boundary value problem (2.1) has a unique solution, u* E C2 (Q) n C(Ö), and that the
variations of the solution are relatively large in some part of the domain and relatively small in
the remainder of the dornain. The part of the domain where the variations of the solution are
relatively large is called the high activity reg ion.
The model cornposite grid QH,h is composed of a global coarse grid and alocal fine grid. The
global coarse grid QH is a uniform grid with grid size H covering the domain Q:

-$.

(2.2)

with
QH:={(x,y)elR2 ix1HeiN, yiHEIN}.

(2.3)

07

We assurne that 1I H E IN. The local fine grid
is a uniform grid with grid size h < H, covering
the region of local refinement Oz := (0, Yt) x (0, Yz) C Q:
(2.4)

with

gh :={(x, y) E JR2 1 xlh E IN,

ylh

E

IN}.

(2.5)

We assume that yt/ H E IN, Yzl H E IN and H I h E IN. The interface ris defined as the part of
the boundary (JQ 1 of Q 1 which lies inside Q,
(2.6)

We assume that the high activity region ofthe boundary value problem (2.1) lies inside the subregion Q 1• The composite grid QH,h is defined by
(2.7)

and is shown in Figure 2.1.
The refinement factor a is defined as the ratio of the coarse grid size H and the fine grid size
h,
(2.8)
a:= Hlh.
Sirree we have assumed that H I h E IN, the refinement factor is an integer. In this thesis the refinement factor is an important parameter. We are particularly interested in composite grids with
large refinement factors.

2. L

1l

MODEL PROBLBM

'Y2 - - - -- - -

1

0

0

Y2 --- ---- ---,

0

0

F'igure 2.1 The uniform grids QH,
H = 1/6, O" = 2 and Yl = Yz = 1/2.

n? and nf, and the cornposite grid QH,h for

Remark 2.1 Often sequences of locally nested uniform grids of decreasing grid size are used for
solving boundary value problerns. The grid size ratio of two consecutive grids is usually small
and a large
(e.g., 2). In this thesis we consicter a global coarse grid nH and one local fine grid
D
refinement factor O" Hj h (e.g., O" = 16).

n7

Besides the uniform global coarse grid nii and the uniform local fine grid
uniform grids are used in this chapter. The local coarse grid
is defined by

nf

n?, another two
(2.9)

nf

with fJII from (2.3). The local coarse grid
is a uniform grid with grid size H, covering the
subregion 0 1 (see Figure 2.1). Since H I h E IN, all grid points of
are grid points of the local
fine grid
too. The local coarse grid
will be used in the local defect correction method. The
global fine grid nh is defined by

n?

nf

nf

(2.10)

with {Jh from (2.5). The global fine grid g,h is a uniform grid with grid size h covering n.
We conclude this section with some definitions and notation concerning functions on grids.
We reeall that a grid is a set of points.
Definition 2.2 A grid function on a grid V is a mapping v : V
on a grid V is denoted by _1"(V).
Definition 2.3 The restrietion w 1V : V
is defined by

---è>

---è>

IR. Thesetof all grid functions

IR of a (grid) function w : W

w(x)

XE

V.

---è>

IR to the grid V C W
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Definition 2.4 The maximum norm of a grid function v E .1(V) is defined by

llvlloo := maxlv(x)l.
xeV
Definition 2.5 For an ordering of the grid points of a grid V, say x 1, x 2 , ..• , Xt, the vector representation of a grid function v E .1(V) is defined by

The component of the vector v corresponding toa grid point x

E

V is denoted by v(x).

The notion of grid functions and vector representations will be used throughout the remainder of
this thesis.

2.2 THE LOCAL DEFECT CORRECTION (LDC)
METHOD
In this section we describe the local defect correction (LDC) method. In Subsection 2.2.1 the
LDC method is introduced for the model boundary value problem and the model composite grid
from the previous section. Some properties of the metbod are illustrated by numerical results in
Subsection 2.2.2. The LDC method introduced here is a special case of a generallocal defect
correction technique due to Hackbusch [30]. Important generalizations of the LDC method are
considered in Subsection 2.2.3.

2.2.1

Description of the Metbod

The common approach for solving a boundary value problem on a grid consistsof two steps. First
the boundary value problem is discretized on the grid and then the resulting system of equations
is solved. In the LDC method we do not a priori define discrete equations on the composite grid
gH,h. The LDC method is an iterative process and in each step systems of linear equations resulting from discretizing the boundary value problem (2.1) on the global coarse grid gn and on
the local fine grid
are defined and solved. The solutions of the discrete problems are used to
define an approximation of the solution of the boundary value problem (2.1) on the composite
grid gH,h.
Fordiscretizing on the uniform subgridsfinite difference methods are used (seee.g. [32],[50]).
At each grid point the differentlal equation is approximated by an algebraic equation in which the
derivatives have been replaced by appropriate difference quotients. For discretizing the Poisson
problem (2.1) central differences in the x and y direction are used:

rz?

-D.u(x, y)

=H- [4u(x, y) -u(x+ H, y)- u(x
2

H, y)- u(x, y+ H)- u(x, y- H)], (2.11)

2.2. THE LOCAL DEFECT CORRECTION METHOD
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1,..--------,
u{j(x)

~(0, ·-·~1
y,)

+
Figure 2.2 Values used to define artificial Dirichlet boundary values on the interface;
H = 1/6, Yl = Y2 = 1/2.

for a uniform grid with grid size H. The formula on the right hand side of (2.11) is the well-

knownfive-point formula for the Laplace operator. Difference quotieuts at grid points close to
the boundary involve points on the boundary. Since we consicter Dirichlet boundary conditions,
the valu es of the solution are given at the boundary points (cf. (2.1 b) ).
In the LDC method one starts by discretizing the boundary value problem on the global coarse
grid QH. This yields the basic discretization
(2.12)
which describes a system oflinear equations for the unknowns {u{j (x) I x E QH}. The Dirichlet
boundary values from (2.lb) are incorporated in the grid function fH. Thefinite difference operator LH is a linear mapping, LH: :f(QH) -+ :f(QH). If we prescribe an ordering of the grid
points x E QH then the grid functions u{j and fH can be represented by veetors and the finite
difference operator can be represented by a matrix. In this chapter we mainly use the notation of
grid functions and operators.
The grid function u{j is an approximation ofthe salution of the boundary value problem (2.1).
This grid function is used for discretizing the boundary value problem (2.1) on the local fine grid
~J?. At each grid point x E ~J? the differential operator in (2.1) is approximated using the fivepoint formula for the Laplace operator, now for the grid size h. Difference quotieuts at grid points
close to the boundary a~J involve points on the boundary. The values of the salution at the boundary points are given (cf. (2.1 b)). Difference quotieuts at grid points close to the interface involve
points on the interface. The values at these interface points are determined from the coarse grid
values u{f (x), x E QH n r, and the the boundary values cp(yl, 0), cp(O, Y2), by interpolation. In
this way artijicial Dirichlet boundary values are defined on the interface (see Figure 2.2). The
discrete problem on the local fine grid ~J? is denoted by

L?u?,o = f[(u{j)

(2.13)

which describes a system oflinear equations for the unknowns {u? 0 (x) I x E ~J?}. The Dirichlet
boundary values on a~J 1 n a~J (cf. (2.1 b )) and the artificial Dirichlet boundary values on the interfacerare incorporated in the grid function f 1h E :FC~J?). The dependenee of f 1h on the approximation u{f is denoted explicitly in (2.13). The finite difference operator L? is a linear mapping,
:FC~J?) -+ :FC~J?).

L7 :
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The approximations

u{f from (2.12) and uf 0 from (2.13) are used to define a composite grid

approximation u{f·h of the solution of the boundary value problem (2.1 ),
Hh
u0 · (x)·=
·

{uf'0 (x) xeQ7
u{f (x)

x E QH,h\07 ·

By solving the local fine grid problem (2.13) we aim at improving the approximation of the
solution of the boundary value problem in the subregion n1. However, the Dirichlet boundary
values on the interface result from the basic discretization (2.12). Hence the accuracy of the approximation u7, 0is restricted by the accuracy of the approximation u{f on the interface. In genera!,
local phenomena inside n 1 cause the approximations u{f (x) to be relatively inaccurate both at grid
points which lie inside n1 and at grid points which He outside n1. Therefore the accuracy of the
approximation u{f•h is usually not in agreement with the added resolution (see Subsection 2.2.2).
In the local defect correction metbod the local fine grid approximation u7, 0 is used to correct
the basic discretization (2.12) in the following way. The global coarse grid approximation u{f and
the local fine grid approximation uf 0 are combined to define the global coarse grid function wH,
H

·- {

w (x) .-

u7, 0 (x)

u{f (x)

X E

Q[I

x E QH\Ofl ·

Substituting this grid function in the basic discretization yields a residual grid junction or defect,

dH := LHwH

fH.

The valnes of this defect at grid points inside n1 are used to update the right hand side fH of the
basic discretization,
jH(x) := { fH(x) +JH(x) XE Of
fH (x)
XE gH\Of

The updated coarse grid problem reads

(2.14)
The dependenee of

jH on the approximations uf 0 and u{f is denoted explicitly in (2.14).

Remark 2.6 Suppose that the subregion 0 1 coincides with the domain (i.e. 0 1 = 0). Then the
values of
are equal to the values of the (global) fine grid approximation at all grid points of
the global coarse grid. Hence, given the fine grid approximation, we have defined in (2.14) an
o
optima! correction for the basic discretization (2.12).

uF

Equation (2.14) yields an approximation uf of the solution of the boundary value problem
(2.1) on the global coarse grid nn. Like the approximation u{f, the approximation uf is used to
define artificial Dirichlet boundary values on the interface. The related discrete problem on the
local fine grid Qf reads (cf. (2.13))
(2.15)
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The approximations uf from (2.14) and u? 1 from (2.15) are used to define a composite grid
approximation u~·h of the solution of the boundary value problem (2.1 ),

In the local defect correction method the steps described above are performed iteratively. First,
an initialization step is carried out by solving the basic discretization (2.12) and the related discrete
problem on thelocal fine grid (2.13). Then, at each iteration step, an updated discrete problem on
the global coarse grid (cf. (2.14)) and a related discrete problem on the local fine grid (cf. (2.15))
are solved.

me algorithm
lnitialization:
Solve the basic discretization
(2.16a)
Solve the local discrete problem
(2.16b)
Define the composite grid approximation

zi'1,0 (x) x

{
lteration, i

=

ut/ (x)

E Qh1

(2.16c)

X E QH,h\Q?

1, 2, ... :

Correct the right hand side of the basic discretization

wH(x)
jH(x)

{
{

nf

x e 1
x QH\!Jf '

uti-1 (x)

u{!. 1 (x)

fH(x)

+ (LHWH-

fH)(x)

fH(x)

XE

!Jf

x

Qll\!Jf

(2.16d)

Solve the global discrete problem
(2.16e)
Solve the local discrete problem
h h
LIul,i

on

!Jf.

(2.l6f)
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Define the composite grid approximation
(2.16g)

In each step of the LDC iteration two systems of linear equations, one on the global coarse
are defined and solved. The system of linear equations
grid QH and one on the local fine grid
on the composite grid QH,h which is actually solved by the LDC method is an implicit result of the
iterative process. In Section 3.2 we derive this system and we consicter the convergence behaviour
of the LDC method.
We emphasize that in the LDC method boundary value problem discretizations are used on
uniform subgrids only. Discretizing on uniform grids is relatively easy compared to discretizing on non-uniform grids. The data structure for a uniform grid is much simpler than for a nonuniform grid and on a uniform grid simple and accurate finite difference approximations can be
used. Furthermore, the systems of linear equations which have to be solved are defined on uniform
grids. For systems of linear equations on uniform grids, fast iterative solution methods exist.

Of,

2.2.2 Numerical Results
In this subsection we illustrate some features of the LDC method by numerical results. We consider both one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems. For one-dimensional problems the
interface consists of one or two points, and no interpolation on the interface is needed.
First we consicter the one-dimensional Poisson problem
-uxx(x)

u(O)

= f(x),

= qlo,

u(l)

0 < x < 1.
4fli·

(2.17)

The function f and the values qlo and (/li are such that the two-point boundary value problem has
the solution
1
u*(x) = (tanh(25(x 0.33)) + 1).

2

Boundary value problem (2.17) contains a high activity region near x = 0.33. For solving this
boundary value problem we use a global grid with grid size H 1/16 and alocal grid, covering
the subregion Ot
(3/16, 8/16), with grid size h = 1/64. The second derivative in (2.17) is
approximated using central differences. In Figure 2.3 several approximations resulting from the
LDC metbod are shown. We observe that the approximation u{! which results from solving the
basic discretization is not only inaccurate at grid points near the high activity region, but also at
grid points outside the subregion Ot. Hence the artificial Dirichlet boundary values at the interface
grid points are inaccurate and solving the related local fine grid discretization does not yield a
significandy more accurate approximation u~I,h on the composite grid. However, inside 0 1 the
grid function u~,h approximates the behaviour of the continuons solution quite well. In the local
defect correction step this information about the problem inside 01 is used to update the basic
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Figure 2.3 Approximations ofthe continuous solution (solid line) ofthe one-dimensional
1/16, (}
4,
Poisson problem (2.17) resulting from the LDC method with H
!:21 = (3/16, 8/16). a) coarse grid approximation u{f; b) composite grid approximation
u~·\ c) coarse grid approximation ufl; d) composite grid approximation uf•h.

discretization. After solving the updated basic discretization a much more accurate approximation
ufl on the global coarse grid results. After solving the related local fine grid problem we obtain
an accurate approximation uf·h on the composite grid. It can be shown
[19]) that in this case
performing more local defect correction steps does nor change the compositc grid approximation
anymore.
The secoud exarnple is the two-dimensional Poisson problem (2.1) with right hand side functions f and g such that the continuous salution is given by

u*(x, y)

=

1

2

.
(tanh(25(x + y- 0.125))

+ 1).

This boundary value problem contains a high activity region near the line segment x + y
~.
The solution u* is shown in Figure 2.4. We take Ql = (0,
x (0, ~). H
1/16, h
1/128
and we use piecewise quadratic interpatation for defining artificial Dirichlet boundary values on
the interface. In Figure 2.5 the continuous solution and two LDC approximations are shown. The
markers in the figures correspond to values of the approximations at the grid points lying on the
x. The solid line represents the continuous salution on this diagonal. In Figure
diagonal y
2.5.d we zoom in on the region (0.1, 0.25) x (0.1, 0.25). We observe that the approximation

1)
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Figure 2A

a)
(·

The solution of lhe two-dimensional Poisson problem.
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Figure 2.5 Approximations of the continuons solution (solid line) of the two-dimensional Poisson problem resulting from the LDC method with H
1/16, a
8,
n1 = (0, 1/4) x (0, 1/4). a) coarse grid approximation uijl; b) composite grid approximation u:·h; c) composite grid ·approximation uf·h; d) composite grid approximations u:·h
(x) and uf·h (+).
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i

llu*:nH,h- u~'hlloo

0
1

2.29 10 •
1.39 w- 3
3
1.35
3
1.35 w-

2
3
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w-

Table 2.1 Errors in the iterates of the Iocal defect correction method for the twodimensional Poisson problem.

u~·h is relatively inaccurate near the interface. Performing one LDC step yields a much better
approximation uf·h. This is also illustrated by the values in Table 2.1. These values represent
the errors llu*!g.H,h u~·hlloo for several LDC approximations uf·h. Here u*!g_H,h represents the

restrietion of the continuous salution u* to g_H,h. Por the salution of the basic discretization (2. 12)
2
• If the boundary value problem (2.1) is discretized on the
we have llu*lg.H ut'lloo = 6.08

w-

uniform global fine grid g_h from (2.10), using central differences at all grid points x
the approximation uh results. The approximation uh satisfies llu*lg_h- uhlloo 1.44

E

!J.h, then

w- 3• Thus

the accuracy of the approximation u~·h which results after one LDC step is camparabie with the
accuracy of the global fine grid approximation uh. Clearly the number of grid points involved in
the LDC approach(~ 1.2 103 ) is much less than the number of grid points involved in the global
fine grid approach (~ 1.6 104).
Por the examples above, one LDC step suffices to obtain a composite grid approximation with
an accuracy which is comparable with the accuracy ofthe conesponding global fine grid approximation. We have observed that in many other cases one or two LDC iterations are sufficient.

2.2.3

Generalizations

In Subsection 2.2.1 we have introduced the LDC method for the two-dimensional Poisson problem (2.1) and the model composite grid g_H,h. However, the LDC methad is not restricted to this
model setting. The rnethod can be used for approximating the solution of a generallinear secoud
order elliptic boundary value problem on a 'general' cornposite grid, composed of a global coarse
grid covering the domain of definition and alocal fine grid covering a region of local re finement
The region of local refinement is assumed to be an open and connected subregion of the domain,
which contains at least onc point of the global coarse grid. Purther it is assurned that the intersection of a coarse grid cell1 with the region of local refinement is either empty, or the whole coarse
grid cell, or the half of the coarse grid cell above or below a diagorral of the coarse grid cell. Examples of a global coarse grid and admissible regions oflocal re finement are shown in Figure 2.6.
Also the composite grid may be composed of a global coarse grid and two or more local fine grids,
covering disjoint subregions of the domain. If the composite grid is composed of a global coarse
grid and m > 1 local fine grids, then m local discrete problems have to be solved in each LDC
step. Sirree these local problems are independent of each other, they can be solved in parallel. In
1 Here

a coarse grid cellis the interior of a square ofsize H generated by four grid points ofthe global coarse grid.
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Figure 2.6 Global coarse grid with admissible regions of local refinement.
each LDC step tbe global discrete problem bas to be solved before tbe local discrete problems,
since tbe right hand sides of the local problems depend on the solution of tbe global discrete problem (cf. (2.16f) ). The application of LDC to nonlinear boundary value probierus is considered in
Chapter 5. Finally it is noted tbat tbe local defect correction iteration can be generalized for three
space dimensions in a straightforward way.
The generalizations above concern tbe boundary value problem and tbe composite grid. In
tbe remainder of tbis subsection we consicter three important generalizations of tbe local defect
correction process (2.16) itself: local defect correction with overlap, local defect correction witb
inexact solution of tbe systems of equations, and local defect correction for coupling global and
local discretizations of a boundary value problem.
First we discuss local defect correction with overlap. In the LDC method (2.16) tbe right hand
(cf. (2.16d)).
side ofthe basic discreti:r..ationisupdated at all grid points ofthe local coarse grid
This LDC metbod is a special case of the local defect correction metbod introduced by Hackbusch
in [30]. There a second local region Cût Ç n1 is introduced. The right hand side of tbe basic discretization is updated only at grid points of the local coarse grid wfl := gH n w1. Hence, tbis
metbod is given by (2.16) with (2.16d) replaced by

nfi

Q.[l
8
XE Q. \Q.fl
x E wfl
XE Q. 8 \wfl
XE

The overlap parameterdis defined as the distance between tbe interfaces ÖCûJ n g and r = anl n
Q.. Itis assumed thatdis amu1tipleofthecoarse grid size H. If d
0, i.e. wfl = n[l (nooverlap),
then tbis metbod is the same as the LDC metbod (2.16). If d > 0, then the metbod differs from
(2.16) and it is called local defect correction with overlap.

Remark 2.7 In [30] it is shown by Hackbusch tbat the local defect correction process witb overlap converges witb a contraction number of order HK, K > 0, provided that H is sufficiently small
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and that d > 0 independent of H hol ds. The constant K > 0 depends on the consistency order of
the global and local discretizations and on the order of the interpolation on the interface. We consider the convergence behaviour of the local defect correction method without overlap in Section
32
0

Remark 2.8 In [19] we have considered the difference between the continuons salution of a linear elliptic boundary value problem and the approximation resulting after only one iteration step
of the local defect correction method with overlap. There it is shown that for conveelion dominared probieros an overlap parameter d > 0 should be used.
o
In each iteration step of the LDC method (2.16) a system of linear equations associated with
the global coarse grid and a system oflinear equations associated with the local fine grid have to
be solved. Since these linear systems result from discretizing a boundary value problem they are
sparse. These linear systems can be solved using a direct method. In order to exploit the sparsity
one has to adapt these methods (see e.g. [12],[27]). However, in many casestheuse of iterative
methods for solving these sparse linear systems approximately will be more efficient. Using an
iterative method, the sparsity of the system matrix can be better exploited.

Remark 2.9 The iterative methods for solving sparse linear systems are usually divided in three
classes: the basic iterative methods (e.g., Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, SOR, SSOR), the Krylov subspace methods (e.g., CG, GMRES, BiCG) and the multigrid methods. For an overview and a detailed analysis of the basic iterative methods we refer to Varga [65], Young [69], and Hackbusch
[33]. For an overview of the Krylov subspace methods we refer to Freund et aL [26] and Sleijpen
and Van der Vorst [54]. Por an introduetion to multigrid methods we refer to Hackbusch [31],
Stüben and Trottenberg [61] and Wesseling [67].
o
In this thesis we will not discuss the problem of choosing a suitable iterative method for solving
the discrete problems on the uniform subgrids. We note that guidelines for this choice are given
in [3].

Remark 2.10 It is well-known that the rate of convergence of basic iterative methods and conjugate gradient methods for solving systems of linear equations deercases if the number of unknowns increases. The number of unknowns in the discrete probieros on the uniform subgrids is
relatively small. since the global grid QH has a coarse grid size and the local grid r2f, which has
a (much) smaller grid size, covers only a part of the domain.
o
If an iterative method is used for approximately solving the discrete probieros on the uniform
subgrids in the LDC metbod (2.16), then we obtain an outer iteration (the LDC iteration) and
two inner iterations (one related to the uniform global coarse grid nH and one related to the uniform local fine grid r2f). The WC method with inexact salution of the subproblems is presented
schematically in Figure 2. 7. In the i-th LDC step, i :::: 1, the approximations uE 1 and ii-7,;_ 1 can be
used as initia! approximations for the iterative methods for solving the global and the local discrete
problems, respectively. We note that for solving the global discrete probieros and the local discrete problems, different iterative solvers may be used. In the following example we consicter the
dependenee of the LDC results on the accuracy with which the discrete subproblems are solved.
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Schematic presentation ofLDC witbinexact solution ofthe subproblems.

Example 2.11 We consider the two-dimensional Poisson problem and its discretization as in Subsection 2.2.2. Por solving the discrete problem on tbe uniform subgrids, a preconditioned conjugate gradient metbod witb SSOR preconditioner is used (see e.g. [3]). As a general notation for
the systems of linear equations appearing in the LDC metbod we use Ax = b, where the matrixvector notation is used. The iterative solver yields approximations {xkh:z:t for the exact solution
x. As a stopping criterion we use

blloo
l
llblloo
~ to '

IIAxk

where tol is a prescribed toleranee fora relative defect. By varying tol we can vary the accuracy
with which the discrete problem is solved. In Table 2.2 the errors llu*lgH.h- û[l·hlloo are shown
for H
1/16, h
1/128 and several values of tol. The composite grid approximations in tbe
LDC metbod with inexact solution of the subproblems are denoted by ü[l·h and u* denotes the
w- 2 the results are
continuons solution of the boundary value problem. We see that for tol
comparable with the results for the LDC metbod with exact solution of tbe subproblems. We note
that tbis toleranee is required both for solving the coarse grid problem and tbe fine grid problem in
each iteration step. If one of those problems is solved using a larger value of tol, tben the results
are comparable with tbose obtained when botb problems are solved using this larger value of tol.
In Table 2.3 we present for several values of H and a H I h the (approximate) tolerances for
which the errors in the composite grid approximations do not significantly differ for LDC with[
exact and LDC with inexact solution of the subproblems. We observe that this toleranee dependsi
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i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

tol= 1 tol= 10- 1
3.32 10 -l 1.88 10 -~
1.73 10- 1 1.26 10-2
1.56 10-2 5.48 10-3
8.42 10- 2 3.44 10-3
8.49 10- 2 3.49 10-3
4.61 10-2 2.57 10- 3
4.91 10-2 2.21 10- 3
2.68 w- 2 1.86 10- 3
2.85 10-2 1.54 10- 3
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tol= 10- 2
2.32 10 -~
1.47 10-3
1.33 10-3
1.37 10-3
1.34 10- 3
1.36 10- 3
1.41 10- 3
1.35 w- 3
1.37 w- 3

tol= 10- 3
2.2910 -~
1.40 10- 3
1.35 10-3
1.35 10-3
1.36 10-3
1.36 10-3
1.35 10-3
1.35 w- 3
1.35 w- 3

exact

2.29 10-L
1.39 10- 3
1.35 10-3
1.35 10-3
1.35 10-3
1.35 10- 3
1.35 w- 3
1.35 10-3
1.35 10-3

Table 2.2 The errors llu*lnH,h- û'~'hlloo for the LDC method with inexact and exact
solution of the subproblems in Example 2.11.

er=8

k=4

k=4

k=5

k=6

k=7

er=4

er=8

er= 16

w-2

5 10-3

w-3

10-3

10-2

10-2

w-3

Table 2.3 Critica! values for tol in the LDC method with inexact solution ofthe subprobrems inExample 2.11; H = 2-k.

on the parameters H and er only slightly.

D

Remark 2.12 The values in Table 2.2 show that when the subproblems are solved with a low
accuracy (e.g. tol= 1), significantly more LDC steps are required in order to obtain a composite
grid approximation with a certain accuracy than when the subproblems are solved with a high
accuracy (e.g. tol = 10-2 ). Clearly there is a trade-ofi between the work invested in solving the
subproblems and the number of outer LDC iterations. The study for the optima! investment of
workin each outer iteration step is not considered in this thesis. In Chapter 3 we shall analyse the
LDC method with exact salution ofthe subproblems.
D
The local defect correction process (cf. (2.14),(2.15)) can be viewed as a process for coupZing a boundary value problem discretization on a global grid and a boundary value problem
discretization on alocal grid (see [19],[30]). In the model setting of Section 2.1 the region of local refinement fits properly to the global coarse grid and the coordinate systems of the global grid
and the local grid are the same. Also the discretization approach on the local grid is the same as the
discretization approach on the global grid (namely central differences for the Laplace operator).
The coupling of global and local discretizations via local defect correction can still be applied if
an arbitrary shaped region of local refinement is used, the coordinate systems of the global and
local grids differ and/or the discretization approach on the local grid is of a different type than the
discretization approach on the global grid (see [30]). In such a general situation the grid points of
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the global gód which lie inside the local region do not belong to the local grid and the interface r
does not coincide with gód lines of the global gód. Then 'more involved' inter gód transfer operators are needed in order to restriet gód functions on the local grid to grid points of the global
coarse grid and to define artificial Dirichlet boundary values on the interface. In Figure 2.8 two
góds composed of a global gód and alocal grid with different coordinate systems are shown.
b)

• •
• •

Figure 2.8

Grids cornposed of global and local grids with different coordinate systems.

Remark 2.13 The grid in Figure 2.8.b corresponds to an example from [30]. This example considers an elliptic boundary value problem -t<a(x, y)~) + ~(a(x, y)~) fin a rectangulardomain n, with a coefficient a which is smooth in the regions on the left and on the óght of an
interface I, but discontinuous across this interface I. The local co-ordinates are adapted to the
D
interface I.

2.3

THE FAST ADAPTIVE COMPOSITE GRID (FAC)
METHOD

In the LDC metbod (2.16) the boundary value problem (2.1) is discretized on the uniform subgrids
gH and
only, not on the composite grid gH,h. This is different for the Jast adaptive composite grid (FAC) method. The FAC method is an iterative salution methad for an a priori given
discretization of a boundary value problem on a composite grid ([46],[47],[48]). In the solution
process only uniform subgóds are used.
First we consider fini te difference discretizations of the model boundary value problem (2.1)
on the model composite grid gH,h, including difference schemes for the grid points on the interface. Then the FAC method for solving the composite grid discretizations is descóbed.
The composite grid is a global non-uniform gód. The composite grid is called locally uniform
at a gód point x, if the northem, southem, western and eastern neighbouring grid points all have
the same distance to the grid point x. Otherwise the composite gód is called locally non-uniform
at the grid point x. Near the boundary obvious modifications are used in these definitious. Since
the composite grid is composed of uniform subgóds, it is locally non-uniform only at the gód

Qf
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Figure 2.9 Locally unifonn (•) and locally non-unifonn (o) grid points and slave points
(I); H
1/6, a= 2, Yl Yz 1/2.
points on the interface r and at some grid points close to the interface (see Figure 2.9). At the
locally uniform grid points the standard five-point formula for the Laplace operator (either with
respect to the coarse grid size Hor the fine grid size h) can be used.
The locally non-uniform ~rid points}nside Q 1 can he treated as locally uniform grid points by
using the slave points x E (Qh n f) \ (Q 8 n f) (see Figure 2.9). We use the standard five-point
formula for the Laplace operator at the locally non-unifonn grid points inside S"1z, The difference
stencils at these points involve the slave points. The values at the slave points are defined from
the values at the composite grid points lying on the interface and the boundary data <p(O, y2 ) and
<p(y1 , 0) by interpolation. For example, for (x, y) = (H + h, Y2 h), H = 2h, and piecewise
linear interpolation, we use the approximation:

-ilu(x, y) ~ H- 2 [4u(x, y) u(x- h, y)- u(x + h, y) u(x, y- h)
1
1
-2u(x h,y+h)- u(x+h,y+h)].
2
The approach for defining values at the slave points is similar to the approach for defining the
artificial Dirichlet boundary values on the interface in the LDC method in Section 2.2.1.
For the grid points on the interface two types of finite difference approximations are considered. One approach is to use non-uniformjinite dijferences at the interface grid points (cf. [50,
Section 3.5]). For example, using nearest neighbouring grid points, for x = (2H, y2 ), we have:
H- 2 [2u(2H, Yz)

u(H, Yz) u(3H, Yz)]
2a
2a2
- - u(2H, Yz + H) a+ l u(2H, Y2- h)].
a+ 1
The coefficients invalving the refinement factor a = H j h are chosen so that the order of the approximation is as high as possible (i.e., first order accurate). The approach above, in which the
composite grid is considered as a truly non-uniform grid, is referred to as the non-uniform discretization approach. Inthenon-uniform discretization approach we do not use the fact that the
composite grid is composed of uniform subgrids. The alternative approach is to treat the grid
points on the interface as if they were grid points of the uniform global coarse grid Q 8 (see [21]).
Then the standard five-point formula for the Laplace operator can be used. For example, for
x = (2H, Yr ), we obtain:
-1lu(2H, Yz)

-1lu(2H, Yr)

::l:::

~2 (4u(2H, yr)- u(H, Yr)

u(3H, Yr)- u(2H, Yr + H)

u(2H, Yr

H)).
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This approach is referred to as the uniform discretization approach. Note that the uniform discretization approach is possible since we have H/ hE IN and hence QH c nH,h. The discrete
problems on the composite grid QH,h resulting from the non-uniform discretization approach and
the uniform discretization approach for the Poisson model problem (2.1) are analysed in Chapter4.

Remark 2.14 InSection 3.2 we shall show that the discrete problem resulting from the uniform
discretization approach is just the composite grid problem which is actually solved by the LDC
method (2.16).
o
We denote the composite grid discretization, either resulting from the uniform discretization
approach or from the non-uniform discretization approach, by
LH,huH,h = fH,h

on nH·k,

(2.18)

which describes a system of linear equations for the unknowns {UH,h (x) I x E nH,h}. The Dinehlet boundary values from (2.1b) are incorporated in the grid function fH,h. In (2.18) the finite
difference operator LH,h is a 1inear mapping, LH,h: :f(QH,h)---* :f(QH,h).
N OW we describe a FAC step for solving (2.18). Let uH,h be an approximation of UH,h. Inserting uH,h in the system LH,huH,h - fH,h = 0 yie1ds the composite grid defect,
dH,h := LH,huH,h _ fH,h.

The correction vH,h := îiH,h - uH,h satisfies
L H,hvH,h = dH,h.

(2.19)

In the FAC method approximations of the correction vH,h are computed on the uniform subgrids.
First, equation (2.19) is approximated on the uniform g1obal coarse grid. The finite difference
operator L H,h is approximated by the operator LH from (2.12). The composite grid defect is restricted to the uniform global coarse grid via a 1inear smjection r: :f(QH,h) ---* :f(QH), called a
restriction. Then the following system of equations results:

with vH an approximation of vH,h. Next an approximation of vH,h is computed on the uniform
1ocal fine grid. The finite difference operator LH,h inside nl is approximated by the operator L?
from (2.13). The artificial Dirich1et boundary values on the interface are defined from the values
VH (x), x E nH n r by interpo1ation. When interpo1ating between an interface grid point and a
point of the boundary an, a zero value at the boundary point is used. The system of 1inear equations which approximates the system (2.19) inside nl is denoted by:
L7v7

= d7(vH)

on

n?,

where the right hand side depends on the values VH (x), X E QH n r, and on the values dH,h(x),
x E
The dependenee on the g1obal coarse grid approximation vH is denoted explicitly. The
corrections v? and vH are used to define a new approximation of uH,h,

n?.

îiH,h(x) :=

uH,h(x)- vh(x)
_
1
{ UH,h(x)- VH (x)

XE

n?

XE QH,h\Q?
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In the jast adaptive composite grid method the steps described above are pe1fonned iteratively.
F'llC algorithm
Initia! approximation u~,h given
Iteration, i = 1, 2, ... :
Compute the composite grid defect
(2.20a)
Solve the global discrete problem
(2.20h)
Solve the local discrete problem
(2.20c)
Define the composite grid approximation
(2.20d)

Like the LDC method, the FAC methad is not restricted to the two-dimensional Poisson model
problem and the model composite grid oH,h. The methad can be applied to composite grid discretizations of general second-order linear elliptic boundary value problems on a 'genera!' composite grid as in Subsection 2.2.3. The discrete problems on the uniform grids may be solved
approximately using an iterative salution method. In [48] the FAC methad (2.20) is used as a
starting point for deriving more general multilevel adaptive methods.

Remark 2.15 The fast adaptive composite grid methad is an iterative methad for solving discrete
problems resulting from discretizing a botmdary value problem on a composite grid. In [46] and
[47] a convergence analysis of the fast adaptive composite grid methad is presentcd in the setting
of variationally posed discretizations. The numerical results reported in [36],[37],[53],[63] show
that the rate of convergence of the methad is very good and that the methad is applicable to a
wide variety ofproblems not covercd by the theory in [46] and [47]. In [48],[49] the theory for the
variational case is extended to the non-variational case of composite grid problems resulting from
finite volume element discretization. Here we have presenled the fast adaptive composite grid
method for solving composite grid problems resulting fromfinite diJterenee discretization. In [22]
we show that the convergence rate of the FAC metbod (2.20) depends strongly on the choice for
the restrietion
!f(OH,It)-+ !{(OH). Basedon theoretica} insights, (quasi-)optimal restrictions
Pfor the FAC methad are derived in [22].
D

r:
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2.4 THE MULTI-LEVEL ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUE
(lVILAT)
Multigrid methods are very efficient methods for solving sparse linear systems cesuiting from discretizing boundary value problems. These methods iteratively solve a system of linear equations
on a given grid, by constant interaction with a hierarchy of coarser grids, taking advantage of the
relation between different discretizations of the same continuous problem (see e.g. [8],[31],[67]).
The basic principle is that high frequency components of the error can be reduced very efficiently
by basic iterative methods (the so-called smoothing of the error), while the lower frequencies can
be approximated on the coarser grids (the so-called coarse grid correction). The multigrid algorithm infull approximo.tion starage (PAS) form can be modified for approximating the solution
of a boundary value problem on a composite grid [7]. We describe this modified method for the
model problem from Section 2.1.
Let îi 8 •h be a composite grid approximation of the solution of boundary value problem (2.1 ).
By interpolating between the values û8 ·h(x), x E gH,h n rand the boundary values fP(Yt, 0) and
(/!(0, Yz), artificial Dirleblet boundary values are defined on the interface. These values are used
to define the local fine grid problem (cf. (2.13))
(2.21)
The right hand side in (2.21) depends on the composite grid approximation ull,h. A smoothing
processis performed with respect to this system of linear equations. Several steps of some basic
iterative metbod (see Remark 2.9) are carried out with a starting approximation derived from üH,h.
This yie1ds an approximation ûf of uf. Inserting û? in the system Lf uj f 1h(ûH,h) yie1ds the local
fine grid defect,
d7 := L7û7- ff(Ü 8 •h).
In the coarse grid correction step, the system of linear equations
(2.22)
with L 8 from (2.12) is so1ved. Outside thelocal region, the grid function ] 8 is equal to the right
hand side of the basic discretization (2.12),

j 8 (x) = f 8 (x)

XE

Q8 \Q[I.

Inside the local region the values of the grid function ] 8 are given by
jll(x) := (L 8 w8 )(x)- (r1d?)(x),

XE

Q[I,

with
W

H( ) ·- { (fiu7)(X) XE
X

.-

u-Hh(
' x)

Q[I

r.H\r.ll

XE~~

"'~l

•

The linear sutjection rz : :F(rl7) --+ :F (Q[I) is used torestriet local fine grid approximo.tions of the
solution of the boundary value problem (2.1) to the local coarse grid nf. The linear surjection r1 :
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:J(rl.f) -+ :J(rl.f) is used torestriet local fine grid defects to the local coarse grid rl.f. The global
coarse grid approximation üH from (2.22) is used to correct the local fine grid approximation

ü7,

ü? := ûf + pvH,
with

üH (x) - (r1ûf) (x)
ûH(x)- üH,h(x)

0

rl.f
g_H n 1
X E g_H\ (rl.f U (rl.H n 1))

XE
XE

The operator p : :J(rl.H) -+ :J(rl.f) is used to transfer global coarse grid corrections to the local
fine grid. The new composite grid approximation is defined by

-H,h
._ { ÜJ(x)
U (x) .- ÜH (x)

XE
X E

r1.7

g_H,h\rl.f .

In the multi-level adaptive technique (MLAT) the steps described above are perforrned iteratively.
MIAT algorithm

Initia! approximation u~,h given.

Iteration, i= 1, 2, ... :
Find an approximate salution ü?; of the local problem
(2.23a)
Compute the local fine grid defect

·=
Lhûh.
_ J+hI (uH,h)
·
I l,z
i-1 ·

dhI

(2.23b)

Compute the global coarse grid right hand side

wH (x):=

I

(hûj;) (x)

XE

UH,h(x)

X E

'

z-1

-H x ·= { (LHwH)(x)- (r1df)(x)
f ( )·
fH (x)

rl.f
g_H\rl.f ,

(2.23c)

x E rl.f
X E

g_H\rl.f

Solve the global problem

LHuf = jH

(2.23d)

Correct the local approximation

uf (x) - (rzü?;) (x)
vH(x) :=

{

~f(x)- u~~(x)

uf; := ûf;+ pvH.

rl.f
XE g_H n 1
X E g_H\ (rl.f U (rl.H n 1))
XE

(2.23e)
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Define tbe composite grid approximation
UH,h(X) := {

'

U~,;(X)
uf (x)

f27

XE
x E gH,h\07

(2.23f)

Like for the LDC metbod (2.16), we do not u se a discretization of the boundary value problem
(2.1) on the composite grid gH,h intheMLAT method. Also, the MLAT methad can be applied
to general second-order linear elliptic boundary value problems and 'genera!' composite grids as
in Subsection 2.2.3. The MLAT method (2.23) is a special case of the multi-level adaptive technique introduced by Brandt [7],[9] for solving boundary value problems on (adaptively refined)
composite grids.

2.5

COMPARISON OF THE METHODS

It is clear tbat local defect correction, the fast adaptive composite grid metbod and the multi-level
adaptive technique are closely related. This is also noted in the Iiterature (see e.g. [31, Section
15.2], [46], [47]), but nowhere tbe differences and similarities are clearly explained. In [39] multilevel versions oflocal defect correction and the fast adaptive composite grid method are compared
for two typical Hnear elliptic problems by means of numerical experiments. By presenting the
methods in one framework, resulting in LDC (2.16), FAC (2.20) and MLAT (2.23), we can give
a theoretica! comparison of the metbods. Below we use results which are derived in Chapter 3.
In the LDC method (2.16) approximations of the salution of the boundary value problem (2.1)
are computed by solving discretizations of the boundary value problem on tbe uniform subgrids
gH and
InSection 3.2 tbe discretization of tbe boundary value problem (2.1) on the composite
grid which is actually solved by the LDC method is derived. Characteristic fortbis composite grid
discretization related to the LDC metbod is that grid points on the interface r are treated as if they
were grid points of tbe global coarse grid nH. We note that this composite grid discretization is
an implicit result of the LDC metbod. The FAC metbod (2.20), on tbe other hand, is a method for
approximately solving an a priori given discretization of the boundary value problem (2.1) on tbe
composite grid gH,h. If the FAC method, with the initial approximation from (2.16a-c) and with
:f(QH,h) ~ :f(QH) satisfying

n?.

r:

(rw)(x) = w(x),

is applied to tbe composite grid discretization which is related to the LDC method, then the FAC
metbod and tbe LDC metbod yield the same iterates. This relation between the FAC method and
the LDC metbod is shown in Section 3.4. The close conneetion between the FAC method and the
LDC method is valid for generallinear elliptic boundary value problems and 'general' composite
grids as described in Subsection 2.2.3.
As stated above, the LDC iteration is related toa composite grid discretization. Since the FAC
method can be applied to any system of linear equations resulting from discretizing the boundary value problem on the composite grid, tbe FAC method is a more general method than the
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LDC method for solving boundary value problems on composite grids. On the other hand, the
LDC method (2.16) is a special case of a process for coupling a global discretization and local
discretizations via local defect correction. In this process more general combinations of a global
grid and severallocal grids are allowed than those combinations which constitute a composite
grid. For example, the regions of local refinement may be arbitrarily shaped and the coordinate
systems for the local grids may differ from the coordinate system for the global grid. The form
of the non-uniform grid composed of the global grid and the local grids is not essential for the
local defect correction method, since the boundary value problem is not discretized on this nonuniform grid. We conclude that from this point of view the local defect correction approach is
more general than the fast adaptive composite grid approach.
Like for the LDC method (2.16), the composite grid discretization which is actually solved by
the MLAT method (2.23) is an impHeit result of the iterative process. In Section 3.3 it is shown
that the composite grid discretization related totheMLAT method depends on r1 in (2.23), i.e. on
the way in which local fine grid approximations are restricted to the local coarse grid f.2[1 in the
MLAT algorithm. If 1 : :f(O.f)-+ :f(O.f) is defined by

r

Î'1W

WIQ.Ib

WE

:f(Qf),

I

then the composite grid discretization related to the MLKf method is the same as the composite
grid discretization related to the LDC method. The difference between MLAT (2.23) and LDC
(2.16) is that in the LDC method the discrete problems on Q? are solved exactly, whereas in the
MLAT method the discrete problems on O.f are solved approximately by one step of a two-grid
method (see Remark 3.16).
In the LDC method and in the FAC method large values of the rejinement factor u H I hare
allowed. The MLAT method (2.23), however, is basedon multigrid principles. The relaxation
sweeps on the local fine grid are intended to smooth the error, while solving the global coarse
grid problem is meant to reduce the smooth components of the error. Thcrefore, the refinement
factor u= H 1h intheMLAT method (2.23) should not be large (e.g., u 2).
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3
ANALYSIS OF ITERATIVE
METHODS ON COMPOSITE
GRIDS

In this chapter we analyse tbe LDC metbod (2.16), tbe FAC metbod (2.20) and tbe MLAT metbod
(2.23) introduced in Chapter 2. InSection 3.1 we extend tbe notation for the model composite grid
nH,h from Section 2.1 and we specify tbe right hand sides of tbe global and Iocal discrete problems
which occur in tbe iterative metbods. Botb for tbe LDC metbod and tbe MLAT metbod the composite grid discretization which is actually solved by the method is not a priori given, but it is an
implicit result of the iterative process. In Section 3.2 we derive tbe composite grid discretization
which is actually solved by tbe LDC method. Also we give an expression for tbe iteration matrix
of tbe LDC method. The fast convergence of the LDC method is illustrated by numerical results.
InSection 3.3 the composite grid discretization which is actually solved by the MLAT method is
derived and tbe di:IIerences between the composite grid discretizations related to LDC and MLAT
are discussed. In Section 3.4 we derive an expression for the iteration matrix of the FAC metbod
applied to the composite grid discretization related to tbe LDC method. It is shown that, under certain reasonable assumptions, the iterates inthefast adaptive composite grid method are tbe same
as the iterates in the local defect correction method. Partsof this chapter are also presented in [20].

3.1 PRELIMINARIES
In Chapter 2 the local defect correction method (LDC (2.16)), the fast adaptive composite grid

method (FAC (2.20)) and the multi-level adaptive technique (MLAT (2.23)) have been introduced
with a minimum of notation. For the mathematica! analysis in this chapter a more detailed description of the methods is needed.
First we introduce notation for the model composite grid g_H,h from Section 2.1. The coarse
intelface grid rH and the fine interface grid
are defined by
(3.1)

(3.2)
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b) ---,----,----,----,---,

Figure 3.1

a) Grid points of rH (•) and slave points (o). b) Grid points of fH (•).
a)

b)

Figure 3.2 Decompositions of nH and nH,h. a) Grid points of n[I (•) and n~ (o). b)
Grid points of n? (•) and n~ (o).
with QH from (2.2), Qh from (2.10) and r from (2.6). Note that rH c rh and rH c QH,h. The
points x E fh\fH are called the slave points (see Figure 3.l.a).
The restrietion of a grid function w : W --+ IR to the coarse interface grid rH c W is denoted
by wir· This notation will be used throughout this thesis instead ofthe notation wlrH in Definition 2.3.
Thesetof grid points of n[I whichlie atadistance Hofris denoted by fH (see Figure 3.1.b),
fH :={x E n[I I min llx- Yllz = H}.
yer

(3.3)

where 11.11 2 denotes the Euclidean norm.
The part of the global coarse grid QH which is complementary to the local coarse grid n[I is
denoted by Q~,
Q~ := QH\Q[I.
(3.4)
The global coarse grid QH and the composite grid QH,h can be decomposed as,

= n[Iu n~.
nH,h = n? u n~.
nH

see Figure 3.2.
Next we rewrite the right hand sides of the local fine grid problems in LDC, FAC and MLAT.
The local fine grid problems (2.16b),(2.16t) in LDC are rewritten as
L hh_.fh
tUt,i- Jl

-

Lh

H

rPU;

Ir·

i:::: 0.

(3.5)
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J'(r 8 ) represents the grid function uf E J'(f:/. 8 ) restricted to the coarse interface
grid r , p: J'(r 8 )-+ J'(rh) is alinearinjection, called aprolongation, and L~ : J'(rh)-+ J'CfJ.i')

In (3.5) uflr

E

8

is a linear mapping. We reeall that the local fine grid probieros in the LDC method result from
discretizing the boundary value problem (2.1) on the loc al fine grid fJ.j', using artificial Dirichlet
boundary values on the interface. The artificial Dirichlet boundary values result from the values
{u{1 (x) I x E r 8 }, (jl(YI' 0) and (jl(Ü, Y2), by interpolation. The term L~pufir in (3.5) represents
the incorporation of the artificial Dirichlet boundary values in the discrete problem. We define
the grid function j 1h E J'CO.i) and the prolongation pin such a way that the term L~pufir does
notdepend on the boundary values (jl(y1 , 0) and (jl(Ü, y2 ).

Example 3.1 We consicter the Poisson problem (2.1), the five-point fonnula for the Laplace operator, a = 2 and piecewise linear interpolation on the interface. When interpolating between a
grid point X E rH and a point on the boundary 1JQ, zero values are used at the boundary point.
Por example, at x= (h, Y2 h) we obtain:

hh (x)

f(h, Y2- h)

1 ~
+ lh
(ji(O, )12),

(-L~puf!r)(x) := ~h-2 uf((H, )12)).
The boundary value (jl(Ü, y2) is incorporated in the term

f't

0

The local fine grid probieros (2.23a) in MLAT and (2.20c) in FAC are rewritten as
i~

1,

(3.6)
(3.7)

respectively. The notation in (3.6) and (3.7) is the same as in (3.5). In (3.7) the trivia[ injection
R 1 : J'(f:/. 8 ·•) -+ J'(rJ.f) is defined by

(3.8)
and d 8 ·h e J'(fJ. 8 ·h) is the composite grid defect from (2.20a).
Now we rewrite the right hand sides of the global coarse grid probieros in LDC and in MLAT.
Wedefine the finite difference operators Lf: J'(rJ.f)-+ J'(O.f) and L~: J'(r8 )-+ J'(O.f) via
the relation

The trivia[ injection r1 : J'(O.j') -+ J'(fJ.j1 ) is defined by
(3.10)
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The global coarse grid problems (2.16e) in the LDC method are rewritten as

i 2:: 1.

(3.11)

The global coarse grid problems (2.23d) in MLAT are rewritten as
(3.12)
On the right hand side of (3.11) and (3.12) a block partitioning corresponding to the direct sum
:f(O.H) :f(O.f) E9 :f(O.~) is used.
The operators Lf and Lf! represent LH inside the subregion O.t. We introduce the operators
L~: :f(O.~) ~ :f(O.~) and Lf: :f(fH) ~ :f(O.~) which represent LH outside 0. 1:
(L~wHig.H)(x)

+ (L~wHifH)(x) =

XE 0.~,

(LHwH)(x),

wll E :f(Qll).

(3.13)

c

The analysis in this chapter is not restricted to the two-dimensional Poisson model problem
from Section 2.1. In the remainder of this chapter we assume that the finite difference operators
LH, Lf, Lf!, L~, L~ and Lf, L~ result from discretizing a linear second-order elliptic boundary
value problem
in Q = (0, 1) x (0, 1),
on ao..

Lu=f
u=cp

(3.14a)
(3.14b)

on the uniform global coarse grid g.H and the uniform local fine grid O.f. We assume that the discretization process on the uniform grids uses neighbouring grid points only, so the largest possible
difference formula involves nine grid points. The operators LH : :f(QH) ~ :f(QH),
Lf: :f(O.[I) ~ :f(O.f) and Lf : :f(O.f) ~ :f(O.f) are assumed to be nonsingular. So any system of linear equations corresponding to LH, Lf or Lf has a unique solution.
The analysis and results in this chapter can be generalized in a straightforward way to 'general'
composite grids with more than one region of local refinement as described in Subsection 2.2.3.
The model composite grid g.H,h is considered only for notational convenience.

3.2 LDC AS ITERATIVE SOLUTION METHOD
In each step of the LDC method (2.16) approximations of the continuous solution of the boundary
value problem (3.14) are computed both on the global coarse grid Qll and on the local fine grid
These approximations uf and uf,i are used to define an approximation uf·h on the composite

nr.

grid g.H,h,

[
u!fth :=
'

uf.
H
U;

]

,z

;

iQll
c
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:ren?) :ren[!)

EB
is used. So two itwhere a block partitioning corresponding to :rcnH,h) =
erates, (ufl, u7,;) and uf·h, occur in each LOC step. Below we discuss the fixed points of the
LOC method. In the following lemma a blockpartitioning corresponding to :F(nH) =
EB
is used.

:rcnf)

:ren[!)

Lemma 3.2 (uH, uf) is afixed pointofthe WC methad (2.16) ifandonly if(uH, uf) satisfies the
coupled system
(3.15a)
(3.15b)

Proof It follows from (3.5),(3.11) that the LOC iterates (uf, u?,i), i
LHuf

[
.;h

h
L1h ul,i

11

1, 2, ... , satisfy

Lfrluf,i-tH+ LPuf!-tlr ] ,
f inH
c
Lh H
rPU;

Ir·

•

Now the lemma follows immediately sirree LH and L? are nonsingular.

Lemma 3.3 IJ (uH, u?) satisfies the coupled system (3.15), then
H

_

h

(3.16)

u inH- ullnH
I

I

holds.
Proof From (3.15a) and (3.9) we obtain
(Lfnuf)(x)- (L~uHir)(x)

0,

(LHuH)(x)- (LfuHinH)(x)- (L~uHir)(x)

0,

(LHuH)(x)

l

Thus

Lf(uHinH

r1u?) =0.

I

SinceLfis nonsingular and r1 is the trivia! injection (3.1 0), this equation is equivalent with (3.16) .

•

Below we show that the coupled system (3.15) is related toa system of linear equations resulting
from finite difference discretization of the boundary value problem (3.14) on the cornposite grid
nH,h. We use the trivial injections rr- :
--+ :J(f'H) and rr :
--+
defined
by

:ren?)

rr-w

wif'H•

rrw

wlrii•

:ren[!)

wE :rcni'),
wE :ren[!).

:rcrH),

(3.17a)
(3.17b)
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Lemma 3.4 lf (uH, uf) satisfies the coupled system (3.15), then the composite grid.function

satisfies
(3.18a)

with
(3.18b)

fH,h := [

~~1~~

].

(3.18c)

Proof. Since (uH, uf) satisfies (3.15), it follows from (3.15b) and (3.17b) that

H
-~h
Lhh+Lh
tUt
rPrru lgH- Jt,
c

and from (3.13), (3.15a) and (3.17a) that

+LH
H
-JH lgH·
LcHH
U lgH
f rfU lgHc

c

c

•

Now (3.18) follows by the definition of uH,h.
Lemma 3.5 lfuH,h satisfies the composite grid problem (3.18), then (uH, uf) defined by

(3.19a)
(3.19b)

satisfies the coupled system (3.15).
Proof. Since uH,h satisfies LH,huH,h

fH,h we obtain from (3.18)

uH,h
_
LhuH,h
I
lgh + Lhpr
r r
lgHI

c

~h

Ji '

_ !H
LcHuH,h loH + LHr
r r uH,h IonloH·
c
l
c
Using the definitions (3.17) and (3.19) we obtain

Lhuh+VpuHI
I I
r
r
HH
+LHH
L
c

u

loHc

ru lfH

+LHH
LlHH
u loH
rU Ir
I
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Now it follows from (3.9) and (3.13) that (uH, uf) satisfies (3.15).

•

Due to Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 any fixed point (uH, uj) of the LDC metbod has a unique
representation on the eomposite grid,
UH,h :=

.

[

u

uh
Hl

]

lnH

(3.20)

.

c

which is called composite grid fixed point of the LDC method.
Theorem 3.6 The composite gridfixed points ofthe LDC methad (2.16) are the solutions ofthe
composite grid problem (3.18 ).

Proof. Follows from a combination of the results of Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5. •
We note that
(LH,hw)IQII

(LIIwiQH)IQH•

c

WE !J(QH•h),

(3.21)

c

(cf. (3.9),(3.18b)), and that rH S1!f. So, in the discretization process related to (3.18), the inteiface grid points x ErH are treated as if they were grid points of the uniform global coarse grid
QII. For example, for the two-dimensional Poisson problem (2.1) the five-point formula for the
Laplace operator is used at the interface grid points x E rH.
Corollary 3.7 IJ the fini te difference operator L H,h in (3.18) is nonsingular, then the
tion (2.16) has a unique fixed point.

me itera-

In the remainder of this chapter we assume that L II,h in (3.18b) is nonsingular.

Remark 3.8 In certain cases the nonsingularity of L H.h can be concluded from properties of LIJ
and Lj. For example, suppose that fora certain ordering of the grid points in QH and nj thematrices LH and L corresponding to LIJ and Lj have positive diagorral elements and non-positive
off-diagonal elements and that they are irreducibly diagorrally dominant (see Section 4.2). Note
that this condition is often satisfied in a fini te difference setting, for example for the Poisson model
problem from Chapter 2. If we use piecewise linear interpo/ation on the interface, then it is easy
to verify that the matrix LH,h (fora certain ordering of the grid points in nH,h) has positive diagonal elements and non-positive off-diagonal elements and that LH,h is irreducibly diagorrally
dominant. HenceL II,h and L H,h are nonsingular (see Section 4.2). In case of piecewise quadratic
interpolation things are more complicated. InSection 4.4 the nonsingularity of LH,h is proved
and LIJ are nonsingular then, in general, this does not
for the Poisson model problem. If both
imply that L IJ,h is nonsingular. A counter-example is given in ([30, Example 3.3. I]).
D

f,

L?

Now that we have derived the system of linear equations on the composite grid for the fixed
points of the LDC method, we can consicter the iterative behaviour of the method. We introduce
the extension operators RT: ![(QIJ) ~ :f(QH,h) and R/: :f(Qj) ~ :f(Q 8 •h), defined by

0

XE f2 11 \QIJ

(RT w)(x) := { w(x) XE Q~

w(x)
(R/ w)(x) := {
0

l

'

WE :f(QH),

(3.22)
(3.23)
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The transpose of the extension operator R{ is the trivial injection R1 in (3.8). The transpose
R: j"(QH,h) -+ j"(QH) of the extension operator RT is the trivial injection defined by
(3.24)
Below we use block partitioning corresponding to the direct sums j"(!JH) = j"(!Jf) EB j"(Q~)
and j"(QH,h) = j"(O.f)EB j"(!J~) (see Figure 3.2). Then the trivialinjections Rand R 1are ofthe
form

R=[~ ~].
R/=[1 0],
with r1 the trivial injection from (3.1 0).
Theorem 3.9 The iterates u~·h (i ::::: 1) from the

me method (2.16) satisfy
(3.25a)

with
(/- Pz)(/- Pt),

(3.25b)

Pt := RT (LH)-1 RLH,h,

(3.25c)

Pz := R{ (Lf)- 1 R1LH,h,

(3.25d)

M

LH,Lf from (2.16) and LH,h,uH,h from (3.18).

Proof Reeall that uH,h is given by

with (uH, uf) satisfying

The LDC iterates u~·h, i:;::: 1, are given by

3.2. LOC AS lTERATIVE SaLUTION METHOD
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with (ufl, uf,;) satisfying
L

H

H

U·

(L

=

H h
LH!l
tnul,i-1+
rUi-tlr )
!H

I

lfJH

'

c

Lhh_.rh
zuz,;- 11

-

Lh H
rPU; Ir·

Hence we have

ull,h
I

J(uh.- uh) + [ 00 0I J(uH

= [ 0I

uH,h

I

l,l

I

uil),

with
h = - (Lh)-lLh
I
rP (U;HIr- u ll Ir )

UI

= -(L?)- 1L~prr [

0 I ] (ufl-- uH)

(û)

and

Using (3.9) and (3.21) in (*3) we obtain

ufl- uH

= (LH)-l

(LH [

~ ~

= ([

Since

~ ~

(LH)- 1 [

]

]

LH [

UH= ([

~v

0I ]

ull,h)

~ ~ J_[ ~ ~ JLH [ ~ ~ ]) (u~?
(LH)-1 [

LH,h(u~~- uH,h) is ofthe fonn [ ~
U[!

~ ~ ] (u~i'

l

~ ~

uH,h)

JLH,h) (u~~_ uH,h).

we obtain

(L H)- 1 [ Yf
0 0I

JL Hh)
Hh -u llh' ).
, (u;...:r

Combining (*1), (*2) and (*4) yields

ufl·h

uH,h =- [

~ J(L7)- 1Ltprr [ 0

I ] (ufl

uH)+ [

~ ~ ] (ufl- uH)

J(L?)- L~prr[0I] [ rz0 0I J+ [ 00 0I J[ ~v 0I J
[ ~ ~ J(LH)-1 [ ~ ~ JLH,h

( - [ 0I

1
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+[

~ ] (Lf)- 1L~prr ( 0

I ] (LH)- 1 [

~ ~ JLH,h) (u~~

~ -(Lf}~ Liprr J+ [ ~ ~ J_[ ~ ~
1

([

+[ ~
[

-(Lf); Liprr ] RT (LH)-! RLH,h)

~ -(Lf)~ L~prr
1

] (I

Pt)(u~~

uH,h)

] RT (LH)-1 RLH,h

(u~~_ uH,h)

uH,h).

Since

[~

-(Lf)- Liprr ] _I_ [ I (Lf)- L~prr
I
0
0
1

1

=I- [

~ ] (Lf)-1 (

Lf

J
L~prr

]

=I-R? (Lf)- 1 RtLH,h
=I- P2 ,

•

we obtain (3.25).

Remark 3.10 There is a certain freedom with respect to the choice for the restrietion operator R
in (3.24). The result ofTheorem 3.9 holds for any restrietion operator R: :f(QH,h)-+ :f(QH)
which has the form

R= [
with

~ ~

l

rt : :f(Qf) -+ :f(Qjl) a linear smjection. This follows since (I- P2 ) is of the form
[ 00

*]
* .

and thus (l- P2)RT is independent of the choice of ft. and L H,h(u~; - uH,h) is of the form

0

Remark 3.11 In case of m > 1 regions of local refinement, the iteration matrix of the local defect
correction method would be of the form

M

(I- Pz- P3 ... - Pm+t)(I- Pt),

with Î'1 similar to P1 in (3.25c) and Pz, P3, ... , Pm+l similar toPzin (3.25d).

0
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Lemma 3.12 The operator P2from (3.25d) satis.fies
(Pz)

2

= Pz.

(3.26)

Proof.

(Pd

= R/ (Lf)- 1 R1LH,h R/(Lf)- 1R1LH,h
= R/ (L7J-

1

[

I 0][

Z~

r'!çr J[ ~ J(L;)- R1LII,h
1

R/ (L;)- 1 L?CLf)- 1 RILH,h

P2.

•
For the approximation u~·h, resulting from the starring procedure in the LDC method, we have
the following result.

Lemma 3.13 The initial approximation u~·h in the LDC iteration (2.16) satis.fies
U~'h

UH,h =(I- Pz)(RT (LH)-1 fH _ UH,h),

(3.27)

with Pzfrom (3.25d), RT from (3.22), LH,fii from (2.16) and uii,h from (3.18).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.9 we can derive

uH,h = [ I

uH,h

0

0

u7, 0
Sirree LIIu~f

u~·h

ull,h

- [

I

+[

00 0I

~

] (Lf)-1 Ltprr( 0 1 ] ((LH)-1 fli

~

]

J((LH)-! fH

'

uH)

uH)

(Lf)- 1 Ltprr( 0 1

~ -(Lf)~Ltprr

J (RT(LH)- 1 fH- uli,h)
uii,h)

J(RT(LH)-lfH -uH,h).

Now (3.27) follows immediately since

[

uH)

(LH)- 1 fii- uii. Hence,

uH

+ [ ~ ~] (RT(LH)-1 fH _
= [

J(uH0

-(Lf)- Ltprr [ 0 I ] (ut/- uH).

+[ ~ ~
=- [

uh)

1

uf

fH we have utf

J(uh1,0

~ -(L7)~ L~prr

J=(I- Pz),
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•

as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.9.

Combination of the results in Theorem 3.9, Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13, yields the following
expression for the LOC iterates.

Corollary 3.14 The iterates ufl·h (i?:: 1) ofthe LDC method (2.16) satisfy
ufl•h-uH,h=((l-P2 )(l-PI)(l

P2 )) 1(RT(LH)- 1 JH

uH,h).

(3.28)

From Theerem 3.6 and Corollary 3.14 we conclude that the LOC method in (2.16) is a linear
iterative metbod for solving the system of linear equations (3.18) and that the rate of convergence
of the LOC metbod is determined by the operator

M=

(I- Pz)(I

(3.29)

Pt)(l- Pz).

From the definition of the LOC metbod it is clear that this method can be viewed as a Schwarz
domain decomposition method (see e.g. [16]). In mathematica! terms this is made precise by the
expression for the error propagation operatorMin (3.25b). The LOC metbod (2.16) is a multiplicative Schwarz metbod based on two overlapping subregions.
Using the expression for the error propagation operator M, we can show a close relation between the LOC method and the FAC method. This relation wilt be discussed in Section 3.4.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to derive satisfactory bounds for the norm or speetral
radius of M. With respect to this we note that almost all convergence analyses of related methods
(e.g., FAC applied toa FVE discretization as in [48]) use a variational setting, whereas it is not
clear to us how the discrete operator L H,h (and thus P1 and Pz) can be put in such a variational
setting. Another way to develop convergence theory for domain decomposition methods is based
on the maximum principle (e.g., [15]),[41]. However, since in theLOC metbod the global coarse
grid problem is updated in a local region, instead of on an interlor boundary, it is not clear to
us how maximum principle arguments can be applied in this case. So a satisfactory convergenre
analysis of the LOC metbod (2.16), i.e. loc al defect correction without overlap (see Sectien 2.2.3),
is stilllacking, although we have been able to show that the rate of convergence is determined by
the operator M (i.e. weneed bounds for the norm or speetral radius of M). In Example 3.15 we
illustrate the fast convergenre of the LDC metbod numerically.

Example 3.15 Consider the boundary value problems:
Case 1. The Poisson problem
-!:::.u=

u

f in 0 = (0, 1) x
g

(0, 1),

onao.

We choose f, g such that the solution u* is the same as in Subsectien 2.2.2 (cf. (2.4)). Note that
the choire of f and g has no influence on the convergence behaviour of the method.
Case 2. The elliptic problem with variabie coefficients

. :n:x
:n:x
-(2 + sm( 3) )uxx- exyuyy +cos( S )ux+ (1 + x)eYuy =

f

u= g

in 0,
on

ao.
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Casel
linear
quadratic
Case 2
linear
quadratic
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a
2.2
1.9

2

w- 2
w- 2

0'=2
2.3 w-2
2.1 w- 2

1/20
0'=4
2.910-2
2.2 w- 2
H= 1/20
a 4
3.1 w- 2
3.8 w- 2

Table 3.1

a=2
a=8
3.1 w-z
2.3 Io- 2

H 1/20
2.2 w- 2

0'=8
3.3 w-z
4.1 w- 2

H
l/20
2
2.3

1.9

w-z

w-

2.1

w-

2

H = 1/40

1.s w-z
1.0 w-2
a 2
H = 1/40
2.1 w-z
2.9 w- 2

H

1/80

u

w-2

0.1

w- 2

H= 1/80

2.0
1.1

w- 2

w-z

Average error rednetion factors p.

We choose f, g such that the solution u* is the same as for Case 1.
We take rlz
(0, 1/4) x (0, 1/4). Both on the unifonn global coarse grid and on the uniform
local fine grid we use a standard discretization. We take central difference approximations both
for the second order and for the first order derivatives. We consider both piecewise linear interpolation and piecewise quadratic interpolation on the interface. In Table 3.1 we give the average
error reduction per iteration in the fust four iterations:
p

We see that, both for Case 1 and for Case 2, the rate of convergence is high and more or less
independent of the parameters H and a = H 1h. The error reduction factors for piecewise linear
and piecewise quadratic interpolation are comparable. Soforthese (and related) test problems we
D
cbserve a satisfactory convergence behaviour of the LDC method.

3.3 MLAT AS ITERATIVE SOLUTION METHOD
In this sectien we discuss the fixed points of the MLAT metbod (2.23). In the i-th MLAT step the
local problem
is solved approximately. In this section we assume that the approximate salution uf i results from
uJ,i-l by applying v steps of a linear iterative method:
'

In the MLAT metbod coarse grid corrections are transferred to the local fine grid by the operator ft : !f(QH) ~ !f(rlf). We introduce the linear injection fit : !F<rlf) ~ !f(Qj), called a
prolongation, via the relation

fi

= [fit *].
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where ablockpartitioningcorresponding to the direct sum :J(OH) = :J(O[i) EB :J(O:) is used.
Wedefine
(3.30)
M1
(I fit<Lf)- 1rtL7)S/,
and we assume that the speetral radius p(Mt) of Mt satisfies p(Mt) < 1
Remark 3.16 In multigrid terminology Mt is called a two-grid iteration matrix (see e.g. [31,
Section 2.4]). This matrix describes a two-grid method for approximately solving the local fine
grid problems in MLAT. Suitable choices ofthe smoothing process (St"), the protongation fit and
the restrietion rz yield a convergent two-grid metbod (see e.g. [31],[61]). Then p(Mt) < 1 holds.
D

In each step of the MLAT methad (2.23) approximations of the continuous salution of the boundary value problem (3.14) are computed both on the global coarse grid oH and on the local fine
grid

Of.

Lemma 3.17 (uH, u7) is ajixedpointofthe MIATiteration (2.23) ifand only if(uH, uf) satisjies
the coupled system
(3.3la)
- Jt
~'"
Lhzul"+L"rPU H Ir-

on r.h
~'t·

(33lb)
.

Proof. Let (uH, uf) be a fixed point of the MLAT iteration. It follows from (2.23) and (3.12) that

Lfrtü? + LPuHir- rtLf(üf- ûf) ]

LHuH =

In ( *1)

f{'

[

floRc

ûf is the salution of
"t"

"

Lh

rPu H Ir·

and üf is an approximation of ûf resulting from v steps of a linear iterative method, with iteration
matrix S1, and initial approximation uf. Thus we have

Using (3.9) in (*1) we obtain
uHI

Substituting this in ( *2) yields

Ot

r1ü? = -(L[i)- 1rtLf(üf- û?).
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Using (*4) and (*5) we obtain

uf ûf uf - u7 + uf ûf
= -fii(L[l)- 1riLf(üf- ûf) + (û~'- ûf)
ûf) + Sz"(u~'
'hLf)S,v(ui'- û?)

= -pz(Lf)+hLfS/(uf
=(I

1

PI(L{

)-

ûf)

1

Ml(uf- ûf).

Note that I M1 is nonsingular due to p(M1) < 1. Thus ûf ul', and by (*4) üf = ûf = uf. Then
(3.31)followsfrom (*1) and (*3).
Let (uH, uf) satisfy (3.31). Suppose that u~ 1 =uH and uf i-t = uf in (2.23). We have to show
'
th at U;H u H and u h1,; u1h .
.
h
.
fi
Lh
h
_
+h
Lh
H
h·
Ah
_
h
Smee u1 saus es 1 u1 - Jt - rPU Ir' we ave u1, ; - u1 • s·mee u-h1, ; - uAh1,; s1vc u1h,1_ 1 - uAh1,; )
and u?,;_ 1 = û?,; uf, we have üf,. = uf. Hence from (3.12) we obtain

and thus uf = uH.
From (3.9), (*6) and uf =uH we obtain

rzuf.

Since L{1 is nonsingular this is equivalent with uflnH

Now the correction vH in (2.23e)

l

satisfies

vH (x)= uf (x) (r1û? ;)(x)= uf (x)- (riuf)(x)
vH (x)= uf (x)- u{:~(x) =uH (x)- uH (x) 0
vH(x)=O

Thus

Û XE
XE

x

rJf

rH .
r;]H
c

•

u?,;

The coupled system (3.31) is similar to the coupled system (3.15) which describes the fixed points
of the LDC iteration.
Corollary 3.18 Ijr1 is the trivialinjectionfrom(3.10), then the LDCmethod(2.16) andthe MIAT
methad (2.23) have the same fixed points.
Lemma 3.19 Ij (uH, uf) satisjies the coupled system (3.31), then
UHJrJH

l

holds.

(rluf)JrJH
l

(3.32)
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•

Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3.

Below we show that the coupled system (3.31) is related toa system oflinear equations resulting
from finite difference discretization ofthe boundary value problem (3.14) on the composite grid
oH,h. We use the restrietion fr: :J(Of) -+ :J(f'H), defined by
(3.33)
Lemma 3.20

lf (uH, uf) satisfies the coupled system (3.31),

then the composite gridftmction

satisfies

(3.34a)
with

(3.34b)
and fH,h from (3.18c).
Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4 with Tf replaced by Tf.

•

Lemma 3.21 lfuH,h satisfies the composite grid problem (3.34), then (uH, u7) defined by
U H·=
.

UH,hj gH•

uh·- uH,hi
I.-

f27'

satisfies the coupled system (3.31).
Proof Sirnilar to the proof of Lemma 3.4 with rr replaced by fr.

•

We define the composite grid fixed points of MLAT by
(3.35)
where (uH, u7) is a fixed point of the MLAT method (2.23).
Theorem 3.22 The composite grid fixed points of the MIAT method (2.23) are the solutions of
the composite grid problem (3.34).
Proof Follows from a combination of Lemma 3.17, Lemma3.20 and Lemma 3.21.

•
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Corollary 3.23 lfthefinite difference operator lH,h from (3.34b) is nonsingular, then the MIAT
iteration (2.23) has a unique jixed point.
If f 1 is the trivia[ injection from (3.10), then the composite grid problem (3.34) is the same as the
composite grid problem in Theorem 3.6. The discretization approach which yields this composite
grid problem is described inSection 3.2. The interface grid points are treated as if they were grid
points of the uniform global coarse grid QH. If ft is a weighted restriction, then the interface grid
points are discretized in a different way. An example is given below.

Example 3.24 It suffices to consicter the one-dimensional Poisson equation -Uxx = f. We take
rl.t = (y, z) and a = 2, and we use central differences on the uniform subgrids. If f 1 is the trivia/
injection from (3.1 0), then we have
1

H 2 (2u(y)-u(y

H)

u(y+H)).

If f 1 is the weighted restrietion defined by

1

4(wf(x- h) + 2wf(x)

+ w?(x + h)),

x E

Q[I,

(cf. ([31, Section 2.3]), then the difference approximation at y reads
(LH·hu)(y) :=

~ (2u(y)

u(y

1

1

2u(y+ H) 4u(y + 3h)).
0

Remark 3.25 In [7],[9] it is suggested that the converged salution of the multi-level adaptive
technique satisfies the composite grid discretization (3.18), independently of the choice of h As
we have seen in this section, the converged salution of the multi-level adaptive technique satisfies
the composite grid discretization (3.34), which depends on h So evenfor linear problems the approximations in MLAT method depend on the choice for ft. Contrary to this, the approximations
in the Pull Approximation Scheme (PAS) for linear problems, which is used as starting point for
deriving MLAT, do notdepend on the choice for the restrietion operator used to transfer fine grid
o
approximations to the coarse grid [8, Section 8.l].
IntheMLAT metbod (2.23) the local fine grid problems are solved approximately by a twogrid metbod (cf. Remark 3.16). If we consicter MLAT with exact solution of the local fine grid
problems (2.23a), then the local fine grid defect in (2.23b) is equal to 0 at all grid points of the local
fine grid and the correction of the local approximation in (2.23e) can be omitted. Then the right
hand sides of the global and local problems are defined in the same way as in an LOC step, i.e.
by local defect correction and artificial Oirichlet values on the interface. If r1 = r 1 in the MLAT
step, then the only difference between an MLAT step and an LOC step is the order in which the
global coarse grid problem and the local fine grid problem are solved.
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3.4

COMPARISON OF LDC AND FAC

As we have seenin Section 2.3 tbe FAC metbod is an iterative so1ution metbod for an a priori given
composite grid discretization. InSection 3.2 we have derived tbe composite grid discretization
(3.18) which is actually so1ved by tbe LDC metbod. In order to compare tbe LDC metbod and
tbe FAC metbod, we apply tbe FAC metbod to the composite grid discretization (3.18).
In tbe FAC metbod a restrietion i: :f((Z 8 •h) -+ :f(Q 8 ) is used. We assume that i has tbe
form

~- [

r-

0 0I

Î't

J·

(3.36)

Here and in tbe remainder of tbis section block partitionings corresponding to :F(Q 8 •h) :F (Qf) EfJ
:f(Q:) and ;F(Q 8 ) = :f(fJ.[i) EfJ :f(Q:) are used (see Figure 3.2). By (3.36) we have that outside tbe region Q 1 composite grid defects d8 ·h from (2.20a) are restricted to tbe global coarse grid
Q 8 in a trivial way. Inside tbe region Ql a linear smjection ft : :f(fJ.7)-+ :f(Q[I) is used.

Theorem 3.26 The iterates u~·h (i 2:. l)from the FAC iteration (2.20) applied to the composite
grid problem (3.18) satisfy
(3.37a)

with

M

(I- Pz)(I- Pt).

(3.37b)

A:= pT (LH)-lFLH,h,

(3.37c)

P2 := R/(Lf)- 1RIL8•h,

(3.37d)

r

Rdrom (3.8), from (3.36), L 8 ,Lf from (2.20)and L8 •h,uH,h from (3.18).
Proof It follows from (2.20) and (3.7) tbat the FAC iterates u~·h satisfy

u~·h _ uH,h =ut~- uH,h _ [ ~ Jvf

[

with

Thus we obtain

uH,h _ uH,h
'

= uH,h
_ uH,h .:_ RtT(Lh)-1 R (LH,huH,h _ 1n,h)
•-1
l
1
t-1

+ [ 0I

J(Llh)-1 Lrpv HIr- [ 00 0I JvH
h

~ ~

] vH,
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= uH,h _ uH,h _ R r(Lh)-l R LH,h(uH,It
1.-l

I

I

I

t-1

uH,h)

- ([ ~ ~ J [ ~ J(L?)- L~prr[ 0
1

=(I- P2)(u{::f- uH,h)- [

~

1

I ] ) (LH)- r(Lli,hu{::i'

-(L?)-!1 L~prr

(l-p2 )P1 (ull,h
1-l

(I

uH,h)
p2 )(uH,h•-1

(I

P2)(1- P1)(u{::;- ull,h),

fH,h)

Jpr (LH)-1fLII,h(u{::~- ull,h)

ull,h)

where we have used

as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.9.

•

In Remark 3.10 we have seen that in the expression for the error propagation operator of the LDC

method there is a certain freedom with respect to the choice for the restrietion operator R. By
combining the results of Theorem 3.9, Remark 3.10 and Lemma 3.13, we obtainfor the LDC
iterates uH,h:
I
(3.38)
with

Mfrom (3.37b).

Remark 3.27 In the expression for the iteration matrix of the FAC metbod there is no freedom
with respect to the choice for the restrietion operator r. This is due tothefact that for an arbitrarily
chosen initial approximation u~·h in the FAC method, the term LII,h (u&1·h- uH,h) is not ofthe fonn

Por i

2 the tenns LII,h(uf·h- uH,h) are of this form (see [22]).

D

In the FAC method the initial approximation u~·h has to be specified. A possible choice for u~·h is
the approximation resulting from the starting procedure in the LDC method (2.16a-c). With this
initial approximation, the FAC iterates satisfy
(3.39)
which is obtained by combining the results of Theorem 3.26 and Lemma 3.13. It follows from
(3.38) and (3.39) that the iterates generated by the LDC method are the same as the iterates generared by the FAC metbod described above. In this FAC metbod the initial approximation resulting
from the LDC starting procedure is used and composite grid defects are restricted to the global
coarse grid in a trivia! way outside !:'2t (cf. (3.36)).
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Corollary 3.28 lf the FAC method (2.20) with the initial approximation resulting from (2.16a-c)
and
in (3.36), is applied to the composite grid discretization (3.18), then the FAC iterates on
the composite grid are identical to the composite grid iterates in the WC method (2.16).

ras

Remark 3.29 The difference between the FAC method for solving (3.18) and the WC method
for solving (3.18) is, in multigrid terminology (see e.g. [8, Chapter 8]), the differenee between a
correction scheme version and afull approximation scheme version of an iterative salution method
for (3.18).
o
Remark 3.30 In [22] we have shown tbat if the FAC metbod is applied to the composite grid
discretization (3.18), it is optimal to use a restrietion r of tbe form (3.36). The fast convergence of
the FAC metbod witban optimal restrietion operator is illustrated by numerical results. If tbe FAC
metbod is applied to the discrete equations resulting from a non-uniform discretization approach
(see Section 2.3), it is not optima! to use a restrietion operator of the form (3.36). In [22] quasioptima! restrietion operators for the FAC method applied tonon-uniform composite grid problems
are derived.
o

4
FINITE DIFFERENCE
DISCRETIZATION METHODS ON
COMPOSITE GRIDS

In this chapter we discuss three finite difference approaches for the discretization of elliptic boundary value problems on a composite grid. The three discretization approaches are identical at all
composite grid points which do not !ie on the interface; they differ at the interface grid points.
The first approach is related to the LDC method. The composite grid problem resulting from
this approach is the discrete problem which is actually solved by the LDC metbod (cf. Sectlon 3.2).
The composite grid problem which results from the second approach is the discrete problem which
is actually solved by the MLAT method, with a reasonable choice for the restrietion operator 1 ( cf.
Section 3.3). Both these approaches use the fact that interface grid points belong toa global uniform
grid underlying the composite grid. The third approach does not use this fact; non-uniform finite
differences are used at the interface grid points.
InSection 4.3 we consider a simpletwo-point boundary value problem. We discuss elementary properties of the discrete Green's functions and the local discretization errors corresponding
to the three discretization approaches. Most of these properties, which play an important role in the
analysis of the global discretization error, can be generalized to the two-dimensional case.
InSection 4.4 we derive a discretization error bound for the finite difference approach related to
the LDC metbod applied to the two-dimensional Poisson model problem of Section 2.1. We show
the sharpness of the bound via numerical results. The discretization error bound is derived for the
model composite grid rzH,h from Section 2.1. The bound is valid without restrietlans on H, h and
H 1h. We note that, as far as we know, this is the frrst result for discretlzation error estimation on
composite grids in which the grid sizes H and h are essentlally independent.
Sectlon 4.2 is of a preparatory nature. Somebasic linear algebra concepts are introduced, such
as monotone matrices, M-matrices and the Schur complement.
Parts of this chapter are also presented in [21].

r
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INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 3 we have derived tbe systems of linear equations which are actually solved by tbe
LDC metbod and the MLAT metbod (cf. (3.18) and (3.34), respe,ctively). These systems of linear equations result from finite difference discretization of tbe boundary value problem (3.14) on
tbe composite grid gH,h. At tbe grid points of gH,h which do not lie on the interface r, standard
uniformjinite dijferences are used. A protongation p: :f(rH) -+ !f(~) is used for eliminaring
tbe valnes at tbe slave points (cf. tbe term L~prr in (3.18b) and in (3.34b)). Intbis chapter we
consider only piecewise linear interpolation and piecewise quadratic interpolation on tbe interface. In tbe discretization metbod related to the LDC metbod, standard uniformfinite dijferences
are used at tbe interface grid points: tbe interface grid points are treated as if they were grid points
oftbe uniform global coarse grid oH. Note tbat tbis is possiblesince rH c gH c gH,h. The difference stencils at tbe interface grid points in tbe discretization metbod related to MLAT depend
on tbe restrietion h: !f(07)-+ :f(Of) in (2.23). These difference stencils are combinations of
standard uniform finite difference stencils and tbe restrietion f1 (see Example 3.24).
Both in tbe discretization metbod related to LDC and in tbe discretization metbod related to
MLAT, one makes use of tbe fact tbat interface grid points belong to tbe uniform coarse grid
gH c gH,h. Alternatively one can consider tbe composite grid as a truly non-uniform grid. Then
non-uniformfinite differences are used at tbe interface grid points.
In Section 4.3 we consider tbe tbree finite difference discretization metbods mentioned above
for the one-dimensional Poisson problem. We show some interesting properties of tbe finite
difference operators and we derive sharp bounds for tbe global discretization errors. The onedimensional case is of interest for several reasons. The analysis of finite difference discretization metbods on composite grids is much more transparent for the one-dimensional case tban
for tbe two-dimensional case and tbe essential results can be generalized to the more interesting
two-dimensional case, which is considered in Section 4.4. Even for tbe one-dimensional Poisson
problem, tbe discretization error bound for tbe discretization approach related to MLAT witb 1
not equal to tbe trivial injection, is significantly worse than the discretization error bound for the
discretization approach related to tbe LDC metbod.
In tbe previous chapters we mainly used grid functions and operators in our notation. In tbis
chapter it is more convenient to use tbe matrix-vector notation. We reeall from Definition 2.5
that for a given ordering of tbe points in the grid V the vector representation of a grid function
v E :f(V) is denoted by v. In a similar way, for given orderings oftbe points in the grids V and
W, alinearmapping L: :f(V)-+ :f(W) can berepresented by amatrixL E IR.mxn, withm, n the
number of grid points in W, V respectively.

r

4.2 SOME BASIC NOTIONS
In this chapter we frequently use tbe notion of M-matrices. We reeall some standard definitions
and properties here (see e.g. [23, Chapter 5], [32, Section 4.3]).
Let A be a matrix with index set I. The elementsof the matrix are denoted by a;i, i, jE i.
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We wrîte

A 2:: B

if a;1 2:: bii

for all i, jE I,

and define analogously A : :_: B, A > B, A < B.
Definition 4.1 The matrix A is called monotone if A is nonsingular and A-t 2:: 0.
The index i E 1 is said to be directly connected with jE I if a ij::/= 0. We say that i E I is connected
with j E I if there exists a chain of direct connections

Definition 4.2 The matrix A is called irreducible if every iE I is connected with every jE I.
Definition 4.3 The matrix A is called diagonally dominant if

~)a;Ji < la;;!

for all iE I.

#i

Definition 4.4 The matrix A is called irreducibly diagonally dominant if A is irreducible and

L la;JI

: :_: lau I for all

iE I,

j#i

with strict inequality for at least one i E I.
Definition 4.5 The matrix A is called an M-matrix if
au > 0 for all i

E /,

aii : :_: 0 for all i ::/= j,

A nonsingular and A-l 2:: 0.

(4.la)
(4.1b)

Lemma 4.6 Assume that A satisfies (4.la) and that one ofthe following properties holds:
i)
ii)

A is diagonally dominant.
A is irreducibly diagonally dominant.

Then A is an M-matrix.
Proof Criterion 4.3.10 in [32].

•

Lemma 4. 7 Assume that A satisfies aii : :_: 0 for all i::/= j and that there exists a vector v 2:: 0 with
A v > 0. Then A is an M-matrix.
Proof Theorem 5.1 in [23].

•
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In Section 4.4 we use the notion of the Schur complement. We reeall some standard definitions
and properties here (see e.g. [23, Chapter 1]).
Let A be partitioned as
(4.2)
with A 11 nonsingular.

Definition 4.8 The Schur complement S (of the block A 11 in A) is defined by

Lemma 4.9 Let A in (4.2) be square. Then A is nonsingular ij and only ij the Schur complement
S is nonsingular. In this case

holds.

•

Proof Theorem 1.23 in [23].
In Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 we consicter systems of linear equations,

(4.3)

Au=f,

resulting from finite difference discretizatión of a boundary value problem on a composite grid
gH,h. Here and in the remainder of this chapter the super scripts H,h are omitted if this does not
lead to confusion.
By u* we denote the vector representation of u* lgH.h• where u* is the continuous solution of
the boundary value problem. The local discretization error vector d is defined by
d :=f-Au*.

lf A is nonsingular, then the global discretization error vector u

u* satisfies

Let ex be the composite grid basis vector related to the grid point x

E gH,h,

i.e.

1 y=x
ex(y):= { 0 y=J.x.
lf A is nonsingular, then A -•ex is called the discrete Green's function corresponding to the grid
point x.

4.3.

4.3
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL PROBLEM

The analysis of finite ditTerenee approaches for the discretization of linear elliptic boundary value
problems on composite grids is rather teehuical in the two-dimensional case. For the one-dimensional case the analysis is much more transparent Moreover, the results obtained for the onedimensional case can be generalized to the two-dimensional case. Therefore first we consicter the
Poisson problem:
-Uxx(X) = f(x), 0 <X< 1,
(4.4)
u(O) u(l) = 0.
We define the one-dimensional composite grid g,H,h by
g,H,h

:=

n? u rt.~.

n? := {ih 11.:::; i.:::; n},

with n := yj h

Q.~:={y+iH!O::Si.:Sm-1},

l,
(1

wîthm

y)jH.

We assume that y I H E IN and H / h E IN. The composite grid is locally non-uniform at the interface grid point y (see Figure 4.1). Wedefine a:= Hf h. We are particularly interested in values
a » 1. We use the lexicographical ordering of the grid points in g,H,h.
We use the standard central ditTerenee approximations

"'= h-2[ -u(x
-uxx(x) "'= H- 2[ -u(x

-uxAx)

h) + 2u(x)- u(x + h)],
H)

+ 2u(x)- u(x + H)],

rt.?.

(4.5a)

at x

E

at x

E Q~\{y}.

(4.5b)

For the approximation of -uxx at the interface grid point y we introduce the following three approaches:
(Lu) (y) := H- 2 [ -u(y

H) + 2u(y) - u(y + H)],
o--1

(4.6a)

.

~
1
"'a-1
(Lu)(y) := H- 2 [-{-u(y H) + L...t(u(y- H
2
a
i=l
a
+ 2u(y) - u(y + H)],
2a2
2a
(Lu)(y) := H- 2[ - - - u(y- h) + 2au(y)a+ 1
a+ 1

ih)

+ u(y

H +ih))J

(4.6b)

+ H)].

(4.6c)

The system of linear equations resulting from the finite difference approach (4.5), (4.6a) is
denoted by Lu= f. The right hand side ofthe differential equation in (4.4) is discretized as usual,
i.e. f(x) := f(x) for all x E g,H,h. In this approach the interface grid point yis treated as a uniform
coarse grid point. We note that this approach is related to the LDC method (sce Section 3.2). The
system of linear equations resulting from the finite ditTerenee approach (4.5), (4.6b) is denoted
e
e
y
One-dimensional composite grid nH,h, H

I I I I I I I Ie

e

0

Figure 4.1

1/6, h

1/24.
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by iû = f. This approach is related totheMLAT metbod (see Section 3.3), with the restrietion
operator rz: !f(rt.7) --1- !f(Q[I) defined by
<T-1

.

1
"'a-z
-w(x) + .L.--2-(w(x- ih) + w(x+ ih)),

(rzw)(x)

a

XE

a

i=l

Here we use the notation rt.f := {iH 11 :::; i:::; N}, with N

yj H

rt.fl,

WE

!f(Q7).

(4.7)

1.

Remark 4.10 The restrietion operator ft is a weighted restrietion operator. This restrietion operator is closely related to the piecewise linear interpatation operator. If the piecewise linear
interpolation operator rt.f --1is denoted by PI· then we have rz* Pt. where Pt is the adjoint
with respect to the scalar products

nr

(v, w)H =HL v(x)w(x),

v, wE !f(Q[I),

xe(}.fl

(v, w)h

=hL v(x)w(x),

v, wE

!f(rt.7).

XE~

In a multigrid setting (like in MLAT) the piecewise linear interpolation operator p1 and the weighted
restrietion operator r1 are often used.
o
The system oflinear equations resulting from the finite difference approach (4.5), (4.6c) is denoted by Lü f. In this approach a non-uniform finite difference scheme using nearest neighbouring grid points is applied at the interface grid point y.
Remark 4.11 The matrix L has band width 3. Thematrices L and i have band width a+ 2. So
fora» 1 the band width of Lis much smaller than the band width of L and i.
0
The three discretization approaches differ only at the interface grid point y (cf. (4.6)) . Hence
the local discretization error veetors d, and d, differ only in the component corresponding to
the grid point y. For u* E C 4 ([0, 1]) we obtain:

a

1

H 2u*<4>(s),

d(y)

-

d(y)

_ _!_H2u*<4>(ç)- ..!_ a-2 - u*<2)(y
12
12 a2
1
3
H(.!.u*( )(é)~u*<3 >(n)),
5
u
.,
3(0' + 1) 0'

d(y)

12

sE

(4.8a)

(y-H,y+H),

1

H) + O(Hh),
51:: E

(

Y

sE

(y- H, y+ H),(4.8b)

h , Y) , rJ E ( y, Y + H) .

(4.8c)

The results are obtained using suitable Taylor expansions. The constant in the 0(.) term on the
right hand side of (4.8b) is independent of a. The finite difference approximation in (4.6a) is
second-order accurate in the coarse grid size H. The approximation in (4. 6c) is first-order accurate
1
in H fora> 1. From (4.8b) we have that, fora fixed, limH.).od(y) =
u*<2>(y). So the
fini te difference approximation in (4.8b) is nat consistentfora > 1.

-·fi<;-
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In the following we showsome interesting properties of the discrete Green' s functions related
to the grid points y and y- h. As we have seen in (4.8) the componentsof the local discretization
error veetors differ at the interface grid point y. For two-dimensional problems, interpolation at
the interface is required. As we shall see in Section 4.4 relatively large components of the local
discretization error vector occur at certain fine grid points at a distance h of the interface. Below we show that the various discretizations for the one-dimensional case result in significantly
different discrete Green's functions related to the grid point y h.
First we consicter the discretization Lu f.

Theorem 4.12 The .finite dijference matrix L satisfies:
i)

Lis monotone and liL -llloo :S 1/8,

ii)

liL -leylloo

iii)

liL

-1

= y(l

y)H,
h2

ey-hlloo = (y- h)(l- y + H)li.

Proof. i) lt follows easily from Lemma 4.6.ii that L is an M-matrix. Let g be the composite grid
vector related to the function g (x) := x( 1 x) /2. It is easy to see that
Lg

= (1, 1, .... l)T.

Then we obtain

ii) We introduce the function g, which is continuons on [0, 1], linear on the intervals (0, y
(y- h, y), (y, 1) and has values

g(O)

g(l)

h),

0,

g(y- h) = (y h)(l- y)H,
g(y) = y(l - y)H.

A simple computation yields that

Lg =ey.
with g the composite grid vector related to the function g. Now the result follows using that gis
positive and attains its maximum value at y.
iii) Similar as for ii), but with the function g satisfying

g(O)

= g(l)

0,

g(y- h) = (y- h)(l
g(y)

(y- H)(l

y+ H)!!ff,
y)fï.

•
We see that for H fixed the norm of the discrete Green's function related toy- h deercases proportionalto h 2 for h -).. 0. This behaviour is similar to the case of a discrete Green's function corresponding to a grid point next to the boundary in a global uniform grid with grid size h. The
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situation is very different for the discrete Green's function related to the interface point y. For
this Green's function we have a damping proportional to H, i.e. similar to the case of a discrete
Green's function corresponding to an interior point of a global uniform grid with grid size H.
For the discretization iû = f the results are the same as in Theorem 4.12.
Theorem 4.13 The finite dijference matrix i satisfies:
"

"-1

liL lloo ::S 1/8,

i)

Lis monotone and

ii)

liL eylloo = y(1- y)H,
-1
h2
liL ey-hlloo = (y-h)(l-y+H)lï.

A

iii)

-1

A

Proof. i) It follows easily from Lemma 4.6.ii that i is an M-matrix. For g the composite grid
vector related to g(x) := x(l- x)/2 we obtain
T

Lg= (1, 1, ... , 1) +
A

A-1

Since L

~

2 1

0 and ~ 2~2
A-1

~

a2 -l
a ey.
12 2

0 we obtain
A-1

T

liL lloo =liL (1, 1, ... , 1) lloo ::S Ü<X<1
max x(1- x)/2 = 1/8.

•

ii), iii) Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.12.

For the discretization Lii = f the norm of the discrete Green's function related to y- h behaves
differently.
Theorem 4.14 The finite dijference matrix L satisfies:
i)
ii)
iii)

-

--1

Lis monotone and liL

lloo ::S 1/8,

IIC eylloo = a~ y(1- y)H,
--1
liL ey-hlloo = (y- h)(1- y + h)h.
1

1

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.12. In the proof of ii) and iii) the values of the function
h and y are given by

g at y -

g(y- h) = (y- h)(1- y
g(y)

respectively.

= (y- h)(1- y)h

+ h)h

and

g(y- h) = ~(1- y)(y- h)H
g(y)

= ~y(1- y)H

•

The result for the discrete Green's function related to y is very similar to the result in Theorem 4.12. There is a significant difference between the results for the discrete Green's functions
related toy- h in Theorem 4.14 and Theorem 4.12. For H fixed we have a discrete Green's function of size O(h 2 ) for L (and i), whereas we have a discrete Green's function of size O(h) for
L. In Section 4.4 we shall see that similar results hold for the two-dimensional case.
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Using standard techniques and the results in (4.8), Theorem 4.12, Theorem 4.13 and Theorem
4.14 we can derive sharp bounds for the global discretization errors:

+ CzH2 + C3H3 ,
3
2
2
llû u*lloo ::S C1h + C2H + C3H + ê3H + ë3H h,
llli u*lloo ::S Cth2 + CzH2 + ë3H2•

IIu- u*lloo ::S C1h

2

(4.9a)

2

(4.9b)
(4.9c)

The constauts C1 and C2 depend on max{lu*<4l(x)ll x E (0, y)} and max{lu*<4l(x)ll x E (y, 1)}
respectively. The constant C3 depends on max{lu*<4l(x)ll x E (y H, y + H)}, ê3 depends on
lu*<2l (y- H)i, ë 3 depends on max{lu*<4l(x)ll x E (y- 2H, y)}, and ë3 depends on
max{lu*< 3l(x)ll x E (y- h, y + H)}.
The bound for the global discretization error in (4.9b) contains two additional terrns compared
to the bound in (4.9a). One of thesetermsis an O(H) term. So the discretization approach in
(4.6b) is less favourable than the discretization approach in (4.6a).
Remark 4.15 We reeall that the discretization approach in (4.6b) is related to the MLAT metbod
with the weighted restrietion operator r1 from (4. 7). If intheMLAT metbod the trivial injection
is used for h then the discrete problem resulting from MLAT is the same as the discrete problem
resulting from the LDC metbod (cf. Corollary 3 .18). Then the discretization error estimate (4.9a)
holds for the discrete problem resulting from the MLAT method. Hence from a discretization
point of view, one should use the trivial injection for r1 in MLAT.
D
The difference between L and L as discussed below Theorem 4.14 has only little intlucnee on
the global discretization error. This is due to the fact that in the one-dimensional case no interpolation on the interface is required. Hence the local discretization error at y h is O(h2 ). In the
two-dimensional case interpolation on the interface is required and relatively large components
of the local discretization error occur at certain fine grid points at a di stance h of the interface.
Then a difference between the discrete Green's functions related tothese grid points for Land L
results in a significant difference between the global discretization errors (see Example 4.25 and
Example 4.27).
Remark 4.16 Results similarto those in Theorem 4.12, Theorem 4.13 and Theorem 4.14 can be
obtained if a composite grid with two interface grid points or a composite grid with two or more
disjoint regions of local re finement is considered.
D

4.4

THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In Section 4.3 we have considered three approaches for the discretization of a one-dimensional
Poisson problem on a composite grid. We have seen that the discretization approach which is
related to the LDC method has some favourable properties. The difference stencils which are
used in this metbod are all very simple si nee the interface grid points are treated as if they were
grid points of the uniform coarse grid (cf. (4.6a)). The local discretization error at the interface
grid points is 0 ( H 2 ) ( cf. (4. 8a)) and possibly large (local discretization) error components related
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o

n

1

Figure 4.2 a) Composite grid Q 8 •h, H
points of f'h (• ).

= 1/8, h

1/32. b) The interfacerand grid

to fine gr:id points near the interface are damped strongly by the inverse matrix L -l ( cf. Theorem
4.12.iii).
In this section we analyse the finite difference discretization approach which is related to the
LDC method for two-dimensional elliptic boundary value problems. We shall derive a sharp bound
for the global discretization error for a model problem and discuss some generalizations. In this
section we consicter the model composite grid gH.h from Section 2.1. We are particularly interested in estimates expressing the dependenee of the discretization error on both the coarse grid
size Hand the fine grid size h.

4.4.1

Model Problem

We consicter the two-dimensional Poisson problem on the unit square,

-Llu

f

u

0

in !J := (0, 1) x (0, 1),
oniJQ,

(4.10a)

(4.10b)

and the model composite grid gH,h from Section 2.1. This composite grid is composed of a uniform grid with grid size H covering Q and a uniform grid with grid size h covering the subregion
rlz
(0, Yt) x (0, yz). We only consicter coarse grid sizes H such that 1/ HE IN, yif HE IN,
Y21 H E IN and fine grid sizes h such that h = H I a, a E IN. We reeall the composite grid notation
from Section 2.1 and Section 3.1, and we introducesome more notation to be used in Subsection
4.4.2:

Q_H

{(x,y)ElR 2 ixfHeiN, yjHEIN}. !J8 :=Ö 8 n0,

Q_h ={(x, y)

E

n !Jz,

1R2 1 xj hE IN, yj hE IN}, gh := !1h n 0,

Q~

Qh

oeH

0"H n (0\0z),

r:= iJOz\oO,

gH,h := QHU

!:27,
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r 8 :=

n 8 nr.

fver

{(x,y) E 1R 2 1 X= Y1.0 < y ::"é Yz},

fhor

{(x, y)

f;t,, := !J. 8

r"

nh nr.

IR 2 I y

n fver•

f7,er

yz, 0 <x::::: yi},
Qh

n fven

ff:", := Qll·n fhor• f~or := Qh n fhOI•
f'h :={x En? I min llx- yllz h}.
yer
At grid points x E Q~ and x E rl?\f'h we use the five-point formula for the Laplace operator:
-Au(x)

H-2 (4u(x)

u(x + (H, 0))- u(x- (H, 0))

- u(x + (0, H))

u(x- (0, H)))

(4.11a)

and
-Au(x)

h'- 2 (4u(x)

u(x+(h,O))-u(x

(h,O))

- u(x + (0, h))- u(x- (0, h))),

(4.llb)

respectively. So the intelface grid points are treated as if they we re grid points of the uniform
coarse grid !J. 8 . At grid points x E f'h we use the following discretization. We assume a given
interpolation operator p : ;F(f 8 ) -+ ;F(rh). Now at x we discretize by applying the five-point
formula from (4.llb); valnes cortesponding to slave points y E fh\f 8 are eliminated using p.
Obvious modifications are used at grid points close to the boundary an.
The discretization above is fully determined if p is given. We consicter both a piecewise linear interpo/ation and a piecewise quadratic interpolation. The piecewise linear interpolation is
denoted by p<1l. The piecewise quadratic interpolation is denoted by p(Z). In the remainder the
notation prefers to both p<l) and p<2). If w E ;F(f 8 ) is given, then at y fh\rH we use an interpolated value (pw) (y) as shown in Figure 4.3. If x has distance H to the boundary an, then we
use the Dirichlet boundary values in the interpolation. For example, for y = (ih, Y:z), 0 < i < a,
the linear interpolation is defined by
i
(1 - - )u((O, Yz))
()

i

i

()

()

+ -w((H, Yz)) = -w((H, Yz)),

sirree we consider homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
We note that in case of quadratic interpolation there is some freedom: one may apply a shift
of the interpolation points by a factor H (in Figure 4.3: use x- (2H, 0), x
(H, 0), x as interpolation points). To avoid technica! complications in the proofs of Lemma 4.17 and Theorem
4.18, we assume that in case of quadratic interpolation on the line segment [(H, y2 ), (2H, y2 )],
the points (H, y2 ), (2H, y2 ), (3H, y2 ) are used. In case of quadratic interpolation on the line segment [(y1 , H), (y~. 2H)] weassume thatthepoints (y1 , H), (y1 , 2H), (Yl. 3H) are used. Then
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x

E rf:o,, y E rt,\rf:o,
o: w values
: p<l)w

x

(H,O) y

x+ (H,O)

x

- - : p<2>w

Figure 4.3 Piecewise linear and piecewise quadratic interpolation on the interface.
both for piecewise linearand piecewise quadratic interpolation we have (pvlrH) (x)

::s v(x) for

if V ÎS a positive constant function.
The system of linear equations resulting from the finite difference approach described above
is denoted by
(4.12)
Lu f,

X E fh,

forsome given ordering of the grid points of nH,h. The right hand side of the differentlal equation
in (4.10) is discretized as usual, i.e. f(x) := f(x) for all x E nH,h.

4.4.2

Global Discretization Error Bound

:ren?)$

hl this subsection we use block partitioning corresponding to :J(nH,h)
:ren~). First
are ordered and then the grid points of n~. For the composite grid matrix
the grid points of
in (4.12) we write

n7

L

[

L11

- L12prr

-L21

~

J

•

(4.13)

The matrix L 11 results from standard central difference discretization of the boundary value problem
-b.u = f in nl := (0, Yt) x (0, Yz),
u 0 on an1,

nr.

on the uniform grid
Hence Lu is an M-matrix. The operator p: :J(fH) ~ :J(fh) is defined
by piecewise linear (p<1>) or piecewise quadratic (p<2)) interpolation and rr is the trivial injection
from (3.17b ). For ease of notation, the matrix corresponding to the operator prr : :T (n~) ~ :T (fh)
is denoted by prr too. The matrix [L 11 - L 12] corresponds to the standard five-point stencil for
L21 L221 corresponds to the standard fivethe Laplace operator on the local fine grid
point stencil for the Laplace operator on the coarse grid n~.
Fora grid V c nH,h we denote by 1I v the composite grid vector with the components related
to the grid points of V equal to 1 and the other components equal to 0. hl this section both the grid
function representation and the vector representation of discrete approximations is used. Veetors
are printed in bold. In the proofs in this subsection we use the difference star notation (cf. e.g.
[32]).

n7 and [-
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In the analysis in this subsection we use three main arguments: a stability result (cf. Theorem
4.19), astrong damping of errors on fh (cf. Theorem 4.20) and local discretization error estimates
(cf. (4.16) ). First we show the existence of a harrier function for L.
Lemma 4.17 Let w: IR2 -+ IR be given by w(x, y) :=x(! - x)/2. Let w be the vector representation of the grid function w QH,h· Both for linear and quadratic interpolation, the matrix L
satisjies
(4.14)
1

Proof. For x

E Q~

we obtain

(Lw)(x)

Similarly, for x

~ W' [

-1

-1

4 -1
1

]

w=l.

x

E rJ.f\fh we obtain
1

Finally, we consicter x

E

-1
]
4 -1
1

w=l.
x

fh. We define the set of neighbouring grid points,

Nh(x) :={x+ (h, 0), x- (h, 0), x+ (0, h), x

(0, h)}.

We introduce the grid function wE :J(Qh), given by
{ (pwlrH)(y) ify rh\rH
w(y) :=
.
w (y)
otherwtse
Note that both for piecewise linear and for piecewise quadratic interpolation we have
0 w(y) ::; w(y) for all y E fl.h n à Using this, we obtain for x E fh

(Lw)(x)2:h-'[

-1

~:

1]
L
L

2

= h- (4w(x)

W
x

w(y))

yE.Nh(x)

?: h- 2 (4w(x)

w(y))

yENh(x)

~•-'[ -1 ~:

-1]

w
x

1
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oH

{a, b, c}
• c f'h
0 c f'h

1)

a
0

H

•

•

•

c rtt,,

c

0

•

x

•

•

0

Figure 4.4 Example of x E f'h.

•

This completes the proof.

In the following theorem we prove monotonicity of L. For the case with piecewise linear interpolation it is easy to show that L is an M-matrix. The case with piecewise quadratic interpolation
is rather involved. This is due to the fact that then L is not an M-matrix. We shall show that L
can be written as the product oftwo M-matrices. The technique is basedon ideas from [6],[42].
Theorem 4.18 Bothfor piecewise linearand piecewise quadratic interpolation, the matrixLis
monotone, i.e. Lis nonsingular and L-l ?: 0 holds.

Proof First we consider the case with piecewise linear interpolation.
For every line segment [x- (H, 0), x] =: lx on f'hor (cf. Figure 4.3) the linear interpolation p(l)
of a grid function u E :J<rH) on lx results in
(p(l>u)(y) = a1(y)u(x- (H,O))

+ (l-a1(y))u(x)

with 0 :5 a1 (y) :5 lfor y E lx n f'h.
A similar result holds on r ver· Using this, it follows that L is an irreducibly diagonally dominant
matrix with coefficients (L)u > 0 for all i and (L)ij :5 0 for i=/= j. By Lemma 4.6.ii we find that
Lis au M-matrix and thus Lis monotone.
Next we consider the case with piecewise quadratic interpolation on the interface.
A special role is played by the difference stencils in which the quadratic interpolation is used. We
introduce the set

f'h := {(x, y)
As an example we take x E

E

f'h I (x+ h, y)

rt rH 1\ (x, y + h) rt rH}.

f'h as shown in Figure 4.4. The ditTerenee stencil at x is as follows:

[L]xu = h- 2 (4u(x)

u(x- (h, 0)) - u(x + (h, 0)) - u(x- (0, h))

- a3u(a)- azu(b)- a1u(c)),

(*1)

with a 1 ~8(8- 1), a 2 (l- 8)(1 + 8), a 3 !o(1 + 8), 0 < 8 < 1.
Note that 0 < 8 < 1 implies a 1 < 0, 0 < a 2 < 1, 0 < a 3• Also we have
-Qil

az
We decompose L as L

D

1 8
1
21 +o- 4

= - - - < -.

+N +P

such that:

Dis a diagonal matrix and diag(D) = diag(L),

(*2)
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diag(N)

0 and the elements of N satisfy (N);J ::::; 0 for all i

f:

j,

diag (P)

0, and the elements of P satisfy (P);j ::::_ 0 for all i

f:

j.

Now introduce N1. Nz with stencils [N;]x (i

1, 2) defined as follows.

For x~ (1 U f'h) we take [NI]x := [N]x, [Nz]x := [O]x. Also at the corner point x= (y1 , y2 )
we take [N 1]x
[N]x, [Nz]x := [O]x.
Forx E f'k:,,\{(yr. yz)} we take
8

~ ~ ~],

~~ 6 ~1 ] .

1

[NI]x := H-

2

[

[N 2]x := H-

2

[

0 -1 0

0

0

0

Similarly, for x E 1!, \{(yh Yz)} we take

H- 2

[

~1 6 ~1 ] ,
0

0

0

[N 2] := H- 2
x

[

6 ~~ 6] .
0 -1 0

Obvious modifications are used if x is close to the boundary an.
Finally we considerx E f'h. As an example we take x as in Figure 4.4; then wedefine (cf. (*1)):
u(x + (h, 0))- u(x- (0, h))- a 2u(b)),

[N 1]xu := h- 2 (-u(x- (h, 0))

[Nz]x := [O)x.
Note that [N2]

forx E f' 8 \{(y1 , y2)}. From the definitions ofD and N 2 itimmedix I= [0] x only
1
1

ately follows that (I+ n- N 2 ) is diagonally dominant and that (I+ n- N 2 );J s 0 for all i#= j.
Thus (I+ n- 1 N 2 ) is an M-matrix (cf. Lemma 4.6.i).
It is easy to check that (D + N 1 ) is an irreducibly diagonally dominant matrix (use 0 < a2 < 1)
with (D + N 1);; > 0 for all i and (D + N 1 );1 ::::; 0 for all i I= j. Thus (D +NI) is an M-matrix
(cf. Lemma 4.6.ii).
From the definitions of N 1 and Nz it follows that

Next we consicter the nonnegative matrix P. First note that [P] I= [0] only for points x E f'h.
Again, as a model situation, we take x as in Figure 4.4, in whic~ case ,t-e have (cf. {*1) ):
[P]xu

= -h-2a1u(c).

For this x we also have

[N 1D- 1N 2 ]xu =

1

4h- a 2 (u(a) + u(c)).
2

Combination of the results in (û), ( *4), (*5) and using N 1n- 1N 2

(*5)
::::_

0 yields the inequality
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From (*3), (*6) we obtain:

= D +N +P:::; D +Nt +N2 +N1D- 1N2 = (D+Nt)(l+ n-1Nz).
Since both D + Nt and I+ n- 1 N 2 are M-matrices we conclude that for all i =I= j:
((D + Nt)- 1L);j:::; (I+ n- 1Nz)ii:::; 0.
L

By Lemma 4.17 we have that a vector v > 0 exists such that Lv > 0. Due to (D + Nl)- 1 ::::
0 this yields (D + Nt)-1 Lv > 0. Then we obtain from Lemma 4.7 that (D + N 1)- 1 L is an
M-matrix. Thus we see that L = (D + N 1)( (D + Nt)-1L) is the product oftwo M-matrices and
•
consequently we have that Lis nonsingular and that L - 1 :::: 0.
Stability of the discretization follows from the results of Lemma 4.17 and Theorem 4.18.

Theorem 4.19 Bath for linearand quadratic interpolation we have the following stability result:
(4.15)

Proof. Using L -l ::::0 (cf. Theorem 4.18) and (4.14) we obtain
liL -llloo

1

liL - 1InH,hlioo ::S llwlloo.

with was in Lemma4.17. Since maxo<x<lx(1- x)/2

1/8 we get llwlloo:::;

i·

•

As in the one-dimensional case in Section 4.3, we consider a problem where the souree term bas
non-zero valnes only in fh. More precisely, we derive bounds for liL -llifh llco·

Theorem 4.20 The following inequality holds:
(4.16a)

with
Cr

2

Y1

Yz:::; 2

(4.16b)

and
C ·- { 1 for linear interpolation,
P ·- ~ for quadratic interpolation.

Proof. Wedefine v := L - 1 1Ifh. The partitioning in (4.13) is used to obtain

Ln -L12prr ] [
[ -Lzt
Lu

Vt

v2

J= [ 0e ] ,

(4.16c)
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where eis the vector representation of the grid function e E

1
{ 0

e(x)

:JCrJ.7) defined by

XE

fk

XE

st7\f'h .

Using the block LU-factorization of L,
L

[

-Lz~Lïï1 ~ J [ L~1 -L~prr J,

with the Schur complement

we obtain
Lï1 L12prrvz + Lï/e,
1

Vt
Vz

= s-1Lz1Lïle.

Note that we can represent e as

e = h2 L 12w,
with w the vector representation of the grid function w E

:F (f'h) defined by:

I

1/2 for x= (YI- h, Yz)
1/2 forx = (yi, Yz h) .
1
otherwise

w(x)

So for v 1 we have
LnVt

Ltz(prrv 2 +h 2w)

0.

The discrete maximum principle yields llv til oo s 11 prrvzlloo + h 2 • Por piecewise linear interpolation we have IIP(l)rrvzlloo :S llvzlloo and for piecewise quadratic interpolation we have
llp(2)rrvzlloo :S ~llvzlloo· This yields

withCp

lifp

p(l)andCp

~ifp

It remains to obtain a bound for llvz
1

p<2l.

hS-1Lz1Lïï1nfh

We introduce u:= L 0 e. From (*2) we obtain that L 11 u- L 12 (h2 w) = 0 holds. The discrete
maximum principle yields that 0::::; u(x) :::; h2 for all x E n;•. Por the vector û := L 21 u only
the components related to grid points on rH\{(y1, y2)} are non-zero and we have 0 ::::; û(x)
H- 2 h2 =
forall x E rH\{(y1, Yz)}. Wedefinee~,. E :f(Q~) as thegridfunction with value 1
at all points of r~,. \ {( y1 , y2 )} and value 0 at all other points of n~; e~, denotes the careesponding
vector. Similarly wedefine the vector e;:,,. (cf. Figure 4.5). Note that û = Lz1 Lïle and that the
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1
Ql

= (0,1)

Ql

x (y2 , 1)

= (yt, 1) x

Qz

(0, yz)
r_f,n\(yt, Yz)
• E r~,\(yt, yz)
x E r;; := {(x, y) E Q~ I y
oE

Q2

Figure 4.5

(0

I ]V

1

[

:5 x < 1}

Partitioning of n{!.

characteristic function in Q~ correspondîng to rH\{(Yt. y2 )} is gîven by
have the following result

Due to s- 1 =

Yl

1

Yt

0

Yz,

~

ef,, + e~,.

Hence we

J(cf. Lemma4.9) and the rnonotonicityofL (cf. Theorern 4.18)

we have s- 2:: 0. Combination with the result in (*4) yields
1

llv2lloo = IIS- 1 L21Lïlelioo :5 u-2 (IIS- 1ef:o,lloo + IIS- 1 e~,lloo).

(*5)

We now consider the tenn 11 s- 1ef:o,lloo· We use notation as explained in Figure 4.5. The piecewise
linear function g is defined as
g(x, y)

l~rz (1- y) if y 2:: Yz
1
ify<yz·

{

The vector corresponding to the grid function glgH is denoted by g.
c

Now consider Sg = (Lzz LztLïlL12prr)g.
For x E Q~\ (rf,, u r~, u rfj) we have

(Sg)(x)

For x

E

~ [Lnlxg ": W

2

[

-I

-1
4

-1

-1] g~O.
x

r;; we obtain

(Sg)(x)

~ [Ln]xg ": W

-1
2

[

-I

4

-1

-1]

g

x

(*6a)
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1

a

- 8x28 1Y=Y2- H a/lnl
1 1

1

a

+ H ay 8 1n2

0+---+0>0.
H1-yz
-

With respect to the result on r~~r U r{t,, \ {(y1 , y!}) we first note the following.
Define z := Lïl LtzPrrg. Due to the assumption we made concerning the quadratic interpolation
on the linesegments [(H, y 2 ), (2H, y2 )] and [(y1 , H), (y1 , 2H)] and because g ;:= 1 on r we have
prrg::::; 1. The discrete maximum principle then yields 0 :S z(x) :S 1 for all x E
Thus we get

07.

Usingthis we obtainforx E r~,\{(y1, yz)}:

(Sg)(x)

~ ((L"- L"L,,'L"p,,)g)(x) ~ W' [ 0
fP
1 a
1
= - ayz 8 1rver- H ax 8 in2 + H2

-1
4

-1 ]

g- y-Z
x

0.

For x E r{t,, \{(yl, yz)} we obtain:
(Sg)(x)

((Lzz

L"L>/Lup,c)g)(x)
1

a

~ W' [

-1

-1
]
~ -1

g
x

1

1

1

na/In!+ yz
Combination of (*6a-d) yields

1 1
H
Sg 2:: H-1--ehor'
- Yz

and thus, using the monotonicity of S, we obtain

The term IIS- 1 e~,lloo can be treated similarly. Using these results in ( *5) we obtain

Using {û) in (*3) completes the proof ofthe theorem.

•

We note that the result in Theorem 4.20 is very similar to the result in Theorem 4.12 for the onedimensionalcase. Itis well-known (cf. e.g. [5],[14]) that in case of agiobal uniform grid with grid
size h relatively large (e.g., 0 (l)) local discretization errors at grid points close to the boundary
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may still result in acceptable (e.g., 0(h2 )) global discretization errors. In Theorem 4.20 we have
a very similar effect with H fixed and h t 0, but now with respect to the local discretization errors
at grid points of fh (i.e. close to the interface). The result of Theorem 4.20 plays an important
role in the analysis of the global discretization error below.
The local discretization error at y E QH,h for the discrete problem Lu = fis denoted by d (y).
As usual in a finite difference setting we assume that the solution of the boundary value problem
satisfies u* E ct(Ö). Since standard finite difference stencils (related to uniform grids) are used
at y E Of\fh and at y E 0~, we obtain
(4.16a)
max ld(y)l :S Cth 2,
yent\f'h

max ld(y)l

yei:l~

:s C2H2 •

(4.16b)

The constauts Ct and Cz are of the form
Ct

Cz

Ct max{lu*<4)(x)ll x E (0, Yt- h) x (0, Y2- h)},
4

c2max{lu*< >(x)ll x

E

fl\((0, Yt- H) x (0, Y2- H))}.

(4.17a)
(4.17b)

with c1 , cz independent of H, h, u*.
Due to the interpolation on the interface we obtain
mlpCid(y)l :S ê1h 2 + C3a2 HH
yerh

(4.16c)

1 for piecewise linear interpolation (p <tl) and j = 2 for piecewise quadratic interpolation
with j
(p<2)). The constauts êt and C3 are of the form
êt =Ct max{lu*<4l(x)ll x E Oz\((0, Yt- 2h) x (0, Yz- 2h))}
C3 C3 max{lu*(l+j)(x)ll XE r},

(4.17c)
(4.17d)

with C3 independent of h, H, u*.
Remark 4.21 At y E fh we obtain d(y) = 0(1) for piecewise linear interpolation on the interface. So the discretization for the Poisson problem (4.10) on the composite grid QH,h in case of
linear interpolation on the interface is not consistent if we take a fixed and H t 0.
0
The bound in (4.16c) is not sharp for the (less interesting) case a = 1. A composite grid makes
sense only for problems in which the solution u* varies much more rapidly in !11 than in f2\f2J.
Thus we assume Ct » êt + Cz + C3. Clearly, then one would use a composite grid with h « H,
i.e. a » 1. In that case the local discretization error on f'h can be large compared to the local
discretization error on f2 8•h\f'h (cf. (4.16)). Astrong damping of these large local discretization
errors is a necessity to obtain an acceptable global discretization error.
Theorem 4.22 For the global discretization error the following holds

13
2
1
2
•
llu-u*lloo:Sgmax{CI>Ct}h +-gC2H +3C3H1 ,
A

(4.18)

with C; (i = 1, 2, 3) and ê1 as in (4.17), j = 1 for piecewise linear interpolation and j = 2 for
piecewise quadratic interpolation.
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Proof. Using Thcorems 4.18-4.22 and (4.16) wc obtain

with Cp and Cr as in (4.16). Now (4.18) follows using h

H

~. Cp :S ~ and Cr

2.

•

Thc bound in (4.18) niccly scparatcs the discretization error terros related to the high activity region, the low activity region and the interpolation on the interface. As usual in finite ditTerenee
estimates, high (fourth order) derivatives are involved. We shall illustrate the sharpness of the
bounds via numerical results in Subsection 4.4.3. Note that the constants on the right hand side
of (4.18) do notdepend on u = H I h. Hence, despite the fact that the local discretization error depends strongly on u (cf (4.16c)), the discretization approach described in this sectionis suitable
for discretizing on composite grids with large re finement factors. We note that asymptotically for
H } 0 the bound in (4.18) for linear interpolation (j
I) is worse than the bound f or quadratic
interpolation. In practice (where we have a given desired accuracy) it may well happen that the
results for quadratic and for linear interpolation are camparabie (see Example 4.26).
Remark 4.23 lt follows from (4.18) that for linear interpolation the discretization is convergent
if we take u fixed and H 0, although the discretization is notconsistent (cf. Remark 4.21). D

+

Camparing our results with related results for composite grid discretizations in the literature,
we note the following. In [13] an analysis of a composite grid problem resulting from finite volume element discretization is given. In this analysis weaker assumptions conceming the regularity of the solution are used than in our analysis. However, only the case with u = 2 is treated.
The finite volume type of method in [13] uses vertex centered approximations. A fini te volume
metbod for composite grids using special cell centered approximations is analysed in [38]. This
analysis also uses weaker assumptions concerning the regularity of the solution. In the schemes
in [38] largervalues of a are allowed. The error estimate in [38] is of the form

ll u

u* I'<
I -- K1 Hm+!

+ K2 hm+t ,

with 1-11 a discrete H 1-norm, m > 0 related to the regularity of the solution, and 'constants' K1
and
which depend on the refinement factor u = H I h. The constants on the right hand side of
(4.18) are independent of u. InSection 4.4.3 we show the sharpness of the discretization error
estimate (4.18) via numerical results.
Remark 4.24 Results very similar to those in Theorem 4.20 and Theorem 4.22 can be obtained if
we consicter a composite grid with n1 of the form (yn, y12) x (J121, Y22) with 0 < y 11 < y1z < I,
0 < Y21 < Y22 < 1.
In the remalnder of this subsection we comment on a generalization of our discretization error
analysis to more general elliptic boundary value problems. In the analysis above we used three
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main arguments: local discretization error estimates (as in (4.16)), a stahility result (as in Theorem 4.19) and astrong damping oflocal discretization errors on fh (as in Theorem 4.20).
We consicter an elliptic houndary value prohlem, on the unit square~= (0, 1) x (0, 1), of the
form
-au (x, y)uxx- a22(x, y)uyy + a1 (x, y)ux + a2(x, y)uy = f, in~.
(4.19)
with homogeneaus Dirichlet houndary conditions. The coefficient functions are smooth and satisfy the usual requirements for an elliptic prohlem which is not convection dominated. We use
a standard finite difference discretization with central differences for the first order derivatives.
This results in a composite grid matrixLas in (4.13).
We first discuss the case with piecewise linear interpolation. The resulting local discretization
error estimates are as in (4.16), with j = 1. Under the following conditions:
H

a;;(x,y) > zla;(x,y)l,

(x,y) E ~.i= 1,2,

the matrix L is an M-matrix. We cannot apply the usual technique for proving the existence of a
harrier function (cf. [32], §5.1) hecause the composite grid discretization is not consistent. However, in this fairly concrete setting one can still derive concrete harrier functions. For example, in
the case with c(x, y) = d (x, y) = 0 we can take the same function as in Lemma 4.17, and for the
case with c(x, y) =constant> 0 we can use w(x, y) =x as a harrier function. Ifthe existence
of a harrier function can he proved, we have a stahility result as in Theorem 4.19 (with replaced
hy another constant). With respect to the result in Theorem 4.20 we note the following. We refer
to equations in the proof of Theorem 4.20. As in (*2), we can represent e as e = h2L 12w, with
0 ::S llwlloo ::S c1. Theconstantc1 depends on the coefficientfunctions a, b, c, d, hut is independent

l

of Hand h. For (

~~ )

= L -Infh we ohtain (cf. (*1) and (*3))
llviiioo ::S llv2lloo + c1h2,
1
llv2lloo = h211S- L2IL1lL12wlloo·

Soit remains to ohtain a houndfor llv2lloo· We sketch an approach, differentfrom the one used in
the proof of Theorem 4.20, that could he applied toa more general prohlem as the one in (4.19).
Note that Lïl L21 ~ 0 and Lïl L12prr ~ 0, so using the discrete maximum principle we ohtain

We introduce u:= LïfL21 H~h, sou satisfies L22u- L21 n~h = 0. This corresponds to the disI

I

cretization, on a uniform grid with size H, of the differential equation on a suhdomain Q c ~
(see Figure 4.6). We use Dirichlet houndary conditions with values 0 on the part of (JQ which
coincides with ()~ and values 1 on the remairring part of aQ.
Due to the maximum principle we have that llulloo < 1 holds. Since we restriet ourselves to diffusion prohlems it is reasonahle to assume that even llulloo < 1- c2 H holds with c2 > 0. If the
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Yz-H
H
Figure4.6 Exampleofthesubdomain

n c !.1.

latter inequality holds, we obtain

llvzlloo

h2 11 (I- L]}LztLl11Lnprr )- 1 Lïl LztLïlL12wlloo
00

2

Sh

L IIL22 LzrL1t Luprrii~IILï]LzrLïlLrzwlloo
1

1

k=O
00

::; h 2

L(l

c2 H/c 1

k=O

So we then have a result as in Theorem 4.20. From these observations we derive the claim that
for the case with piecewise linear interpolation the analysis presented in this subsectien can be
extended to more general elliptic boundary value problems as in (4.19).
Por the case witb piecewise quadratic interpolation it is not clear (to us) how the analysis of
this subsectien can be extended to a more general setting. It is not clear how we can prove monotonicity of L (as in Theorem 4.18) if we have a problem as in (4.19) with variabie coefficients.
In the next subsectien we present numerical results fora problem as in (4.19). There we abserve
that both for linearand for quadratic interpolation we have a discretization error behaviour which
is very similar to the behaviour in case of the Poisson problem.

4.4.3

Numerical Results

In this subsectien we show results of some numerical experiments. First, we present results related to the sharpness of the global discretization error bound proved in Theorem 4.22. Then we
discuss a two-dimensional non-uniform discretization metbod which can be seen as a generalization ofthe one-dimensional method with stiffness matrixLof Sectien 4.3 (cf. (4.6a)). Finally,
we show composite grid discretization errors for a problem with variabie coefficients (Example
4.28) and fora problem with a singu1ar solution (Example 4.29).
In Example 4.25-4.27 we will illustrate certain phenomena using numerical results for the
following model problem:
-Äu=f inQ
u= g on

an.

(O,I)x(O,l),

(4.20)
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We consider two cases:
Case 1: f, g such that the solution u* is given by
(4.21)

Case 2: f, g such that the solution u* is given by
u*(x, y)

1
Ï{tanh(25(x+ y

1

8)) + 1}.

(4.22)

Clearly in Case 1 we have a very smooth solution and we do not need a composite grid. This
example is used for theoretica! eonsiderations. The solution u* in Case 2 is shown in Pigure 2.4
in Subsection 2.2.2. The solution varles very rapidly in a small part of the domain and is relatively
smooth in the remaining part ofthe domain. In both cases we take Q1 = (0, 1/4) x (0, 1/4).
Example 4.25 In the upper bound for the global discretization error as proved in Theorem 4.22
we have a term C3 H if we use piecewise linear interpolation on the interface (j = 1). In this
example we show that the bound is sharp with respect to this C3 H term. We consider Case 1. Th en
for C1, ê1, Cz in (4.18) we have C1 ê1 Cz 0. In Table 4.1 we show valnes of the global
Hf h. We clearly abserve the
diseretization error llu u*lloo for several values of Hand a
linear dependenee on H. Purther there is no significant dependenee of the errors on the refinement
factora.
0
Example 4.26 We eonsider Case 2 and use pieeewise quadratic interpolation on the interface.
Por this composite grid problem Theorem 4.22 yields a discretization error bound of the form
D 1h 2 + D 2 W with D 1 » D2. Based on this bound we expect the following. If we take H fixed
then decreasing h (i.e. increasing a) should result in h2 convergence until a certain threshold
value amax is reached. This convergence behaviour can be observed in the rows ofTable 4.2. Por
H = 1/8 we see a threshold value amax ~ 16. Also note thatin Table 4.2 there is only little variation in the values if we take h fixed and vary a. Por example, along the diagonal from (H, a) =
1/128) all values areabout 1.4 w- 3 . This means
(1/128, 1) to (H, a)= (1/8, 16) (i.e. h
that the global discretization error corresponding to the composite grid problem with H = 1/8,
h = 1/128 is approximately of the same size as the global discretization error corresponding to
the standard discrete problem on the global uniform grid with h 1I 128. So in a sense the quality

a
H = 1/16

LOS

w- 3

a 2
L08 10- 3

H
1/32
4.4710- 4

2
H
1/64
2.0110- 4

H 1/16
a=4
a=8
1.2610-3 1.35

w-s

H
1/128
9.60

w-s

a= 16
1.42 w- 3

Table 4.1 Oiobal discretization errors; Case 1; piecewise linear interpolation.
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H

1
2
4
8
2.55 10 ·l 6.0210 ·L 2.29 10 ' 2 5.39 10-j
1/16 6.08 10- 2 2.29 to- 2 5.54 10-3 1.35 10-3
1/32 2.30 w- 2 5.6110- 3 1.41 w- 3 3.33 w- 4
1/64 5.63 w- 3 1.43 w- 3 3.51 w- 4
4
1/128 1.44 to- 3 3.55
3
• 1/256 3.57 10·-

1/8
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16
1.49 10 - j
8.03 w- 4

32
1.54 10

a

w-

Table 4.2

Global discretization errors; Case 2; piecewise quadratic interpolation.

of the discrete solutions of these two problems is the same. Note that in this particular example
the global uniform grid with h 1/128 contains about 1.6 104 grid points, whereas the composite
grid contains about 1.1 103 grid points.
When we repeat this experiment, but now with linear interpolation insteadof quadratic interpolation on the interface, we obtain discretization errors which are very close to the discretization
errors shown in Table 4.2 (differences less than a few percent). For the values of Hand h considered in this example the error in the high activity region and the low activity region (corresponding
to the first and second term on the right hand side of (4.18)) dominate the linear interpolationerror
on the interface (corresponding to the third term on the right hand side of (4.18)).
o
We now discuss an obvious two-dimensional general i zation of the one-dimensional approach
in (4.6c). We use the same finite ditterenee approximations as in Subsection 4.4.1 at all grid points
of t:J.H,h\rH. Again, we use piecewise linear (j = 1) or piecewise quadratic (j = 2) interpolation.
On rH we do not use uniform finite differences as in (4.lla), but non-uniform finite differences
of thc sametype as in (4.6c ). For example, at x E rf!r we use:

2a2
2a
-D..u ~ H- 2 ( - - - u(x- (h, 0)) + 2au(x) - - u(x+ (H, 0)))
a+ 1
a+ 1
+ H- 2 ( -u(x- (0, H)) + 2u(x) u(x + (0, H))).

(4.23)

This results in a composite grid problem denoted by Lu f. The local discretization errors are
as in (4.16) but now with an O(H) error at points x E rH (cf. (4.8c)). InSection 4.3 we noticed that in the one-dimensional case the local discretization error on fh is reduced only by a
factor h (cf. Theorem 4.14). Numerical results show that in the two-dimensional case we also
--1
~
"
have liL lfhlloo ~ c h. So for the local discretization errors on rh of size C1h2 + C3 a 2 H'- 1
(cf. (4.16c)) we have a damping factor c h =eH ja, instead ofthe damping factor cHja2 as in
Theorem 4.20. This then implies a global discretization error estimate of the form
(4.24)
with K; constants which are similarto the constants C; in (4.18). Clearly, due tothefactor a the
bound in (4.24) is less favourable than the result in Theorem 4.22.
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a=2
H = 1/16
3
1.48

H = 1/32
4
6.82

a=2

a=4

w-

wH

1.48
Thble 4.3

w- 3

H = 1/128
4
1.60

H = l/64
3.25 w- 4

w-

= 1/16

2.5410-3

a=S
3.84

a 16
3
5.30

w-

w- 3

Global discretization errors; Case 1; linear interpolation; stiffness matrix L.

Example 4.27 This example is similar to Example 4.25 but now with the stiffness matrix L in-

stead of the stiffness matrix L. We use piecewise linear interpolation on the interface and we
consider Case 1. Then the bound in (4.24) is oftheforrn C3caH, so we expect an increasing discretization error if a is increased. A dependenee of the global discretization error on a is observed
in Table 4.3, too. Apparently this dependenee is not linear in a. Probably this is due tothefact
that the local discretization errors on f'k, i.e. d(y) with y E fk, show an oscillating behaviour
and approximating d(y) by maxxefh ld(x)l for all y E fh (as is done to obtain (4.24)) is too pessimistic.
D
The discretization error analysis in Subsection 4.4.2 applies to the Poisson equation with a solution u* E C4(Ö). In the following experiments we apply the composite grid finite difference
metbod of Subsection 4.4.1 toother problems. In Example 4.28 we consider a problem in which
the differentlal operator has variabie coefficients, and with data such that the solution u* is still in
C 4 (Q). In Example 4.29 we consider a Poisson equation with a singular solution (u* tf. C(Q)).
Example 4.28 We consider an elliptic boundary value problem as in (4.19), i.e. with variabie
coefficients. We consider the problem:
-(2 + sin(;x))uxx- exyuyy + cos(-T)ux + (1

+ x)eYuy
u

f in Q,
g on

an,

with Q the unit square. We take the data f, g such that the solution u* is as in (4.22). We use a
standard discretization with central duferences for the first order derivatives. The resulting discretization errors with H 1/16 are shown in Table 4.4. Note that the results are very similar
to the results for the Poisson equation in Example 4.26. As in Table 4.2, we observe an O(h2 )
behaviour until a eertaio threshold value amax is reached. We also see that for linearand quadratic
a
linear
quadratic

1
6.6610- 2
6.6610-2

2
2.43 w- 2
2.43 w- 2

4
5.87 w- 3
5.87

w- 3

8
1.45 w- 3
1.46

w- 3

16
4
9.91
9.25 w- 4

w-

Thble 4.4 Global discretization errors; H = 1/16; Example 4.28.

32
1.02 w- 3
9.51

w-4
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Table 4.S

Global discretization errors on uniform grids; Example 4.29.

Table 4.6

Global discretization errors on composite grids; H

1/16; Example 4.29.

interpolation we have approximately the same threshold value fora. Apparently, for H
1/16
the error in the low activity region (corresponding to the term"" C2 H 2 in (4.18)) dominates the
o
linear interpolation error on r (corresponding to the term ~ C3 H in (4.18) ).

Example 4.29 We consicter a problem with a singular solution (as in [30], [39]):
-t:.u

u

f

in .Q

=

(0, 1) x (0, 1),

g on an,

with f, g such that the salution is given by u* (x, y) log( yfx 2 + y 2 ).
Due to the singularity at the origin it is not reasanabie to compare discretization errors on certain
(uniform or composite) grids by using the maximum norm on different grids. We use a uniform
coarse grid on .Q with size H = 1/16, denoted by .Q 1116 . On this grid and on finer grids we always measure discretization errors using the maximum norm over .Q 1116 . When we use a global
uniform grid with size h, denoted by .Qh, and the standard central dlfference discretization for the
Laplace operator, we obtain discretization errors as in Table 4.5. In Table 4.6 we show the values
IIu u*lloo forthe composite grid discretization of Subsection 4.4.1, with H 1/16. From these
results we see thatfor piecewise linear (quadratic) interpolation we obtain fine grid accuracy until
the threshold value a
8 (a= 16) is reached.
o
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5
COMPOSITE GRID METHODS
FOR NONLINEAR BOUNDARY
VALUE PROBLEMS

In the previous chapters we have considered only linear boundary value problems. In this chapter we consicter the problem of solving nonlinear boundary value problems using composite grids.
Discretization of a nonlinear boundary value problem results in a system of nonlinear equations. In
Section 5.1 we briefiy reeall Newton's method for solving such a system of nonlinear equations.
The coupling of global coarse grid and local fine grid discretizations of a boundary value problem as in Section 2.2, can be applied to nonlinear boundary value probierus too. Then systems of
nonlinear equations on the uniform subgrids have to be solved. In the nonlinear LDC methad an
outer local defect correction iteration is combined with inner Newton iterations for solving these
systems. The nonlinear LDC methad is discussed inSection 5.2 for the model composite grid n.H,h
from Section 2.1. Sufficient conditions are given tor the nonlinear LDC method to be well-defined.
By this we mean that all systems of nonlinear equations occurring in the method are locally uniquely
solvable. It is shown that the nonlinear LDC method is closely related to a system of nonlinear
equations resulting from discretizing the boundary value problem on the composite grid QH,h.
InSection 5.3 a combination ofNewton's methad and the fast adaptive composite (FAC) grid
method from Sectien 2.3 for solving the composite grid discretization related to the nonlinear LDC
method is described. In this so-called Newton-FAC method an outer Newton iteration on the composite grid QH,h is performed. In each step ofthe Newton method the linear Jacobian system on
the composite grid n.H,h is solved by the FAC method.

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we have discussed iterative methods for solving linear elliptic boundary value problems on composite grids. In this chapter we shall consicter the numerical salution
of nonlinear boundary value problems on composite grids. As in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we
use a model boundary value problem on the unit square. The nonlinear counterpart of the linear
second-order elliptic boundary value problem (3.14) is denoted by
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(0, 1) x (0, 1),

in 0

N(u) = 0

u=g

on80.

(5.1a)
(5.1 b)

We use the model composite grid gH,h introduced in Section 2.1. The composite grid notation in
this chapter is the sameasin chapters 2 and 3.
After discretization of a nonlinear boundary value problem a system of nonlinear algebraic
equations results. Usually such a system of nonlinear equations is solved by Newton's metbod
or one of its variants (see e.g. [52, Section 7.1],[2, Chapter 8]). Here we briefly reeall Newton's
method; fora thorough discussion of this type of methods we refer to [5 2]. We consider the system
of nonlinear algebraic equations,
ft(Ut, Uz,. · ·, Un)
/z(Ut, Uz, · · ·, Un)

0,
0,

fn(Ut, Uz, · · ·, Un)

0,

(5.2)

with fi: IR"-+ IR, i 1, ... , n. We assume that the system (5.2) has at least one solution. The
system (5.2)is writteninmatrix-vectornotationas f(u) = 0, with u E /Rn, f: /Rn-+ lR". Given
an initial guess u 0 , a sequence of approximations u1. uz, ... , um, ... , toa solution u* of (5.2) is
generated by
(5.3)
Um+l := Um +v".
with v m the solution of the system of linear equations

ar

ihl (Um)Vm

In (5.4)

(5.4)

-f(um).

Bfï (um) is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives,
8u1

ÖUz

•' '

aul

au2

•••

~
..

..

2h.
2/:;. 2h.
21:;.
(

aul

au2

OUn

au.

..

•

!b.Eá

Êil.l
2/:;.
0

•• •

'

Eb_
au.

evaluated at Um.
It is well-known that, in general, Newton's metbod is locally quadratically convergent. So if
the initial guess is 'sufficiently close' toa solution u* of (5.2), then the Newton iterates converge
very fast to u*. In ordertoenlarge the domain of convergence the metbod may be modified. The
idea of damped Newton methods is to take only a fraction of the Newton update Vm in (5.3). So
rathertban (5.3), wechoose

(5.5)
with 0 < Àm :;::: 1. Methods for choosing the damping factors
8.1J,[59, Section 8.4]).

Àm

are discussed in e.g. [2, Section
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5.2

LOCAL DEFECT CORRECTION FOR NONLINEAR
PROBLEMS

5.2.1

A Combination of Local Defect Correction and Newton's Metbod

We start by discretizing the nonlinear boundary value problem (5.1) on the uniform global coarse
grid g,H from (2.2). This yields the basic discretization,
(5.6)
which describes a system of nonlinear equations for the unknowns {u{f (x) I x E fJH}. ln (5.6)
Nll is anonlinearmapping NH: :f(Qll)-+ :f(QH). The system ofnonlinearequations (5.6) is
solved by a damped Newton method. lf (5.6) has at least one salution and if the damped Newton
method converges, then an approximation ü{f of a salution of (5.6) results.
The approximation ü{f and a protongation p : :f(rH) -+ :f(fh) (e.g. piecewise linear or
piecewise quadratic interpolation on the interface) are used to define artijicial Dirichlet boundary
values on the interface. These valnes are defined in the same way as in the local defect correction approach for linear boundary value problems (sec Section 2.2 and Section 3.1 ). The artificial
Dirichlet boundary values are used for discretizing the boundary value problem (5.1) on the uniform local fine grid
This yields the system of nonlinear equations,

rl.?.

h
-f{
N1h( ul,o•
puo
Ir )

0

(5.7)

Nf

Nf

is anonlinearmapping
::J(Q?)x:f(fh)-+ :f(Qi').
forthe unknowns {u7, 0(x) I x En;}. In (5.7)
The system of equations (5.7) is the nonlinear counterpart of (2.13). A damped Newton metbod
is used for approximately solving (5.7). If (5.7) has at least one solution and ifthe damped Newtonmethad converges, then an approximation îi:? 0 of a salution of (5.7) results. The local fine 'grid
approximation ü?,o is used to update the global cc>arse grid discretization (5.6) by loc al defect correction. We define
H X ·- { ûfo(X) X E Q[I
W

(

) .-

ü{f(x)

XE Q 8 \Q[!

'

with Q[I the local coarse grid from (2.9). We substitute this approximation in the system of nonlinear equations (5.6) and define the defect as

Then we solve the system of nonlinear equations
(5.8)
using a damped Newton method. If (5.8) has at least one solution and if the damped Newton
method converges, then an approximation
of a salution of (5.8) results. The approximation

ur
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H

H

N (u0 ) = 0

r............................. ., . . _. . _w ....1
initia!
r····· ......guess

.........,... .•....: damped Newton
'
'
L·~ .................... 1.......................... ~

..................................................................................... :
ii!f
Nlh(ulh,o;

pi1!ilr> = 0
-u

~----d····----d··N·······-···~

initial

r····· ......guess

arnpe ewton
t-~~~*~---~-~:-------------Î

·····---······:

'-----.-----'
..................................... ~........................................:
NH(u,H)

=

:.···························:

dH(îi{!_ 1 , îif i-1) ·------------:
' - - - - - . - - ·_ _ J

damped Newton

· · al
guess

~ ..... ....,.mtti

:

t ........................ ~ ...................... -.. :

····--···--·······----·-················:
iif

!·························1

i:= i+ 1

...................:

dampedNewton

initial
r····· ......guess

'

t ........................ 1.............................. :'

'---------'

Figure S.l

--,;IÏ·-- .. -------·--- ................................................:
ul,i

Schematic presentation of the nonlinear LOC method.

üf' is used to define artificial Dirichlet boundary valnes on the interlace. The related system of
nonlinear equations (cf. (5.7)),
on

Of,

(5.9)

is solved by a damped Newton method, resulting in an approximation ûf 1.
By solving (5.8) and (5.9), one local defect correction step has been carried out. By perlorming the local defect correction step iteratively, we obtain the nonlinear WC method. We assume
that the systems of nonlinear equations occurring in this method all have at least one solution. The
nonlinear LDC method consistsof an initialization step (5.6),(5.7), an outer local defect correction iteration and inner Newton iterations. In Figure 5.1 the metbod is presented schematically.
The choice of suitable initial guesses for the damped Newton methods will be discussed in Subsection 5.2.2.

As the LOC method for linear boundary value problems (2.16), the nonlinear LDC method is a
simple method which is relatively easy to implement. The linear Jacobian systems in the Newton
processes are defined on uniform grids and they are relatively small. Hence they can be solved
efficiently, for example using iterative solution methods.
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5.2.2

Mathematica! Formulation of the Nonlinear LDC Metbod

It is nat a priori clear that for the systerns of nonlinear equations which are obtained in the nonlinear LDC rnethod a salution exists. In the description of the methad in Subsection 5.2.1 it is sirnply assumcd that each systern of nonlinear equations occurring in the methad has a solution. If a
systern occurs for which no solution exists, then the nonlinear LDC methad breaks down. In this
subsection we introduce certain reasonable conditions to assure that the nonlinear LDC rnethod is
well-defined in a neighbourhood of the desired continuous solution. For Newton's methad such
conditions are well-known. For the nonlinear LDC methad the situation is somewhat more involved than for Newton's methad since we have to deal with systerns of nonlinear equations on
two different grids and these systems result from the local defect correction process itself. In the
approach below we assurne that a fixed point of the nonlinear LDC iteration exists. We start with
some prelirninaries.
As inSection 3.1 we assume that the discretization process on the uniform grid Q,H uses neighbouring grid points only. We introduce the operator Nfl : :rcrW) x :J(fH) -r :rcrW) which
represents the operator NH frorn (5.6) inside the subregion nl (cf. (3.9)):
(5.10)

The system of nonlinear equations
(5.11)

onnfl,

with ufl E :rcn[I), u{! E :J(fH), results frorn discretizing the differential equation N(u) = 0 on
the local coarse grid
using the Dirichlet boundary values u = <p on an1 n an and
u(x) = u{! (x) at x E
. Using (5.10) and with uf-.. 1 and u7,i-l given, alocal defect correction
step is formulated by:

nf,

findasolutionuf of

NH(vH) = [

Nrcu?,i-li~JI'u{!_ 1 1r)

J,

(5.12a)
(5.12b)

In (5.12a) a block partitioning corresponding to the direct sum :J(nH) = :J(n[I) EB :ren;!) is
used. We assurne that the nonlînear boundary value problem (5.1) has an isolated salution u*,
that is, there is a neighbourhood of u* which contains noother salution of (5.1).

Definition 5.1 For given operators NH, Nf, N1H, p, and norms 11 llnH: :J(nH) -r IR and
11 llnh : :ren?) -r IR, the grid function uH E :J(nH) is called LDC coarse grid approximation
/

of u* if there exist balls
(a)

Bt

{v E :J(nH) lllv- u*IQHiinH

(b)

Bz :=

{v E :rcn7) lllv

< r1},

u*lr.hllnh < rz},
... /

l
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with r 1 > 0, rz > 0, such that the following conditions are fulfilled:
{i)

The system of nonlinear equations

Nf(vf, puHir) = 0
(ii)

bas a unique solution uf E Bz.
The system of nonlinear equations

NH(vH)

= [ N,H(ufi~H·uHir)]'

with uf from (i), bas a unique solution wH

E

Bt. and wH = uH.

We assume that an LDC coarse grid approximation ÛH of u* exists. The corresponding local
fine grid approximation (cf. condition (i) in Definition 5.1) is denoted by ûf. We introduce the
notation

B(ûH, e) := {v E !f(f2H) I llv

ûHIIgH < e},

B(û?, e) := {v

û?llgh < e},

E

!f(f27) I llv

I

Of

where the same norms on gH and
are used as in Definition 5.1. In the following theorem
we give sufficient conditions for the systems of nonlinear equations in the local defect correction
iteration to have a locally unique solution.

Theorem 5.2 Assume that:
AO.
Al.

An WC coarse grid approximation ûH of u* exists. The corresponding local fine grid
approximation is denoted by û?.
> 0 such thatfor all uH E B(ûH, Et) the system ofnonlinear equations
h
-H )
Nlh( vl,pu
Ir 0.
has a unique salution wf E Bz and the mapping ull

A2.

3ez, 83 > 0 such thatfor all u?
equations
NH(vH) =
has a unique salution wH

E

E

B(Ûf, Ez),

NH(-h
l

[

E

-H

uqg~t u Ir

w7 is continuous.
B(ÛH, E3) the system ofnonlinear
--?-

) ]

B1.

Fore 4 > Osmall enough the assumptionsAJ,A2 inducea mapping B(ûH, e4 )--?- B1 which is given
by üH--?- w?--?- wH, with w? as in Al and wH as inA2 with = w7.

û?

Assume that:
A3.
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Thenfor all inîtial approximations u~
WC iteration is well-dejined:

B(ûH, eo). with e 0 > 0 sufficiently smalt, thefollowing

h
B . Nh( h
H ) _ 0
uJ,o E 2 ·
1 ul,o• PUo Ir ·

jind
for i

E

(5.13a)

1:

jind

(5.13b)

jin d

h

ul,i E

B2 .· Nh(
h
H
) -0
t ul,i•
pu; Ir - ·

(5.13c)

and (ÛH, ûf) is a jixed point of this WC iteration,
Proof From Al we have that îf llitH- ûHIInH <eb then

Nf(uf, puHir)
has a unique solution

o

wf E B2 and

V e > 0 3 8 > 0: llitH- ûHilgH < 8 < e1

::::?

llwf- ûfllnh <

8.

I

Take 0 < 8o < e 1 such that llitH- ûHIInH < 8o implies llwf- û?llgh < e2 , with e2 from A2.
l

Define 8 0 := min{8 0 , e3 , 84}, with e3 from A2, e4 from A3.
For ufl E B(ûii, e 0) we have by Al that

Nf(uf, pufllr)

0

has a unique solution u?,; E Bz, and by A2 that

[ NIH <u?,iJ~fl' ufiJr)

NH (uH)

]

has a unique solution uf:!.1 E B1 with, by A3, lluf:!. 1 - ûHilnH :'S llufl- ûHilnH < eo.
So uf:!. 1 E B(ûH, e0). lf u~ E B(ûH, e 0) then itfollows by induction that the systems ofnonlinear
equations in (5.13) have a (locally) unique solution and hence the LDC iteration (5.13) is welldefined.
Since ûH is an LDC coarse grid approxirnation of u* the systern of nonlinear equations
h
~IJ
Nth( vz,pu
Ir )

0

has a unique solution ûf E B2 (cf. Definition 5.l.i). By Definition 5.1.ii the system of nonlinear
equations
NH(vH)

has the unique solution ûH

E

[

Nf(ûfJ~II·ûHir)]

B1. Thus (ûH, ûf) is a fixed point of (5.13).

Intheremark below we comment on the assurnptions Al,A2,A3 in Theorem 5.2.

•
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Remark 5.3 - Assumption Al follows from the implicit function theorem (see e.g. [52, Section
5.2]) ifthe partlal derivative

&Nh

au! : ![(Of) x ![(fh)-+ L(:f(fJf), ![(07))
I

exists in a neighbourhood of (ûf, pûHir) and is continuons at (ûf, pûHir) and if

8Nf
uu1

"h

"H

-;~;(ul' pu

is nonsingul ar. Here L( :F(Of),

Ir)

!F(Of)) denotes the space oflinear mappings !F (Of) -+ :F(Of).
(ûilo[I• ûHir) and if NH is alocal

- AssumptionA2 follows if Nf from (5.10) is continuous at

homeomorphism at ÛH. The latter follows from the inverse function theorem (see e.g. [52, Section
5.2]) if the derivative

exists in a neighbourhood of ûH and is continuons at ûH and if

(JNH(AH)

auH u

isnonsingular. Here L(,:F(QH), :f(OH)) denotes thespaceoflinearmappings :f(OH)-+ ![(OH).
- Assumption A3 states that the mapping uH -+ wH, repcesenting a well-defined nonlinear local
defect correction step, is non-expansive: by performing a nonlinear local defect correction step
D
one does not obtain a worse approximation of the coarse grid LDC approximation ûH.
In the nonlinear LDC metbod in Subsecdon 5.2.1 the initial approximation
the basic discretization

u{! results from
(5.14)

Assume that (5.14) has a unique salution wH E B1 and take u{! := wH. This yields a suitable
initia! approximation for the local defect correction iteration (5.13) if u{! is sufficiently close to
ûH, i.e. if lluf!- ûHIIoH < so, withso as in Theorem 5.2.
The systems of nonlinear equations in (5.13) are locally uniquely solvable. Outside the ball
B2 the local fine grid problems in (5.13a,c) may have other solutions (see Example 5.4). IfNewton's metbod is used for solving these local fine grid problems then a suitable initial guess is required such that the Newton iteration converges to the solution inside the ball B2 • For other initia!
guesses Newton's metbod may diverge or converge toa solution outside the ball B2 • This results
in a breakdown of the nonlinear local defect correction iteration (5.13). In a similar way a breakdown of the nonlinear local correction iteration (5.13) may occur when solving the global coarse
grid problems in (5.13b) by Newton's method. So, sufficiently good initia! guesses for Newton's
metbod are required for all systems of nonlinear equations in (5 .13). For the systems of nonlinearequations (5.13b) and (5.13c), obvious initial guesses are provided by the LDC iteration itself,
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namely the previously computed approximations uf2_ 1 and ut_ 1• Numerical results indicate that
in general these approximations are indeed sufficiently good initial guesses. Por the system
(5.15)
an obvious initial guess is provided by interpolating the coarse grid approximation uf! on the local
fine grid
Often this interpolation approach yields a suitable initia! guess. This approach shall
be used in the numerical experiments in Chapter 6, where the nonlinear LDC method is applied
toa concrete nonlinear problem resulting from cambustion modelling. If the coarse grid approximation u/! is too inaccurate inside 0 1 to provide a suitable initial guess, both for (5.14) and for
(5.15) initial guesses for Newton's method have to be specified explicitly.
In the following example the dependenee of the nonlinear LDC metbod on the choice for the
initial guess in Newton's method for (5.15) is illustrated.

07.

Example 5.4 Consider the nonlinear two-point boundary value problem (in e.g., [51, Section
3.1], [57, Section 10.6))
SUxx
1- (u,Y, 0 <X< 1,
(5.16)
u(O) 0, u(l)
1/2.
From [57] we have the result

limu(x,s)
e,to

{

-x
Osxsl/4,
x-l/2 l/4sxsL

Fors« 1 this problem has a unique solution with a high activity region near x 1/4. We take
s 0.01, 0 1 (0.15, 0.35), H = 1/20 and a 8. Both the first and second order derivative in
(5 .16) are discretized using central differences. The approximation uh resulting from discretizing
the boundary value problem (5.16) on a uniform global grid with grid size h
1/160 is shown
in Figure 5.2.a by the solid line.
As initia! guess in the damped Newton method for the coarse grid problem (5.14) we use an
approximation u!1 of the solution of the boundary value problem (5.16) fors= E:_, 0.1. This
approximation is shown in Figure 5.2.a. The corresponding solution ii.H of (5.14) is shown in
Figure 5.2.b.
We consicter two initia! guesses for the damped Newton method for the local fine grid problem (5.15). The first is the linear interpolant of the approximation if.H inside 01. In Pi gure 5.2.c
this initia! guess and the corresponding solution of (5 .15) are shown. The nonlinear LDC method
converges to the approximations shown in Figure 5.2.d.
The second initia! guess is the linear interpolant of u~ inside Ot. At the interface grid points
x 0.15 andx = 0.35 the values ÛH {0.15) and uH (0.35) are prescri bed. InFigure 5.2.e this initia!
guess and the corresponding solution of (5.15) are shown. In this case the nonlinear LDC metbod
(5 .13) converges to the approximations shown in Figure 5 .2.f, which are completely different from
the approximations in Figure 5.2.d.
We observe that the local fine grid discretization (5.15) has at least two solutions. Only one
of these two solutions is 'close' to the desired continuons salution (namely the solution in Fig-
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Figure 5.2 Approximations of the solution of the boundary value problem in Example 5.4; H = 1/20, u= 8, Ot
(0.15, 0.35). a) global fine grid approximation zl' and
Newton initial guess
b) global coarse grid approximation ûH; c,e) Newton initial guess
for local fine grid problem and corresponding solution; d,f) approximations resulting from
nonlinear LDC method.

u!;

ure 5.2.c) and results inasatisfactory LOC process. We note tbatfor ss 0.008 thedamped Newton metbod for (5.15) does not converge if tbe linear interpolant of uH inside Ot is used as initial
D
guess.
In Chapter 6 tbe nonlinear LOC metbod is applied to a concrete nonlinear boundary value
problem resulting from cambustion modelling. For this problem tbe nonlinear LDC metbod perforrns well if tbe obvious initial guesses as described above are used.
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As in the linear case, the LDC process is closely related to a system of nonlinear equations on
the composite grid Q 8 •11 • We introduce the following system of nonlinear equations:

0

(5.17)

where a block partitioning corresponding to the direct sum !f(Qli,h) :J (Qf) EB :J (QI1 ) is used.
The operator N,8 : :J(Q~1 ) x :J(f 8 )-+ :rcrz:.r) represents the operatorN 8 outside the subregion
rlt (cf. (3.13)):

N[i(walrzH· wHifu) := (Na(wH))Irzii·
c

wu

:J(Qu),

(5.18)

c

with n:.r from (3.4) and fii from (3.3).
The eomposite grid problem (5.17) is the nonlinear counterpart of the composite grid problem
(3.18). The system of nonlinear equations (5.17) results from discretizing the boundary value
problem (5.1) on the composite grid rzii,h using uniform finite difference stencils at all grid points.
So, the composite grid points on the interface are treated as ifthey we re grid points ofthe uniform
grid [;2 8 . The composite grid points which lie inside the subregion [;2 1 are discretized as uniform
-+ :J(rh) to eliminate the values at
fine grid points using the interpolation operator p:
the slave points.

:rcru)

Theorem 5.5 The composite grid function

(5.19)

where (üH, üf) is ajixed point ofthe nonlinear LDC iteration (5.13), is a salution of(5.17).
Proof If (üii, üf) is a fixed point of (5.13) we obtain:

From the latter equation we obtain

Now NH,h(üH,h) = 0 follows immediately from the definition of üH,h in (5.19).

•
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A COMBINATION OF NEWTON'S METHOD AND
THE FAC METHOD

As we have seen in Theorem 5.5 the nonlinear LDC metbod is closely related to tbe composite
grid problem (5.17). Intbis section we assume that locally (5.17) has a unique solution. lf one
of tbe systems of nonlinear equations which are implicitly defined in the nonlinear LDC metbod
does not have a solution, tben tbe nonlinear LDC metbod breaks down and can not be used to
solve tbe nonlinear boundary value problem (5.1) on the composite grid Q.H,h. In this section we
describe a metbod for solving (5.1) on gH,h which uses only one system of nonlinear equations,
namely tbe composite grid problem (5.17). The metbod is a combination of the damped Newton
metbod and tbe fast adaptive composite grid (FAC) metbod from Section 2.3.
In each Newton step a system of linear equations bas to be solved:
aNEI,h
--(ÜH,k)vH,k
aull,h

= -Nll,h(Üll,h),

(5.20)

with üEI,h a composite grid function and
(JNH,k
auH,k : !f(O.H,h)-+ L(!f(î:!.ll,h), !f(O,H,h)).

(5.21)

Here and in tbe remaioder ofthis section we use the notation L(V, W) to denote thesetof linear
mappings V-+ W. In (5.20)

~~;: (üH,h)

denotes the Jacobian matrix evaluated at üEI,k. Below

we shall show that the Jaeobian matrix in (5.20) has a typical composite grid structure which is
similar to the structure of LH,h in (3.18).
Fortbenonlinearoperators Nf: !f(î:!.7) x !f(rh)-+ !f(Qr) andN[I: !f(î:!.[') x !f(fH)-+ !f(î:!.[')
in (5 .17) we introduce the parrial derivatives:
:Nr : !f(î:l.f) x !f(r")-+ L(!f(0.7). !f(î:!.7)).
uU 1

:Nr : :rcnr> x !f(rh> -+ L<:rcrh>. :rcnm.
uur

~Nh : !f(î:!.[') x

(5.22)

!f(fH)-+ L(!f(î:!.['), !f(î:!.[')),

uUc

(JNH
H
-H
-H
H
au'fl : !f(î:l.c) x !f(r ) -+ L(!f(r ), !f(Qc )).
r

We introduce a short notation for tbe partial derivatives in (5.22), evaluated at a grid function
W E

!f(QH,h):

v

uf, u~,
(5.23)

In the following lemma we use a partitioning corresponding to !f(î:!."·h) = !f(î:!.7) 6:) !f(î:!.[').
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![(0.'1•11 ) we have

aN"
au;~I (.uH·") prr ]
i)N

H

,

(5.24)

c ( u [{ ,")
-;;:Ir

äuc

with rr and rf the trivia! injectionsjrom (3. 17).
Proof NH·"(uH.h) can be written as

with rr, rf as in (3.17).

By definition ofthe derivatives in (5.21) and (5.22), and using the notation from (5.23), we obtain

•

Now (5.24) follows sirree p, rr, and rf are linear operators.
For the nonlinear operator N 1H from (5.10) we introduce the partial derivatives:

a;;: ::rcnf) x :rcrH)-+
ou1

L(:FCü{1 ),

:rcrwn.
(5.25)

~Nt:: :f(üf) x J(f'H)-+ L(:f(f'fl), :f(ü[i)).
our

We introduce a short notation for the partial derivatives of N[I and N!!, evaluated at a grid function
WE ![(QH):
v

= uf, 4,
(5.26)

1J

Wedefine the trivialinjection rf: :f(üf)-+ :F(fH) by
(5.27)
In the following lemma we use a partitioning corresponding to :F(QH)

=

:F (ü/1) EB :f(üt1).
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Lemma 5.7 For uH

E

:f(Q 8 ) we have

(5.28)

with the trivial injections rr from (3.17b) and rr:from (5.27).
Proof. From (5.10) and (5.18) we find

with rr from (3.17b) and rr: from (5.27).
By definition of the partial derivatives in (5.22) and (5.25), and using the notation from (5.23) and
(5.26), we obtain

•
Theorem 5.8 Given a composite gridfunction uH,h, the composite grid Jacobian matrix
LH,h := &Nll,h (iiH,h) satis.fies

7jü1lJi

and the global coarse grid Jacobian matrix L 8 :=
LH _ [ Lfl
Llfr-

r r

with

~~: (û 8 •hiQH) satisjies
LP prr
L8
c

J

,
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Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7.

From Theorem 5. 8 we find that in each Newton stepthefast adaptive composite grid (FAC) method
from Section 2.3 can be used for solving the composite grid Jacobian system (5.20) if LH and Li'
are nonsingular.

FAC algorithmfor solving (5.20)
initial approximation v~·" given
for

i~

1

defme
solve

LIIwH

solve

Llh Wz11

= dH·"Inii
dll,h

lnhl

L"r pw II Ir

defme
Remark 5.9 In the FAC method for solving (5.20) the trivial injection is used for restricting the
composite grid defect dH,h to the global coarse grid nii. In [22] it is shown that the trivial injection
on the interface is optimal in case of a composite grid problem resulting from a discretization process in which interface grid points are treated as if they were grid points of the uniform grid nn.
()NHh

From (5.24) and (5.28) it is clear that in the composite grid Jacobia:n ~(îifl,h) the interface
OU '

grid points are 'treated as if they were grid points of the uniform grid

n 1J..

D

Remark 5.10 The composite grid problem (5.20) can also be solved using the LDC method from
Section 2.2. We reeall from Section 3.4 that the LDC method is actually a special case of the FAC
D
method for solving a composite grid problem like (5.20).
The abovedescribed combination ofthe damped Newton method and the FAC method is called
theNewton-FAC method. It consistsof an outer Newton iteration for the system of nonlinear equations (5.17) and inner FAC iterations for solving the linear Jacobian systems. In Figure 5.3 the
method is presented schematically. In practice it is not necessary to solve the Jacobian systems
exactly. Often, under the assumption of a reasonable initial approximation vti,h, a small number
of FAC steps is suftleient (see Example 5.11). In Figure 5.3 the approximation of the salution of
the J acobian system in a damped Newton step is denoted by DH,h.
Contrary to the nonlinear LDC method, in the Newton-FAC method only one system ofnonlinear equations (viz. (5.17)) is considered. For the damped Newton method to converge to the
desired salution uH,h of this system, the initial guess u~,h has to be sufficiently close to uii,h. In
the following example we consicter the performance of the Newton-FAC method for the nonlinear
boundary value problem from Example 5.4.
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Figure 5.3 Schematic presentation of the Newton-FAC method.

Example 5.11 We consider the nonlinear boundary value problem (5.16). We take a composite
grid composed of a uniform global grid with mesh size H = 1/20 and alocal grid, co vering Q 1 =
(0.15, 0.35), with mesh size h = 1/160. Bbth the first and second order derivative in (5.16) are
discretized using central differences. The interface grid points x= 0.15 and x= 0.35 are treated
as if they were grid points of the uniform global grid (cf. (5.17)).
First we take e = 0.01 and es = 0.1 as in Example 5.4. The initial guess for the damped Newton methad on the composite grid is obtained from the approximation u~ from Example 5.4 by
linear interpolation inside Q 1. We reeall that u~ results from solving the boundary value problem (5.16) for e =es on the global coarse grid QH. In Table 5.1 the number of Newton steps
required to obtain a composite grid function u~·h with 11 NH,h(u~·h) lloo < 10-6 is presented as a
function ofthe number ofFAC iterates used to solve the Jacobian systems. For the initial approximation in the FAC algorithm the grid function which is equal to 0 at all composite grid points is
used. If 10 FAC steps are performed, the Jacobian systems are solved within machine precision.
We abserve that if less FAC steps are perfonned, the convergence rate of the outer Newton iteration does not become significantly worse. If the number of FAC steps becomes too small, the
number of required Newton iterations does significantly increase, as expected.
In Example 5.4 we noticed that for e :::; 0.008 both the 'first initial guess' and the 'second
initial guess' do not yield a satisfactory LDC process. The problem of abtairring a suitable initial
guess on the local fine grid does not occur in the Newton-FAC method. For example for e = 0.005,
the initial guess as described above and with 5 FAC steps per Newton step, 10 Newton steps are
o
required to obtain a composite grid approximation ufcjh with IINH,h(ufcjh) lloo < w- 6 •

number ol
FAC steps
number ot
Newton steps

10 5 4 3

2

1

4

9

18

5

5

6

Table 5.1 Number of outer Newton steps required in the Newton-FAC methad as a function of the number of inner FAC steps for e" = O.I.

6
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF
FLAT FLAMES ON COMPOSITE
GRIDS

An important problem which is always met when modelling cernbustion processes, is the large
difference between the size of the burner (typically ~ 10 cm) and the size of the chemically active
layer (typically ~ 1 mm). Most chemica! reactions occur in the chemically active layer and thus
the field variables (e.g., the temperature) change rapidly inside this layer. Outside this layer the
variations in the field variables are much smaller. Hence the numerical simulation of cambustion
processes requires the use of non-uniform grids in order to obtain accurate approxlmations and yet
keep the number of grid points within reasanabie bounds. In this chapter we consicter the use of
composite grids tbr the simulation of premixed larninar fiat fiames.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1 a brief introduetion to the field of cambustion is given. InSection 6.2 we describe the governing equations for reacting gas flow and a one-step
reaction mechanism for modelling the chernical reactions in a methane-air flame. The governing
equations for the idealized, one-dimensional fiame, which is one of the most studied topics in combustion research, are described inSection 6.3. In that section also a two-point boundary value problem for the temperature is derived. The nonlinear LDC method from Chapter 5 is applied to this
cambustion model problem. Composite grids with refinement factors 10-100 are used. InSection
6.4 characteristic properties of the nonlinear LDC method are mustraled by numerical results. For
example, the error in the approxlmations resulting afler 0, 1 and 2 local defect correction steps is
considered. At the end ofthis chapter, inSection 6.5, a cliscussion ofthe results is presented.

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Por many years, laminar gas-phase cambustion processes have been fhe subject of both theoretica! and experimental research. In this field, one distinguishes between cambustion processes in
which the fuel and fhe oxidizer (usually air) are initially separated (so-called diffusionfiames) and
fhe cambustion of premixed gas mixtures (so-called premixed laminar.fiames ). A Bunsen burner
withits air hole closed supports a diffusion flame between the gas supplied through the tube and
the surrounding oxygen-rich atmosphere. The structure of a diffusion fiame is mainly deterrnined
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by the speed at which the fuel and oxygen diffuse into the reaction zone. For premixed larninar
fiames the reactants have already been mixed. A Bunsen burner with its air hole opened, so that a
mixture of (natural) gas and air is supplied through the tube, supports a premixed larninar ftarne.
The properties of this fiarne strongly depend on the composition of the gas mixture. This is due to
the fact that if the composition of the gas mixture is varied, other chemical reactions may occur,
and the properties of the premixed larninar ftarne mainly depend on the chemical reacrions taking
place.
Premixed laminar Harnes are encountered in industrial and dornestic bumers. At the Eindhoven University of Technology, premixed larninar Harnes have been studied since 8 years. The
aim of this research is to investigate the infiuence of variations in the composition of natura! gas
on the cambustion process in dornestic applicatious. Topics such as the fiarne stability and the
predierion the composition of exhaust gases are of main importance. In order to predict the effect of variatious in the gas composition on these properties of the cambustion process, numerical
tools for simulating premixed larninar Harnes have been developed [17],[40],[58].
The physical basis of a cambustion process is completely determined by the interaction between ftuid dynarnics and chemica! reactious. The nature of the goveming equations, which is
nonlinear and strongly coupled, induces specific problems in the numerical simulation of premixed larninar ftarnes. Two major problems originate from the differences in time scales and in
geometry scales. fu a ftarne many, often complicated, chemica! reacrions occur. Each reaction bas
its own typical time scale. When modeHing ftames using complex reaction mechanisms, many
different orders of magnitude in time scales are present in the mathematica! model. Due to this
inherent stiffness, the computational costs for solving the goveming cambustion equations are
very high when a detailed chemica! model is used. Often cambustion processes are modelled using simple reaction mechanisms. The most simple reaction mechanism is the one-step overall
chemica[ model (see Subsection 6.2.4).
The differences in geometry scales occur both for simple and for complex reaction models,
since the size of the chemically active layer is small (typically "' 1 mm) compared to the size of
the computational domain (typically ~ 10 cm). Almast all reacrions take place in the chemically
active layer, and the cambustion variables (e.g., the mass fractions of the species in the gas mixture and the temperature) rapidly varyin a small part of the computational domain containing the
chemically active layer. In this part of the domain very large gradients in the variables occur. For
exarnple for the temperature an increase of 103-104 °C/mm may occur. In order to obtain an accurate numerical solution of the governing cambustion equations, a very small grid size is required
in a neighbourhood of the chemically active layer. Away from the chemically active layer the
variations in the variables are much smaller. So, in the greater part of the computational domain
a much larger grid size can be used. If a single uniform grid were used, the number of unknowns
would become excessive and the calculation would become inefficient. Therefore non-uniform
grids have to be used when rnadelling premixed larninar fiames.
In this chapter we use composite grids and the composite grid methods from Chapter 5 for the
numerical simulation of cambustion processes. For more-dimensional premixed laminar flarnes
with detailed chemistry one has to deal with many different (numerical) problems. Here we restrict ourselves to the problem originating from the differences in the geometry scales and we
consicter a one-dimensional cambustion process, the so-called premixed laminar flat jlame, with
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a one-step reaction mechanism. A composite grid composed of a global uniform coarse grid, co vering the computational domain with a grid size H, and alocal uniform fine grid, covering a small
part of the domain, including the chemically active layer, with a grid size h, is used. Since the variations of the cambustion variables are much larger inside the chemically active layer than outside
this layer, the grid size h is taken much smaller than H.
First, in Section 6.2, we describe the governing equations for premixed laminar flames.

6.2 MODELLING OF PRElVIIXED LAMINAR FLAMES
6.2.1

The conservation equations for reacting gas flow

We consicter a gas mixture consisting of N different chemica! species, denoted by M; (i = 1, 2, ... ,
N), in which M chemical reactions take place. For reacting gas flows, chemica! reactions between
the constituent speciesneed to be modelled tagether with the fiuid dynamics. Therefore, we consider the conservation equations for reacting gas flow. These equations represent the conservation of mass, momenturn and energy of the total mixture and the balance of mass for the various
species. The latter equations include souree terms which describe the chemica! reactions taking
place. Below we briefiy describe the conservation equations for reactive gas flow. For a detailed
denvation of these conservations equations we refer to [60],[68].

Balance ofmass for the various species requires

8(pY;)/8t+ V· (pf;v;) = w;,

i= 1, 2, ... , N,

(6.1)

where pis the mass density ofthe mixture, V; theflow velocity of species !/v(, Y; the massfraction
of species !/v(, and w; the rate of production of species M; (mass per unit volume per unit time)
by the chemica! reactions. The mass fractions Y; satisfy
(6.2)
Since overall mass is neither created nor destroyed by chemica! reactions, we have
N

(6.3)

LW;=O.
i=l

Summation of the mass balance equations over all species yields the overall continuity equation,

op fiJt+ V· (pv) =

0,

(6.4)

where v = L:~ 1 Y;v; is the mass-weighted average velocity of the mixture. It is customary to
write the flow velocity v; of species M; as
v;=v+V;,

(6.5)
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with V; the dijfusion velocity of species 9lfi. Substituting (6.5) in (6.1) yields

ä(pY1)/ät+ V· (pY1v) +V· (p.Y;V;) = w;,

i= 1, 2, ... , N.

(6.6)

The diffusion veloeities satisfy
N

LliV;=O.

(6.7)

i=1

Conservation of momenturn for the nûxture is govemed by the Navier-Stokes equations,

Ö(pv)fät +V· (pvvT) =- Vp +V· T + pg,

(6.8)

with p the hydrastatic pressure in the gas mixture, T the viseaus stress tensor, and pg the gravity
force, assumed to be the only extemal force acting on the mixture.
Conservation of energy for the nûxture requires

ä(pE)j()t+ V· (pEv) =-V· q- V· (pv) +V· (-rv) + pv · g,

(6.9)

where E is the speci.fic total energy and q is the heat flux vector. The specific total energy E is
related to the speci.fic internal energy e by the relation
1

E=e+Ïv·v.

(6.10)

The term !v · vin (6.1 0) represents the specific kinetic energy of the gas mixture. Conservation
of energy is often formulated in terms of the specific internal energy e. Taking the inner product
of the momenturn equation (6.8) with the flow velocity v, and subtracting the resulting equation
from (6.9) yields,

()(pe)f8t+ v. (pev) =-V· q- pV·v+ V· (-rv)- (V·-r) · v.

(6.11)

6.2.2 Constitutive relations
The set of conservation equations for reacting gas flow bas to be completed with constitutive relations for the ditfusion veloeities V;, the viscous stress tensor -r, the heat-flux vector q, and the
reaction rates w1• In [68] very extensive models are presented. Here we shall use quite simple
ones as is often done for laminar flames (see e.g. [11],[58],[62]).
For the ditfusion veloeities Fick's law (see e.g. [68]) is used,
Y;V1 = -DVY;,

i= 1, 2, ...• N.

(6.12)

In Fick' s law it is assumed that the mass ditfusion caused by pressure and thermal gradients (known
as the Soret effect) is negligible and that all binary diffusion coefficients D;i are equal, i.e. D;j = D
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for 1 :::: i, j :::: N.
If we assume that the mixture behaves like a Newtonian fiuid for which the bulk viscosity can
be neglected, then we obtain for the viscous stress tensor,
2

'T

= J,L[(Vv) + (Vvl]- JJ,L('V · v)I,

(6.13)

where J.t is the viscosity coefficient of the gas mixture and I denotes the unit tensor.
For the heat flux vector q of the gas mixture we take
N

q

= -À'VT+ p Lh;Y;V;,

(6.14)

i=l

where T is the (absolute) temperature of the gas mixture, hi the specific enthalpy of species :11{
and À the thermal conductivity ofthe gas mixture. In (6.14) it is assumed that heat transfer caused
by radiation and heat transfer caused by concentration gradients (known as the Dufour effect) are
negligible. The specific enthalpy h; is defined by the calorie equation of state
(6.15)

h?

The parameter
is the standard heat of formation per unit mass at a reference temperature P
for species 9\11 and cp,i = Cp,;(T) is the specific heat at constant pressure for species 9\11. The coefficients D, J.t, and À in (6.12), (6.13), and (6.14) depend on the temperature and on the mixture
composition.
A model for the reaction rates w1 can be obtained from chemical kinetics (sec [68]). We
consicter only one reaction:
(6.16)

where v; - v;' represents the number of molecules of species 9.1'; converted in the reaction. The
phenomenologicaJlaw of mass action States that the reaction rates W; are proportiona} to the prodUCtS of the molar concentrations of the reactants ([68, Appendix B]):
1,2, ... , N,

(6.17)

with k the so-called specific reaction rate constant for reaction (6.16) and W; the molecular weight
of species 9.1';. We assume that k satisfies Arrhenius law
(6.18)
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The coefficients Band Ea in (6.18) are the frequency factorand the activation energy, respectively, and R is the universa! gas constant. For the general situation of M reaelions taking place
in the mixture, we have to sum the reaction rates over all M reaelions to obtain the total rate of
production of each species !Mi.
The conservalion equations (6.4), (6.6), (6.8), (6.11) in combination with the constitutive relations (6.12), (6.13), (6.14), (6.17) leadtoa set of N + 5 equations for three-dimensional flow

problems. However, only N + 4 of these are independent because the overall continuity equation
(6.4) is the sum of the mass balance equations (6.6) for the individual species. The independent
variables are: p, v, Yi (i 1, 2, ... , N- 1), p, e, and T. So we haveN+ 6 unknowns for threedimensional flow problems, and therefore two extra equations are required. We assume that the
gas mixture behaves like anideal gas. Then the two extra equations are the equation of state

p = pRTfW,
with

w

(6.19)

c~:f:t Yi/ W;) -l' the average molecular mass of the mixture, and the thermodynamic

identity
N

LYih; = e+ pfp,

(6.20)

i=l

with h

I:f:1 Y;h; the specijic enthalpy of the mixture.

6.2.3 Reformulation of the energy equation
In this subsectien the energy equation (6.11) is written in termsof the absolute temperature explicitly. As is usually done in cambustion modeHing the contribution of the stress tensor to the
energy equation, 'V· (-rv)- ('V· -r) · v, is neglected. Substituting e h pJ p (cf. (6.20)) into
(6.11) then yie1ds,

&(ph)f&t+ 'V· (phv) =-'V· q + &pf&t+ \lp· v.
Since h =

(6.21)

I:f:1 lih; and h; = h? + J~ cp,i(~)d~, we obtain:
N

&(ph)/&t = I:>;a(pYi)/&t+ pcp&Tf&t,

(6.22a)

i=l
N

'V· (phv)

= Lh;'V · (pY;v) + pcpv · 'VT,

(6.22b)

i=l

where the mixture heat capacity is introduced as
N

cp :=

L Y;cp,i·
Î=l

(6.23)
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Using the expression for the heat !lux vector q in (6.14) we obtain:
-V. q

N

N

i=!

i=!

v. ().ST) -l:>s ·(.oYiV;)- L:.oYicp.;V; · VT.

(6.22c)

Substitution of (6.22a)-(6.22c) into (6.21) yields,
N

pcp(8Tf8t + v · VT)

V· (A VT)

8pf8t+ \lp· v- L

pficp,;V; · VT

i=l
N

L hi(8(pY;)/8t +V· (pY;v) +V· (pY;V;)).

(6.24)

i=!

If multiplied with the specîfic enthalpies, the sum of the mass balances (6.6) over all species
yields,
N

Lh;(8(pY;)/8t+ V· (pY;v) +V· (pY;V;))
i=!

i=l

Using this equality to replace the last term on the right hand side of (6.24), we obtain
N

pcp(8Tf8t+ v · VT)

V· (1 VT) = 8p/8t+ \lp

·V

Lh;w;
i=l

N

- L pY;cp,;V; ·\lT.

(6.25)

i=l

6.2.4

A one-step overall Arrhenius model

The reactions which occur in a fiame are often numerous and complicated. For example even a
simple hydracarbon fiame may involve about one hundred chemica! species and several hundreds
of reactions in the cambustion process. The fuel species are transformed step by step into the final
product species via numerous chain reactions [68, Appendix B]. However, the global chemica!
behaviour of a mixture can often be modelled quite adequately by a single one-step irreversible
reaction:
fuel + oxidizer -+ products.
In this chapter we consicter methane-air mixtures. The one-step reaction mechanism of an
arbitrarily composed methane-air mixture is given by (see e.g. [40]):
(6.26a)
and
(6.26b)
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for a 2:: 2 and ~ < a :S 2, respectively. The methane-air mixture is called stoichiometrie when
CH4 and Oz are fully transformed into COz and HzO, i.e. fora 2. In the remainder of this
chapter the mass fractions of methane, oxygen and product species are denoted by Yfu, fox and
Ypr, respectively. These mass fractions and the mass fraction of the inert species sum up to 1. We
note that (6.26) implies
y:b
-0 yb - a-2Y". if a>_ 2,
f u - ' ox-a ox
= 0,
=0
if ~ < a :s 2,

rt

r:.

(6.27)

where the super script u indicates the unbumt mixture and the super script b indicates the burnt
mixture. We shall use (6.27) in Subsection 6.3.2.
It is useful to introduce Sox as the mass of oxygen consumed per unit mass of fuel:

Sox

2Wox/Wfu ifa2::2
:= { aWox/Wfu if ~<a :s 2 '

(6.28)

with Wox and Wfu the molecular weights of oxygen and methane, respectively. It follows from
(6.26) that the rate of consumption of oxygen, W 0 ._, is related to the rate of consumption of methane,
Wfu,

(6.29a)
Since overall mass is neither created nor destroyed by chemical reactions, we have
(6.29b)
We assume that

Wfu

has the same form as (6.17), (6.18):
(6.30)

with (a+ p) the overall reaction order (see e.g. [11],[40]). The overall reaction 6.26 must include
the effect of all possible reacrions in the combustion process. Therefore non-integer values for the
orders a and f3 are allowed in (6.30) (see e.g. [10]).
Remark 6.1 The 'constant' A has the unit [kgm-3] 1-"'-Ps- 1, where a+ f3 may be a non-integer
value.
D
The chemical rate parameters A, a, f3 and Ea in (6.30) have to be determined from experimental results. In [40],[45] theoretical re1ations, derived using the expression in (6.30), are fitted
to experimental data to determine the values of the parameters A, a, f3, and Ea for atmospheric
CH4jair combustion.
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Fora first application of the composite grid methods from Chapter 5 to the field of combustion, we
want to use a test case for which the goveming equations become as simpleas possible. Therefore
we consicter premixed laminar fiat flames. The construction of a fiat fiame burner is such that
it may be assumed that in a region near the burner axis all variables are constant in each plane
parallel to the bumer surface. In mathematica! terms this means that any variabie V obeys

av

1-;-(x, y, z) I

uy

av (x, y, z) 1. I av
. av
« I-;;,., (x,)', z) · « I-;;- (x, y, z) I.
ax
uz
uX

for all (x, y, z) near the center of the bumer, where (y, z) are the co-ordinates along the bumer
surface and x is the co-ordinate perpendicular to the burner surface. For premixed laminar flat
flames the reacting flow equations are considered to be one-dimensional.
Experimentally the flat flames are stabilized near the cold bumer surface at a fixed position
in space. In the laboratory frame of reference this fiame is in a steady state. Forthese stabilized
laminar flat flames the reacting flow equations become one-dimensional and stationmy.

6.3.1

Modelling of stabilized premixed laminar flat flames

The goveming equations for stabilized premixed laminar flat flames result from the cambustion
equations from Section 6.2 when all terms invalving a;at are putequal to zero and when only one
spatial direction is considered. In order to obtain a manageable form of the governing equations,
the following simplifying assumptions are made:
Al

The pressure is considered to be constant in the energy equation and in the equation of state,
but not in the momenturn equation. This is the so-called cambustion approximation or isobaric approximation (see e.g. [11]). We write
p(x)

Po+ 8p(x),

with Po a constant pressure.
A2

The average molecular mass of the mixture, W, is constant.

A3

All chemical species have constant and equal specific heats at constant pressure:
Cp,i=Cp,

A4

The Lewis number is equal to unity,

i=1,2, ... ,N.
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Fora stabilized flat flame the overall continuity equation (6.4) rednces to

(6.31)

pu=m,

with u the velocity along the x-axis and mthe given constant mass flux. The Navier-Stokes equations (6.8) redneetoa single eqnation,

. du
m dx

d8p

d 4 du

(6.32 )

-dx' + dx (3/L d) + pg,

with g the component of the gravity in the x-direction. In the combustion approximation the en-

ergy equation (6.25) reduces to
.

dT
Pdx

d
dx

dT
dx

me - - - ( À - ) =

(6.33)

with U; the diffusion velocity of species ~ along the x-axis. Under assumption A3 the second
term on the right hand side of (6.33) vanishes since
1 Y;U; = 0 (cf. (6.7)). The first term on
the right hand side of (6.33) rednces to
h? + c p(T 'f'Ü) and
1 h?w; since h1
1 w; = 0
(cf. (6.3)). Now the energy equation reads

E!

E!

.

dT
dx

d
dx

dT
dx

E!

f-

o

(6.34)

mep---(>..-)=- L_-h;w;.
i=l

The thermal conductivity of the mixture (>..) is snpposed to be ruled by the properties of the abundant nitrogen part in hydrocarbon-air mixtures [40]:
À= Àret(T/T.etYv.

(6.35)

Using Fick's law (6.12), the mass balanee equations (6.6) rednee to

. dY;

m dx

.!!:_(

dx p

DdY;)- ·
dx - w,,

1. =

1 2

' ' ···'

N

·

(6.36)

In the combustion approximation the equation of state becomes

Po

pRTjW.

(6.37)

Under assumption A2 the mass density pis a function of the temperature only, since P0 , Rand
Ware constants.
We specify the right hand sides of the energy equation (6.34) and the mass balance equations
(6.36) fora stoichiometrie methane-air flame with the one-step reaction mechanism from Subsecti on 6.2.2. For the right hand side of the energy equation (6.34) we obtain
N

- Lh?w; = -(h~Wfu

+ h~xWox + h~Wpr}

i=!

= -(h~ + Soxh~x- (1
-!J.H wru,

with !J.H the so-called heat of eombustion.

+ Sox)h~)Wru
(6.38)
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Remark 6.2 Consider an infinitely long tube with a fresh stoichiometrie methane-air mixture.
Some time after the mixture is ignited at x -oo the fian1e will propagate towards x oo with
a constant velocity (a so-called freely propagating fiame). Variables on the unbumt side of the
mixture are denoted by a super script u; variables on the bumt side are denoted by a super script b.
Integrating (6.34) over (-oo, oo) yields,
mcp(T'

'r)

-/::,.HL: Wtu(x)dx.

Integrating the mass balance for the fuel (cf. (6.36)) over

-mlft. =
where we have used Y~

L:

oo) yields,

wfu(x)dx,

0. Naw we abtain

t:,.H

Jfu

which gives the relation between the adiabatic end temperature Tb and the heat of cambustion
t:,.K
o
Since the mass fractions of fuel, oxygen, products and inert species sum up to 1 and the mass
fraction of the inert species is constant, we only have to consicter the mass balances for fuel and
oxygen. Summarizing we have the following system of equations for a burner stabilized fiat

methane-air fiame with a one-step reaction mechanism:
pu m,
. du
m-

(6.39a)
(6.39b)

dx

.dT

m-

(6.39c)

dx

. dffu
d
dffu
m dx - dx (pD dx )

m. dfox
dx

p

PoW

RT

!!._(pDdfox)
dx
dx

= Wfu•
SoxWfu,

(6.39d)
(6.39e)
(6.39f)
(6.39g)

The system of equations (6.39) for the unknowns p, u, i5p, T, fru. fox is not fully coupled. Since
p = p(T), theequations (6.39c), (6.39d), (6.39e) invalve only the cambustion variables T, lfu and
fox· So these equations decouple from the remaining (fluid dynamics) equations. After solving
the cambustion equations (6.39c), (6.39d), (6.39e) far T, Yru and fox• the mass density p follows
from (6.39f). Then the velocity u follows from (6.39a). Finally one can solve (6.39b) for the
varlation in the pressure op. In the remaioder of this chapter we only consider the combustion
equations (6.39c), (6.39d), (6.39e).
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6.3.2 Boundary conditions
The system of equations (6.39c),(6.39d),(6.39e) for the cambustion variables T,Yru,Yox is notcomplete yet. We still have to specify the boundary conditions. We locate the bumer surface at x = 0.
The inside of the bumer is identified with the interval ( -oo, 0). The outside of the bumer is identified with the interval (0, oo ). We assume that inside the burner no chemica! reactions take place
and the temperature of the mixture is constant:
inside the bumer,
inside the bumer.

If the temperature inside the bumer is sufficiently low, so that the mixture is chemically inert,
then Wfu = 0 is a good approximation. The assumption T = ru inside the bumer implies anideal
cooling of the bumer.
Since the temperature is constant inside the bumer, we obtain from (6.39t) that the mass density is constant inside the bumer, say p = p0 , and from (6.39a) that the velocity of the mixture
is constant inside the bumer, say u= u0 • Since À= À(T) (cf. (6.35)) and the Lewis number is
unity, the binary diffusion coefficient V does notdepend on the mass fractions l'fu and fox· Thus
V is constant inside the bumer, say V = vu.
At x -oo the mass fractions of fuel and oxygen are given by:
lim Yru(x) = ~.

lim fox(X) =~x·

X-+-00

(6.40)

X-+-00

At x = oo the mixture is in chemical equilibrium:
dT ( ) O
lim-d
x=,

X-+00

X

. dl'fu (x )
11m-d
X

X-->00

0,

) O
. dfox (x=.
11m-d
X

(6.41)

-00

<x< 0,

(6.42a)

-00

<x< 0,

(6.42b)

-oo <x< 0,

(6.42c)

0 <x<

00,

(6.42d)

0 <x<

00,

(6.42e)

0 <x<

00,

(6.42t)

X-+00

Now the burner stabilized jlame problem is given by:

mdYeu
dx

.!!:_(puVudYeu) =O,
dx
dx

m dYox _ .!!:_ (pu vu dYox ) = O,
dx
dx
dx
T = T",
d
dYeu
. dYru
m - -(pV-) = Wfu,
dx
dx
dx
. dfox
d
dYox
m dx - dx (pV dx ) = SoxWru,
. dT
dx

m--

d
dT
(Àjc - )
dx
P dx

D.H

= --wru
cp
'

with the boundary conditions (6.40) and (6.41).
If we prescribe the mass fractions of fuel and oxygen at the burner surface,

Yru(O) = ~. Yox(O) = >:?x•

(6.43)
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then the bumer stabilized fiame problem can be split into two parts: inside the burner and outside
the burner.
Inside the bumer analytica! solutions of the goveming e<.}uations, (6.42a) and (6.42b), exist.
The mass fractions of fuel and oxygen inside the bumer satisfy:

uu
Y;(x) = r;' + (Yfl- y;') exp( Dux),

-oo <x< 0, i= "fu", "ox".

(6.44)

Outside the bumer the equations for the mass fractions (6.42d),(6.42e) and the equation for
the temperature (6.42f) have the same form. Since the Lewis number is unity, the differential
operators on the left hand side of (6.42d), (6.42e) and (6.42f) are identical. The mass fractions
lfu and Yox are dimensionless, while the temperature T is not. Here we define a dimensionless
temperature,
T
i:= f:.H/cp ·

(6.45)

The equation for the dimensionless temperature i reads,

. di
mdx

d
dx

di

-(À/c - ) = -wfu.
P dx

(6.46)

Simple relations between the mass fractions Yfu and Yox and the dimensionless temperature i can
be derived. We introduce so-called Shvab-Zeldovich variables,
(6.47a)

1
-Yox+i.

(6.47b)

Sox

1 the Shvab-Zeldovich variables satisfy

By (6.42d),(6.42e),(6.46) and with Le

dJ;-.!!._(__!:__ dJ;)
dx
dx mep dx

0,

O<x<oo, i=="fu","ox".

(6.48)

The general salution of (6.48) is
J;(x)

C;,l

+ C;,zexp(Jr-mc
---fd~).

0:::; x< oo, i== "fu", "ox"",

(6.49)

0

with C;, 1, C,2 constants. The only bounded solutions of (6.48) are constant functions. Thus we
obtain
Y~

+ iu- r(x),

~x+ S0 x(iu- i(X)),

x 2::0,
x 2::0,

(6.50a)
(6.50b)

where iu := Pep/ t:.H. Using (6.27) it follows from (6.50) that the mass fractions of fuel and
oxygen at the bumer surface are related:
(6.51)
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with ~x as in (6.27). Equation (6.51) gives a condition on the prescribed mass fractions ~ and
~x· Note that (6.50) and (6.51) imply:
x;::O.

(6.52)

Equation (6.50a) and (6.52) are substituted into (6.39g) to eliminate themass fractions on the right
hand side of the differentlal equation (6.46) for -r. Then we obtain a scalar equation for -r outside
the bumer,
d-r .!!._(__!:__ d-r) S(-r),
0 <x< 00,
(6.53a)
dx

-r(O)

dx mcpdx

tt, lim dd-r = 0,
X

X->00

(6.53b)

with
( u u )'"+fi

S(-r):=A P•.

m

1

(-)"'+P(J1:,+-ru-t')"(f:x+sox(lf~+-ru
T

t')) 11 exp(-t'a/r). (6.53c)

In (6.53c) the dimensionless activation temperature Ta is defined by Ta:= Eacp/(R!lH). After
solving (6.53) for T, the mass fractions ftu and fox outside the bumer follow from (6.50).
Summarizing, fora prescribed value of ftu(O) the mass fractions ftu, fox and the dimensionless temperature T inside the bumer follow from (6.51), (6.44), (6.42c), while these combustion
variables outside the bumer follow from (6.53), (6.50a), (6.52). It is obvious that the resulting
functions for the mass fractions and the temperature are continuons at x 0. Por an arbitrary
choice of ~ the first derivatives of these functions are discontinuons at x = 0. Such a discontinuity is to he expected for the temperature function because of the instantaneous cooling of the
bumer. However, in the bumer stabilized tlame problem (6.42) the first derivatives of the mass
fractions are continuons at x = 0. If the bumer stabilized tlame problem (6.42) has a unique solution, then a unique value of ~ exists for which the mass fraction functions inside and outside
the bumer conneet properly at the bumer surface.

6.4 NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section the nonlinear LDC metbod from Chapter 5 is used to solve the scalar combustion
equation (6.53) and the bumer stabilized tlame problem (6.42). First we consicter (6.53). Por
numerically solving this two-point boundary value problem we introduce a computational domain
extending from x= 0 (the bumer surface) toa point x L downstreamof the tlame. At x = La
homogeneons Neumann boundary condition is imposed,

~:(L) =0.
This implies that the lengthof the computational domain bas to be 'large enough' (see e.g. [55],[58]).
Wé take L 5 cm, which is large compared to the size of the chemica! active layer in a tlame (typically"" 1 mm). The length Lis used to introduce the dimensionless space variabie
~

:=x/L.
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la

1/3
A

I Ea

2.8
1.2
2.6 1015
1.4 105
Table 6.1
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!:::.H
Cp

(kgm-3)1-a-tl8 -r
J/mol

p"
th

5.0 107
1.4 103
1.24
0.37

J/kg
J/(kg K)
kg/m 3
kg/(m 2 s)

Àref

T.ef

y

T"

0.092
1.5 103
0.77
293

J/(mKs) I
K
K

Values for the physical and chemica! parameters in (6.54).

\Vith the thermal conductivity À as in (6.35) and for a stoichiometrie methane-air mixture, we
obtain the two-point boundary value problem,
dr:

d
dr:
d~(a(r:) d~) = S(r:),

d~

r:u,

r:(O)

0<

~

< 1,

dr:
d~(l)=O,

(6.54a)
(6.54b)

with
( ) · - Àrej(f:::.H/TrefCp)Y y

a r: .-

L .

(

u

u)"+tl

S( r ) ·=AL
p r.
.

m

(6.54c)

r: '

mep
fJ (
s~

J1l +

u

~
r

l)"+.B exp( -r:a/r:).

(6.54d)

Typical values of the physical and chemica! parameters 1 in (6.54) are given in Table 6.1. We take
the mass fraction of fuel at the burner surface equal to the mass fraction of fuel in the fresh stoichiometrie methane-air mixture:
Yf~ =

Yfu =

0.0548.

In this section we use a composite grid rt.H,h, which is composed of the uniform grids rt.H
and r~.;•. The grid rt.H is a uniform grid with grid size H, covering the computational domain
Q := (0, l]. We assume that 1/ HE IN. Then ~ = 1 is a grid point of rt.H. The grid
is a
uniform grid with grid size h < H, covering the subregion rl.1 := (0, l) c n. We assume that
a
H 1h IN and l/ H E IN. These assumptions imply that the grid points of rt.H inside Q 1
belong to rt.7 and that the interface point~ lis a grid point of QH. Examples of the grids nH,
and QH,h are shown in Pi gure 6.1. By Qh we denote the uniform grid with grid si ze h, co vering
the domain n.
Por discretizing the boundary value problem (6.54) on the uniform grids Q.H and
finite
difference methods are used. In particular, following Smooke [55],[56], the diffusion term is approximated using central diJterences and the convective term is approximated using upwind differences. Por the grid points y E QH we use, ·

rt.?

nr

nr.

1
The values for tbe physical and chemica! parameters in this section have been supplied by tbe cambustion research group at tbe Eindhoven University ofTechnology.
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1
H2 {a(Îr:(y + H) + !r(y)) (r:(y + H)- r:(y))-

d
dr:
dl; (a(r:) dl;)(y)

a(Îr:(y)

+ !r:(y- H)) (r:(y)- r(y- H))},

~; (y)::: ~{r:(y)- r:(y- H)}.

(6.55a)
(6.55b)

The Dirich1et boundary condition at;= 0 yields r:(O) = <u. For the homogeneous Neumann
boundary condition at the grld point$ 1, we use the approximation

1

H {-r(l
2

For the grld points y

E

+ H) -

H)}

r:(l

0.

(6.55c)

Of we use,

1
h2 {a(!r:(y + h) + Î<(y)) (r:(y + h)- -r(y))-

d
dr:
dl; (a(r:) dÇ)(y)

a(!-r(y)

~; (y)

+ !-r(y- h)) (r:(y)- -r(y- h))},

=

*{r:(y)- <(y

(6.56a)
(6.56b)

h)}.

The Dirichlet boundary condition at Ç = 0 yields r:(O) = r:u. At; l the Dirleblet boundary
condition r:(l) r:* is used, with r:* an artificial Dirichlet boundary value.
We use the nonlinear WC method from Section 5.2 for solving the nonlinear boundary value
problem (6.54) on the composite grid on,h. We brlefly reeall the essential steps in the nonlinear
LDC method. Starting point of the metbod is the system of nonlinear equations resulting from
discretizing the boundary value problem (6.54) on the uniform global coarse grid on. As in Sub~
section 5.2.1 we refer to this system as the basic discretization. Discretizations of (6.54) on on
and on Of are coupled in the following way. After solving a discretization of (6.54) on on, where
the solution is denoted by -rH, the boundary value problem (6.54) is discretized on the uniform local fine grld Of. In this discretization the Dirleblet boundary condition r:(l) r:H (I) is used at the
interface grld point Ç = l. Mter solving a discretization of (6.54) on 0~, where the solution is dethe local defect of r:f with respect to the basic discretization is computed. This local
noted by
defect is added to the right hand side of the basic discretization to define an updated discretization
of the boundary value problem (6.54) on on.

-rf,

0

1111111111111111!
0
l
OH,h

!1111111111111111

0
Figure 6.1 The grids rzn,

n; and rzH,h for H

1/16, l

= 4/16, a= 4.
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For solving the systems of nonlinear equations in the nonlinear LDC method a damped Newton iteration is used. In each iteration step the damping factor (cf. (5.5)) is determined by a trial
and error method. Starting with full Newton, i.e. the damping factor equal to 1.0, the damping
factor is multiplied by ~ until the condition
(6.57)
is satisfied. Here ri and ri+l denote the residual of the current and the updated Newton iterate.
Note that these residuals are grid functions on a uniform grid. We shall use a 2 in (6.57). The
Newton iteration is stopped if the convergence criterion, Iiri lloo < 10-6 , is reached. The Jacobian
matrices are evaluated analytically. The Jacobian systems are solved exactly using a tridiagonal
solver.
In the examples below we present characteristic properties of the approximations of the dimensionless temperature 7: in (6.54), resulting from the nonlinear LDC method. We note that in
the figures in this section the dimensional variables are plotted. The absolute temperature T is
shown as a function of the distance to the bumer surface x in cm. We reeall that T = D.Ho/cp
and x= L ~- Only the first 0.5 cm of the computational domain (of length 5 cm) is plotted in the
figures.
The grid function 7:{/ is a salution of the basic discretization and the grid function 0 is a
salution of the local fine grid discretization with the artificial Dirichlet boundary value
(l) at
the interface grid point ~ l. For solving the basic discretization, a piecewise linear temperature profile is used as initial guess in the damped Newton method. For solving the local fine grid
discretization related to rf!, the linear interpolant of rf! inside &21 is used as initial guess in the
damped Newton method. The grid function •fl with i 2::: I results after ilocal defect correction
steps and the grid tunetion rf,; is a salution of the local fine grid discretization with the artificial
Dirichlet boundary value •fl (l) at the interface grid point I;= l. For solving the systems of nonlinin the i-th LDC step, the approximations r{!_ 1 and
respectively,
ear equations on QII and
are used as initial guess in the damped Newton method.

•?

•f

n7

•ft-t>

Remark 6.3 A major problem for solving stationary combustion equations is the choice of a suitable initia! guess for Newton's method. For the combustion equation considered here, it is relatively easy to obtain a suitable initial guess on the global coarse grid by using the non-adiabatic
end temperature resulting from (6.50a).
0
The errors in the approximations resulting from the nonlinear LDC method are computed usinga reference salution of (6.54). This reference salution is obtained on a global uniform grid
The reference
with a grid size which is much smaller than the grid size h of the local fine grid
salution is shown in Figure 6.2. The (relative) errors are defined by

r

n7.

0.
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Figure 6.2 The reference solution for boundary value problem (6.54). Only the first
0.5 cm of the computational domain is plotted.

1n Example 6.3 the global and local approximations ;;// and <7 0 are compared with the approximations ;;f and 1;'t1, resulting after Ilocal defect correction step. It is shown that
is significantly more accurate than ;;!f both inside and outside the local region Ql, while -rf; 1 is significantly
near the interface grid point~ = l.
more accurate than

-rf

<to

Example 6.4 1n this example we take H = 1/100, l = 5H and a= 10. 1n Figure 6.3.a the approximations r:!f and r:f 0 are shown. In Figure 6.3.b the relative errors in the approximations r:Ö1
and -rf:o are plotted. The dashed line in this tigure represents the error in the approximation r:h,
which results when the boundary value problem (6.54) is discretized on the global uniform fine
grid Q 11 • We observe that ;;!f, resulting from solving the basic discretization, approximates the
reference solution r fairly well outside the local region Qt. lnside QI the error in r:!f is large, but
this error decays fastly when the distanee increases. In a large part of the local region Q 1 the error
in -rf:o is comparable with the error in r;h. Near the interface grid point the error in <7 0 becomes
much larger. This is due to the fact that at the interface grid point ~ = l the value r:f (l) is used
to define an artificial Dirichlet boundary value. The behaviour of rf' 0 close to the interface grid
point is shown in the insert in Figure 6.3.a.
'
1n Figure 6.3.c the approximations
and r:f 1' resulting after 1 local defect correction step,
is accurate both inside and outside the local
are shown. The global coarse grid approximation:
region Ql. Consequently, the error in -rf; 1 near the interface grid point is much smaller than the
error in 0 near the interface grid point. This is shown in Figure 6.3.d where the relative errors
in ;;!f and '-rf; 0 and the relative errors in
and 1 are plotted. Both near the interface grid point
and outside Q 1, the errors in the approximations resulting after the local defect correction step are
significantly smaller than the errors in the approximations before the local defect correction step.
For other values of the parameters H, a and /, a similar improvement in accuracy for the global
and local approximations is obtained aftera local defect correction step. 1n Figure 6.4 the errors in
the approximations -r!f and 0 and in the approximations
and -rf 1 are plotted for H = 1/100,
a 20, l = 5H (Figure 6.4.~) and for H = 1/100, a 40, l = 3H (Figure 6.4.b). In this tigure
· we use the same markers as in Figure 6.3.d. The error for the approximation r;h, resulting when
the boundary value problem (6.54) is discretized on the global uniform fine grid Qh, is indicated
by the dotted line.
0

-rf

•7

-rf

•7

-rf

•t

-rf
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Figure 6.3 Temperature profiles and errors before alocal defect correction step in a),b)
and after a loc al defect correction step in c),d) in Example 6.4; H = Cl.05 cm, l = 5 H and
a= 10. The region [0.15, 0.35] is enlarged in the insert in a) and c).
In Example 6.4 only Ilocal defect correction step is performed. In Example 6.5 and Example
6.6 we study the convergence behaviour of the nonlinear LDC method. Therefore we introduce
the composite grid iterates

In Section 5.2 we have shown that the nonlinear LDC method is related to a system of nonlinear
equations on a composite grid (cf. Theorem 5.5). Here we consider the following discretization
of the boundary value problem (6.54) on the composite grid g,H,h (cf. (5.17)): At all grid points
of g,H,h which lie inside 0. 1 the finite difference approximations (6.56) are used. At all grid points
of g,H,h which lie outside 0. 1 the finite difference approximations (6.55) are used. The interface
grid point~= lis treated as if it was a grid point of the uniform grid g,H. In the remainder of this
section we refer to the discretization above as the composite grid discretization of (6.54). The
solution of this composite grid discretization is denoted by rH,h.
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Figure 6.4 Relative errors before and after Ilocal defect correction step in Example 6.4
for H = 0.05 cm, l = 5H, u= 20 (a) and for H = 0.05 cm, l 3H, u 40 (b).

i
0
1

2
3
4

11 rf•h -tll,h lleo
llr1Unoo

(}'

1.35 10 -L.
1.49 w- 3
1.57 w-4
1.66 w-s
1.7610-6

5
10
20
40
80

average
error rednetion
0.082
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.11

Thble 6.2 Convergence behaviour of the nonlinear LDC method in Example 6.6. Relative
errors for u = 20 and average error reduction factors for several values of u.
Example 6.5 In this examp1e we take H = 1/100 and l = 5H. The iterates -cf·h in tbe nonlinear
LOC metbod are compared witb tbe salution -cH,h of the composite grid discretization of (6.54).
In Table 6.2 tbe relative errors

11-c{"h- "CH,hlloo

11-rH,hlloo
are presented for a 20. We observe a fast convergence of the iterates r{'·h to the grid function
-cH,h The error rednetion factors in tbe nonlinear LOC metbod are approximately 0.11 in tbis case.
Por other refinement factors a simtlar fast convergence of tbe LOC iterates to the grid function
rH,h is obtained. In Table 6.2 tbe average error reduction factors in tbe nonlinear LDC metbod
fora 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 are shown. The convergence rateis independent of tbe refinement factor
a.
0
In Example 6.5 we have seen tbat the composite grid iterates in tbe nonlinear LOC metbod
converge fastly to tbe grid function rH,h_ In Example 6.6 the grid function -cH,h and tbe approximations r~·h and 1:J!'h, resulting after 1, respectively 2local defect correction steps, are compared
with the reference salution i for several values of tbe refinement factor a and for several values
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Figure 6.5 The errors in the grid functions r:H,h (a), rf·h (b), and r!j·h (c) for
H = 0.05 cm, l = 5H, O" 1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 and r!j•h (d) for H = 0.05 cm, a = 20,
l
3H, 4H, 5H, 6H. The arrows indicate the direction of increasing a in a)-c) and increasing l in d).

of the interface grid point~

e

l. The errors in r:H,h, r:f·h and r:!j•h are defined by

H,h( ·) ._ ir:H,h(Xj) T(Xj)i
x1 .li-(xj)l
ir:f•h(xj)- T(Xj)l
lr(xj)l

Xj

E

QH,h, i

1, 2.

Example 6.6 We take H = 1/100. In Figure 6.5.a the error in the grid function r:H,h is shown
for i= 5H and a 1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80. Fora= 1 the grid QH,h is a uniform grid with grid size
H. The errorfora 1 is indicated by an asterix (*). When a increases, the error in r:H,h inside
the local region Q 1 deercases since the grid size of the composite grid QH,h inside Q 1 becomes
smaller. Outside the local region Q 1 the error in rH,h becomes constant for increasing a, since
the grid size of the composite grid QH,h outside the local region Q 1 remains constant. Fora large
enough, the size of the error outside Q 1 is in agreement with the grid size H and the variations
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of the solution of (6.54) outside n1. Note that this does not hold for the approximation 1:{/'h. In
Figure 6.5.b the relative error in the grid function 1:f'h, which results after Ilocal defect correction
step, is shown for the sameset of refinement factors as in Figure 6.5.a. The relative error in 1:f'h
displays a non-smooth behaviour in a neighbourhood of the interface grid point, but this error is
nowhere significantly larger than the relative error in •H,h. In Figure 6.5.c the relative error in
the grid function Tlf'h, resulting after 2local defect correction steps, is shown for the sameset of
refinement factors as in Figure 6.5.a,b. The error in 1:lf'h is comparable to the error in •H,h, which
is obtained in the limit by the nonlinear LDC method.
In Figure 6.5.d the relative error in rH,h is shown fora 20 and for l
3H, 4H, 5H, 6H.
When l decreases, the relative error in •~ outside Ql becomes larger. This is due to the fact that
for decreasing l the region Q\Ql, where a coarse grid size H is used, is extended in the direction
of the bumer surface and closer to the bumer surface the variations in the solution r are larger. 0

=

In the previous examples we have shown some typical properties of the nonlinear LDC method
for the boundary value problem (6.54). Due to the fact that a discretization of the boundary value
problem on the global coarse grid QH is used, the approximation uff and u7, 0 in the initialization
step of the nonlinear LDC method are relatively inaccurate near the interface grid point. Significantly more accurate approximations uf and uf 1 are obtained after only Ilocal defect correction
step. Performing more local defect correction ~teps yields significantly better approximations of
the solution of a composite grid discretization of boundary value problem (6.54), but not of the
solution of the boundary value problem itself. Since our goal is to approximately solve the boundary value problem (6.54) on the composite grid, one local defect correction step is sufficient. This
holds for various (reasonable) values of a and l.
In the next example we consider the amount of work required by the nonlinear LDC method.
We compare the number of Newton iterations in this method with the number of Newton iterations
in the Newton-FAC method from Section 5.3 applied to the composite grid discretization of (6.54)
as defined above Example 6.5.

Example 6.7 We take H = 1/100, l = 5H, a= 20. The Newton-FAC method consistsof an
outer Newton iteration on QH,h and inner FAC iterations for solving the Jacobian systems. For
the outer iteration we use the same damped Newton method as in the nonlinear LDC method. The
initial guess is obtained from the solution •ff of the basic discretization by linear interpolation inside QJ. Only one FAC step (cf. (2.20) ), with the initial approximation equal to 0 at all composite
grid points, is applied. Both for the nonlinear LDC method and for the Newton-FAC method we
count the number of systems of linear equations which are solved on QH and on Qf.
In Table 6.3 the number of Newton iterations in the nonlinear LDC method are shown. Each
Newton step requires the solution of a system of linear equations on QH or on Qf. In the local
defect correction steps (i
1, 2, 3, 4, 5) a small number of Newton iterations is sufficient since
good initial guesses for the damped Newton method are available. In the Newton-FAC method
10 Newton steps are performed. If we take into account the cost for computing the initial guess,
16 systems of linear equations on QH and 10 systems of linear equations on Qf have been solved.
So in this case the amount of work required by ihe Newton-FAC method is comparable with the
amount of work required for two steps in the nonlinear LDC method.
o
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0
2 3 4 5
6 3 2

9 3 2 2
Table 6.3 Number of Newton iterations on gH and
method in Example 6.7.
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Figure 6.6 Errors before and after a local defect correction step in Example 6.8;
H = 0.05 cm, l 3H, 0' = 20.
For approximating the solution of the boundary value problem (6.54) by the nonlinear LOC
method, discretization processes on the uniform global coarse grid f:J.H and on the uniform local
have to be specified. In the examples above, both for discretizing (6.54) on nH and on
fine grid
central differences are used for the diffusion term and upwind differences for the convective
term. However, the discretization processes on QII and S'lf in the nonlinear LDC method may very
well be different. In the Example 6.8 below we present results for the nonlinear LOC method for
boundary value problem (6.54), where on the global grid the convective term is approximated
using upwind differences and on the local grid the convective term is approximated using central
diffe rences,
-dr ( y ) =. --'----"----

n;

n?,

d~

with y

E

f:J.f.

On both grids the diffusion term in (6.54) is approximated using central differences.

Example 6.8 We take H = 1/100, l = 3H and a 20. In Figure 6.6 the relative errors in the
approximations r{/, rf:o and rfl, r?, 1 are plotted. Clearly, by using central differences insteadof
upwind differences for the convective term on the local grid, the quality of the discretization is
improved (compare Figure 6.6 with Figure 6.5.d). Like in Example 6.4 we see that the error in
rj' 0 is large near the interface grid point. Here the error at the interface grid point is larger than the
rn'aximum error inside f:J. 1• Aftera local defect correction step a significant reduction of the relative
error near the interface grid point results. We note that, like in Example 6.6, performing more local
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defect correction steps does not significantly change the size of the errors in the approximations
~~

0

In Example 6.9 the bumer stabilized flame problem (6.42) is solved on the composite grid
We make use of the fact that fine grid approximations before alocal defect correction step
are accurate near the bumer surface.
gH,h.

Example 6.9 For solving the bumer stabilized ftame problem (6.42) we use the scalar cambustion equation (6.54) and the fact that ~is continuons at l; 0. With Ytu(O)
Yr~ given, the
solution of the boundary value problem (6.54) is approximated on the composite grid gH,h. The
composite grid approximation is denoted by 7:H,h. By (6.50a) the approximation rH,h yields an
approximation of Ytu on gH,h. The first derivative ~at l; 0 is approximated by

where Ytu (-h) follows from (6.44). From (6.44) we find
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As long as IDe- D-1 >tol, thesolution of (6.54) is approximated by solvingthe basicdiscretization on QH and the related local fine grid discretization on
No local defect correction steps
are carried out, since the local fine grid approximation is sufficiently accurate near the bumer surface. For the accepted value of fg. alocal defect correction step is carried out in order to imprave
the accuracy of the approximation outside the local region Q 1•
In Figure 6.7 the results of this iterative process are shown for H = 1/100, a= 40, l = 3H,
tol = 10-3 • The dasbed lines in Figure 6.7.a represent the approximations of the dimensionless
temperature 7: and the mass fraction Ytu for the initial guess l'i:, = Yfu, while the solid lines represent the approximations of rand Ytu for the accepted value of 'f'i:,, obtained after 7 iteration steps.
These approximations of-rand Ytu are still inaccurate near the interface grid point l; l. By performing Ilocal defect correction step the kink at x = l in the approximations is removed. This is
shown in Figure 6.7.b where the approximations of-rand Ytu after Ilocal defect correction step
are plotted.
o

n?.

6.5 DISCUSSION
InSection 6.4 we have presented results of the simulation of a one-dimensional premixed laminar
ftame on composite grids which are locally strongly refined. The use of locally strongly refined
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grids is inevitable when numerically simulating cambustion processes because of the large difference between the si ze of the burner and the size of the chemically active layer. Ratios of the largest
distance between two neighbouring grid points to the smallest distance between two grid points
of 10-100 are not unusual in cambustion modelling. As we have seen, the local defect correction
methad is an attractive approach for solving the model cambustion problem on such strongly refined composite grids. The boundary value problem is discretized on the uniform subgrids only.
Also systems of algebraic equations need to be solved on the uniform subgrids only. Using very
large refinement factors, accurate approximations of the salution result after only one local defect
correction step.
Clearly the number of grid points in the composite grids in Section 6.4 is nat minimal to obtain an approximation of boundary value problem (6.54) with a certain accuracy. For simulating
one-dimensional flames, truly non-uniform locally refined grids, which needasmaller number of
grid points to obtain approximations with a certain accuracy, can be used (e.g., [40],[55],[58]).
Often the one-dimensional adaptive gridding techniques cannot be applied for two-dimensional
problems. The concept of composite grids and the local defect correction methad can easily be
generalized for two space dimensions (and even for three space dimensions). For higher dimensional problems, this approach offers some clear advantages: locally strongly refined grids and
yet simple data structures; also the fact that one ean use uniform grids facilitates both the discretization process and the salution of the resulting algebraic equations considerably.
We realize that we only considered a fairly simple cambustion problem. The latter was taken
to demonstrate the versatility of our approach for reallife problems. Of course, more research on
the use of composite grids and local defect correction for more complex cambustion problems is
needed.
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CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OP FLAT FLAMES ON COMPOSITE GRIDS

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied iterative rnethods for solving elliptic boundary value probierus on cornposite
grids which are locally strongly refined. This local refinement is obtained by using a small number
of uniform grids with different grid sizes, covering different parts of the domain. Por notational
convenience a two-diruensional model composite grid composed of a uniform global coarse grid
and only one uniform local fine grid has been used. The cornposite grids considered in this thesis have several attractive properties: data structures are sirnple and hence these grids are very
rnanageable in a practical implementation; locally the grid can be refined to any scale required
by the variations of the solution; since the composite grids are composed of uniform subgrids,
discretization of the boundary value problem is standard in the greater part of the domain. These
advantages are even more pronounced for three space dirnensions. We have used fini te difierence
methods for discretizing the boundary value problems on the composite grids.
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we have given a presentation and analysis of three basic iterative methods for solving boundary value problems on composite grids: local defect correction
(LDC, introduced by Hackbusch), the fast adaptive composite grid metbod (FAC, introduced by
McCormick) and the multi-level adaptive technique (MLAT, introduced by Brandt). These methocts have in common that in the iterative process only systems of algebrak equations on the uniform subgrids are solved. Often such systems can be solved very efficiently. By presenting the
three methods in one framework, we have been able to discuss the similarities and the differences
between these methods. We have shown that the composite grid discretizations which are actually solved by the LDC rnethod and by the MLAT metbod are the same if the restriction, used in
MLAT for restricting approximations on the local fine grid to grid points of the global coarse grid,
is the trivial injection. Also we have shown that if the FAC metbod is applied to the composite
grid discretization related to the LDC method, and if the restrietion used in the FAC method is
equal to the trivial injection on the interface, then the LDC methad and the FAC method have the
same iteration matrix. Unfortunately, we havenotbeen able to derive satisfactory bounds tor the
nonnor speetral radius of this iteration matrix. Soa satisfactory convergence analysis of the LDC
method and the FAC method in a finite ditTerenee setting is still lacking. Hence this topic is still
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left for future research.
In Chapter 4 we have studied in detail the composite grid discretization related to the LDC
metbod for the Poisson problem. For the one-dimensional Poisson problem this composite grid
discretization is compared with two other reasonable finite ditTerenee discretizations on the composite grid. It is shown that already for this simple problem, the composite grid discretization
related to the LDC metbod has important advantages compared to the other two discretization
methods. For the two-dimensional Poisson problem we have derived a sharp global discretization error bound, which is valid without restrictions on the coarse grid size H, the fine grid size
h and the refinement factor a H I h. This bound nicely separates the discretization error terms
related to the high activity region, the low activity region and the interpolation on the interface.
This is an important result, since up to now no resu]ts were known concerning finite difference
discretization errors on composite grids.
Numerical results, both in this thesis and in the literature, show very fast convergence of the
local defect correction iteration for several problems. Often accurate approximations of the solution of the boundary value problem are obtained after only one local defect correction step. In
our opinion it would be worthwhile to analyse the solution metbod given by the LDC initialization step (consisting of a basic global coarse grid discretization and a corresponding local fine
grid discretization) and one local defect correction step. Some first results in this direction are
presented in [19].
In Chapter 5 we have shown how the LDC metbod and the FAC metbod can be applied to
nonlinear boundary value problems. In Chapter 6 we have used the nonlinear LDC metbod for
solving a concrete nonlinear boundary value problem, resulting from cambustion modelling, on
a composite grid. The numerical results for this (fairly simple) cambustion problem indicate that
for large refinement factors and after only one local defect correction step, accurate approximations of the solution of the boundary value problem can be obtained. These results and the attractive properties of composite grids as described in Section 1.2 make further research on the use of
composite grids and local defect correction for more complex cambustion problems worthwhile.
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SAMENVATTING

Veel fysische processen kunnen wiskundig gemodelleerd worden als een elliptisch randwaardeprobleem. Om een numerieke benadering van de oplossing van het randwaardeprobleem te krijgen,
wordt het randwaardeprobleem benaderd (gediscretiseerd) op een verzameling discrete punten
(het rooster), en wordt het resulterende stelsel algebraïsche vergelijkingen opgelost. Indien de
oplossing van het randwaardeprobleem sterk varieert is een fijn rooster nodig om een nauwkeurige
numerieke benadering te krijgen. Veelal is de variatie van de oplossing niet over het hele domein,
maar alleen lokaal groot. Om in dergelijke gevallen de oplossing van het randwaardeprobleem
nauwkeurig en efficiënt te benaderen is een lokaal verfijnd rooster nodig.
In dit proefschrift worden iteratievemethoden voor het oplossen van elliptische randwaardeproblemen op zogenaamde samengestelde roosters bestudeerd. Samengestelde roosters zijn lokaal
verfijnde roosters die zijn samengesteld uit een aantal uniforme roosters. Eén van de uniforme
roosters overdekt het hele domein en heeft een grove maaswijdte. De overige uniforme roosters
overdekken ieder slechts een deel van het domein en hebben een (veel) fijnere maaswijdte. Als
modelrooster wordt een samengesteld rooster gebruikt dat is samengesteld uit een globaal uniform grof rooster en één lokaal uniform fijn rooster. De maaswijdte van het lokale rooster zal
vaak veel fijner zijn dan de maaswijdte van het globale rooster. Om de randwaardeproblemen te
discretiseren worden eindige differenties gebruikt.
In de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 worden een drietal uit de literatuur bekende methoden voor het
oplossen van lineaire randwaardeproblemen op samengestelde roosters gepresenteerd en geanalyseerd. Bij de LDC methode ("local defect correction") en de MLAT methode ("multi-level
adaptive technique") wordt het randwaardeprobleem niet a priori gediscretiseerd op het samengestelde rooster. In iedere iteratiestap worden stelsels algebraïsche vergelijkingen op de uniforme
deelroosters gedefinieerd en opgelost. Voor de LDC methode en de MLAT methode wordt het
discrete probleem op het samengestelde rooster, dat uiteindelijk wordt opgelost, afgeleid. De
verschillen tussen het discrete probleem gerelateerd aan de LDC methode en het discrete probleem gerelateerd aan de MLAT methode worden besproken. Voor de LDC methode wordt een uitdrukking voor de iteratiematrix afgeleid. De FAC methode ("fast adaptive composite grid method")
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is een iteratieve methode voor het oplossen van a priori gegeven discrete problemen op het samengestelde rooster. De FAC methode wordt toegepast op het aan de LDC methode gerelateerde
discrete probleem op het samengestelde rooster en de benaderingen in de FAC iteratie worden
vergeleken met de benaderingen in de LDC iteratie.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt het aan de LDC methode gerelateerde discrete probleem op het samengestelde rooster nader bestudeerd. Voor de één-dimensionale Poisson vergelijking wordt dit discrete probleem vergeleken met twee andere, aan de MLAT methode en de FAC methode gerelateerde, discrete problemen op het samengestelde rooster. De lokale en globale discretisatiefouten
en eigenschappen van de differentiematrices worden vergeleken. Het blijkt dat het aan LDC gerelateerde discrete probleem een aantal gunstige eigenschappen heeft. Voor dit discrete probleem
worden ook in geval van de twee-dimensionale Poisson vergelijking de lokale discretisatiefouten
geanalyseerd en gunstige eigenschappen van de differentiematrix afgeleid. Uiteindelijk wordteen
scherpe bovengrens voor de globale discretisatiefout afgeleid, die geldig is zonder beperking op
de grove maaswijdte, de fijne maaswijdte en de verhouding tussen deze twee maaswijdten.
In de hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4 worden lineaire randwaardeproblemen beschouwd. In hoofdstuk
5 wordt beschreven hoe de LDC methode kan worden gecombineerd met de Newton methode voor
het oplossen van niet-lineaire randwaardeproblemen op een samengesteld rooster. Voor de nietlineaire LDC methode wordt het discrete probleem op het samengestelde rooster, dat uiteindelijk
wordt opgelost, afgeleid. Voor het oplossen van dit discrete probleem wordt ook een combinatie
van de Newton methode en de FAC methode beschreven.
De niet-lineaire LDC methode wordt toegepast op een concreet niet-lineair probleem afgeleid
uit de modellering van verbrandingsprocessen. Bij de numerieke simulatie van verbrandingsprocessen is het gebruik van lokaal sterk verfijnde roosters noodzakelijk omdat de afmeting van de
brander in het algemeen een aantal ordes groter is dan de afmeting van de zone waarin de chemische
reacties plaatsvinden. In hoofdstuk 6 worden de beschrijvende vergelijkingen voor reagerende
gasmengsels in het algemeen, en vooréén-dimensionale vlakke vlammen in het bijzonder, gegeven.
Verder worden numerieke resultaten, verkregen met de niet-lineaire LDC methode, gepresenteerd
en besproken.
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gewaardeerd. Mede door zijn enthousiasme voor wiskundig onderzoek en zijn didactische kwaliteiten is de samenwerking met hem voor mij enorm stimulerend geweest. Tot slot bedank ik
Nicole voor haar voortdurende steun en zorg.
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De schrijver van dit proefschrift is geboren op 15 november 1968 te Clinge. Na het behalen van
het diploma Gymnasium B aan de R.K. Jansenius Scholengemeenschap te Hulst is hij in 1987
wiskunde gaan studeren aan de Technische Universiteit te Eindhoven. In augustus 1992 is hij
(met lof) afgestudeerd in de wiskunde na het schrijven van een scriptie over meerroostermethoden
voor parabolische differentiaalvergelijkingen. Het afstudeerproject is uitgevoerd onder begeleiding van dr. AA. Reusken bij de vakgroep Analyse. Tijdens zijn studie is hij een jaar als studentassistent werkzaam geweest bij de faculteit Wiskunde en Informatica van de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven.
Vanaf september 1992 is hij als assistent in opleiding in dienst geweest van de vakgroep Analyse van de faculteit Wiskunde en Informatica van de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. In deze
functie is onder leiding van prof.dr. R.M.M. Mattheij het onderzoek verricht dat geleid heeft tot
dit proefschrift.

Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

SOLVING
BOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEMS
ON COMPOSITE GRIDS
WITH AN APPLICATION TO COMBUSTION
door
P.J.J. Ferket
1. Bij de LDC methode ("local defect correction") toegepast op een randwaardeprobleem hoort
een discretisatie op een samengesteld rooster waarbij roosterpnnten op de interfaces tussen
grove en fijne roosters dienen te worden beschouwd als roosterpunten van het uniforme
grove rooster.
2. De FAC methode ("fast adaptive composite grid") toegepast op de discretisatie horend bij
de LDC methode, levert bij geschikte keuze voor de restrictie en de startbenadering in de
FAC methode, dezelfde benaderingen als de LDC methode.
3. Voor eindige differentiemethoden op uniforme roosters is bekend dat in veel gevallen lokale
discretisatiefouten in de buurt van de rand van het domein een wezenlijk kleinere invloed
hebben op de globale discretisatiefout dan lokale discretisatiefouten in het inwendige. Eenzelfde verschijnsel treedt op bij de aan de LOC methode gerelateerde eindige differentiemethode op samengestelde roosters, maar nu met betrekking tot lokale discretisatiefouten
in de buurt van de interfaces tussen grove en fijne roosters.
4. De convergentiesnelheid van de FAC methode hangt sterk af van de keuze voor de restrictie
op de interfaces tussen grove en fijne roosters.
5. Zij X eencomplexe Banachruimte enT: X--+ X een lineaireafbeeldingwaarvoor >.. E (0, 1)
bestaat zo dat

IJTx- xll

s À(lixll + IITxll)

voor alle x E X. Dan is T begrensd inverteerbaar.
Dit resultaat is een uitbreiding van een stelling van Rilding [Hi] voor Hilbertruimtes.
[Hi] S. Hîlding, Noteon completeness theorems of Paley-Wiener type, Ann. of Math., 49
(1948), pp. 953-955.

6. Voor elke cardinal spline functies E c<k-l)(IR) van willekeurige graad k::: 1 geldt dat de
som
00

L

(-lts(x

n)

(x E IR)

n=-oo

een scalair veelvoud is van de cardinal Euler-spline Ek (x) van de graad k, aangenomen dat
de reeks voor alle x E IR convergeert.
Ditimpliceert dat voor wavelet-decomposities van anti-periodieke functies f waarvoor geldt:

f(x+ 1) = - f(x)

(x E IR),

de Euler-spline Ek(x) een belangrijke schaalfunctie is.
7. Een klassieke taal in het VWO-eindexamenpakket vormt een uitstekende voorbereiding op
wetenschappelijk onderwijs aan een technische universiteit.
8. De opleiding tot wiskundig ingenieur moet zich bij VWO-leerlingen actiever profileren als
een brede opleiding die goede perspectieven biedt op een interessante baan in het bedrijfsleven.
9. Mstudeerders die promotieonderzoek willen verrichten moeten gestimuleerd worden om
na hun afstuderen over te stappen naar een andere universiteit.
10. Niet de plaats maar de aard van een overtreding zou bepalend moeten zijn voor het geven
van een strafschop.
11. Bij belangrijke voetbalwedstrijden moet de scheidsrechter de mogelijkheid hebben om bij
cruciale beslissingen televisiebeelden te raadplegen.
12. De elektronische snelweg brengt de smoes "ik stond in de file" voor velen binnen handbereik.

